
K._ CHAPTER 4t THERMAL EVALUATION 

4.0 OVERVIEW 

The HI-STORM System is designed for long-term storag6 of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) in a vertical 
orientation. An array of HI-STORM Systems laid out in a rectilinear pattern willbe stored on a 
concrete ISFSI pad in an open environment. In this'section, compliance of the HI-STORM thermal 
performance'to lOCFR72 requirements for outdoor storage at an ISFSi is established. Safe thermal 
performance during on-site loading, unloading and transfer operations u tilizinig the HI-TRAC 
transfer cask is also demonstrated. The analysis considers passive rejection of decay heat from the 
stored SNF assemblies to the environment under the most severe design basis ambient conditions.  
Effects of solar radiation (insolation) and partial ra'diation blockage 'due to -th6 presence of 
neighboring casks at an ISFSI site are included in the analyses. Finally, the thermal margins of safety 
for long-term storage of both moderate bumup'(up to 45,000 MWD/MTU) and high b urnup spent 
nuclear fuel (greater than'45,000 MWD/MTU) in the HI-STORM 100System are quantified.  

The HI-STORM thermal evaluation adopts certain guidelines of presented-in NUREG-1536 [4.4.10] 
and the Interim 'Staff Guidance requirements [4.-1.4] to demonstrate Safe siorage of Commercial 
Spent Fuel (CSF. include eight specifi actn 5r.. cria that sheul be fulfilled by the cask 
thea . .design. These cight iter.... ar.......... here as follows guidelines are stated below: 

1. The fuel cladding temperature at the beginning of'dry. cask stora'ge should 
generally be below the anticipated damage-threshold temperatures for neomal 
con.i... on.S and a minimum of 20 years of cask storage the licensed l/f ofthe 
system.  

2. The fuel cladding temperature should generally be maintained below 5700 C 
(1058 0 F) for accident; and off-normal event; and fuel t*r4ii,,s-f conditions.  

3. The maximuim internal pressure of the cask should remain within its design 
pressures for normal (1% rod rupture), off-normal (100/o rod riuture), and 
accident (100% rod rupture) conditions.  

4. The cask and fuel materials should be maintained within their minimu'm and 

This chapter has been prepared in the format and section organization set forth in Regulatory 
Guide 3.61. Howeve'r, the material content of ihis chapter also fulfills the requirements of 
NUREG-1536. Pagination and numbering of sections, figures, and tables are consistent with the 
convention set down in Chapter 1, Section 1.0, herein. Finally, all terms-of-art used in this chapter 
are consistent with the terminology of the glossary (Table 1.0.1) and component nomenclature of 
the Bill-of-Materials (Section 1.5)., 
Defined as nuclear fuel that is used to produce Ienergy in a commercial nuclear reactor (See 
Glossary).' 
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maximum temperature criteria for normal, off-normal, and accident 
conditions. •J 

5. For fuel assemblies proposed for storage, the cask system should ensure a 
very low probability of cladding breach during long-term storage.  

6. Fuel eladding dama;c ulting from ereep cavitatien heuld be-limited to 150,; ..  
th...... gn, claddin.... s sc.ti.nal area. For long term normal and short term 
operations (defined in Chapter 2), the maximum CSF cladding temperature shall be 
limited to 4000C (7520F).  

7. The cask system should be passively cooled.  

8. The thermal performance of the cask should be within the allowable design 
criteria specified in FSAR Chapters 2 and 3 for normal, off-normal, and 
accident conditions.  

As demonstrated in this chapter (see Subsections 4.4.6 and 4.5.6), the HI-STORM System is 
designed to comply with All eight oftthe criteria listed above. All thermal analyses to evaluate normal 
conditions-of storage in'a rH-STORM storage module are described in Section 4.4. All thermal 
analyses to evaluate normal handling and on-site transfer in a HI-TRAC transfer cask are described 
in Section 4.5. All analyses for off-normal conditions are described in Section 11.1. All analyses for 
accident conditions are described in Sectiofi 11.2. Sections 4.1 through 4.3 describe thermal analyses 
and input data that are common'to all conditions. This FSAR chapter is in full compliance with 
NUREG-1536 requirements, subject to the exceptions and clarifications discussed in Chapter 1, 
Table 1.0.3.  

gThis revision to the HI-STORM Final Safety Analysis Report, the first zince thc HI STORM 100 
System was issued a Part 72Crt t...f. C , .....mpliance, incorporates several features into the thermal 
analysis to respond to the changing needs of the U.S. nuclear power generation industry and 
revisions to NRC regulations. The most significant changes are: 

• The thermal analysis is revised to comply with certain recently issued staffguidance by the NRC 
(" Cladding Considerations for the Transportation and Storage of Spent Fuel '" ISG 11, Rev. 2).  

" The Aluminum Heat Conduction Elements (AHCE), optional underAm endment I of CoC 1014, 
are removedfrom the design. Removing the AHCEs from the MPC eliminates the constriction to 
the downcomerflow (Figure 4. 0. 1) and thus further enhances the thermal performance of the 
MPC.  

"• The whole spectrum ofregionalized storage ofSpent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)for each MPC type has 
been analyzed to permit the user to select the heat loadfor region 2 (the outer region) and then 
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determine the correspondingpermissible heat loadfor region 1 (core region ofthe basket). The 
flexibility of selecting region 2 heat load afforded to the ISFSI ow'ner by the analyses 
documented in this FSAR permits MPCs to be loaded in the most effective manner to minimize 
the aggregate dose emittedfrom the totality of the casks arrayed on the pad.  

" Certain thermal scenarios, such as damaged fuel canister in iegion 2 (defined in Section 4.4) 
and HI-TRA C transfer caskplaced in a deep pit (resulting in some restriction on heat dissipation 
to ambient) have been explicitly analyzed and reported in the FSAR.  

" Certain elements of excessive conservatism in the mathematical model have been relaxed to
retain a moderate level of conservatism. Subsection 4.4.6 documents conseirvatisms that apply to 
the thermal solution. A quantitative estimate ofthe consequences of the elements of conservatism 
is provided in Appendix 4.B.  

"* The nominal helium fill pressure is increased to 42.8psig to facilitate increased heat dissipation 
from the MPC through the classical thermosiphon action (Figure 4. 0. 1).  

"* The design maximum decay heat load for the HI-STORM System is set at 40 kWfor all MPCs.  

been computed. The allowable cladding temperatures for high bumlup PlWR and BVR fuel, 

ElBoth uniforim and r-egionalized stor-age are permitted, the latter being pariciularly valuable in 
mitigating the dse emitted by the "DPC by r-esticing "cold and old" Sb- in the loation÷ 
su.,ounding the core region of.the basket (where the "ho t and new" fr., is stored).  

IT-he effect of convective heat transfer- in the MPC, or-iginally included in the anaysis but 
subsequently neglected to enable the býMC to miake a moere consider-ed assessmnent ef gavit' 
driven confvective heat transfer- in honeycomb basket equipped MIP~s, is now reintroeduced.

2 In the absence of the cr~edit for eonvective (thermosiphon) effect, the previous analysis r-elied en the 
eonduction heat tftansfcr through the clear-Encle between the basket and the NMPC encelosur-e vessel.  
The conductiont heat flow path was pr-evided by the Aluminiumf Heat Condctiofin Elements (PACE).  
The AHCE hardware is retained in the MPC and credit for- ACHE heat dissipation is eliminated in 
the thermal analyses to maintain a solid mnargi of cons en~afism in the computed r-sialt. In a simnilaf 
spirit of conserwatism, the heat transfer- in narrow cavities (the Rayleigh effect), approeved byth 
.SFPO in the prviu anlysis, is neglected in thisreion 

Aside from the above mnentioned ehanges, this r-evision of this chapter: is essentially identical to its
predeeesser
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In this chapter, the maximum HI-STORM System temperatures andpressures for normal conditions 
of storage are established. The normal storage conditions are defined below: 

Condition Value 
Decay Heat (Qo 40 kW 

MPC Helium Fill Pressure (PflI) 42.8 
Ambient Temperature (Tamb) 80°F 

The HI-STORM maximum temperatures are tabulated in Tables 4.4.9, 4.4.10, 4.4.26 and 4.4.27 for 
MPC-24, MPC-68, MPC-32 and MPC-24E respectively and in Table 4.4.36 for the Overpack 
temperatures. The maximum MPC pressures are tabulated in Table 4.4.14.

<2
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HELIUM FLOW 
HEATS IN THE 
STORAGE CELLS

HELIUM FLOW 
COOLS IN THE 
DOWNCOMER 
REGION 

FIGURE 4.0.1: MPC INTERNAL HELIUM CIRCULATION 
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4.1 DISCUSSION

As discussed in Chapter 2, this revision of the HI-STORM FSAR seeks to establish complete 
compliance with the provisions of reference [4.1.4]. To ensure explicit comphance, a new condition 
corresponding to fuel loading activities is defined in Chapter 2.  

In -Revision 1 of this FSAR, fuel loading, which includes fiel drying, MPC lid welding, helium' 
pressurization, and MPC transfer operations, was treated as part of the "off-normal" condition. It 
is now treated as a distinct fuel thermal state. Specifically, the maximum fuel cladding temperature 
for the .'fuel loading'" condition formally referred to as "short term operations " is set equal to 
4000C for all CSF. Potential thermally challenging states for the spent fitel arise when ("j9 ihe fuel 
drying process utilizes pressure reduction (the so-called "vacuum drying" method), or when the 
loaded MPC is inside the transfer cask In the latter state, the rate of heat rejection from the MPC is 
somewhat less compared to the normal storage condition when the MPC is inside the ventilated 
overpack. Because the HI-TRA C transfer cask handling subsequent to helium pressurization of the 
MPC typically involves keepihg the equipment vertical at all times, the thermosiphon action inside' 
the MPC is fully operational during these activities. As a result, the increase in the fuel cladding 
temperature inthe in-HI-TRA C condition compared to the in-HI-STORMstorage condition' is fairly 
modest. The increase is more significant in the case where the HI-TRAC transfer cask, for reasons 
such as vertical height restrictions or seismic constraints at a plant, must be handled horizontallyfor 
a certain period of time. Obviously, when HI-TRA C is horizontal, the cessation of the thermosiphon 
action results in an additional rise in the fuel cladding temperature. Therefore, the short term 
evolutions that may be thermally limiting are: 

i. ,Vacuum Drying 
ii. Loaded MPC in HI-TRA C in the vertical orientation 
iii. Loaded MPC in HI-TRAC in the horizontal orientation 

The MPC heat generation rate, Qv, at which the peak cladding temperature reaches the steady state 
equilibrium value approaching the limit of 400°C is computed in this chapter. Likewise, the heat' 
generation rates that produce the steady state equilibrium temjberature approaching the limit of 
400'C for. the MPC-in-HI-TRAC condition in both vertical and horizontal configurations are 
computed in this chapter. These computed heat generation rates directly bear upon 'the cbmpliance 
of the system with Reference [4.1.4], and are azccordingly adopted in the system Technical 
Specifications for high burnup fuel (HBF).  

For moderate burnupfuel (MBF), it is reasonable to provide additional latitude in fuel loading in 
light of the relative paucity of hydrides in thefuel 'cladding at low and moderate burnup levels 
reported in the literature. Accordingly, it is proposed that the permissible MPC heat generation rate 
be allowed to be governed by the more restrictive of the following two criteria (for MBF only):
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a. The maximum estimated cladding hoop stress (om,,) during fuel loading does not 
exceed 90 MPa.  

b. The maximum computed cladding temperature duringfitel loading does not exceed 
5700C.  

For MBF that does not muster compliance with the aforementioned cr;,ar criterion (a), the Reference 
[4.1.4] temperature limit shall apply. Because the cladding stress is a function of the cladding 
thickness (and hence affunction of the extent of cladding corrosion), the estimation of the cladding 
stress, of necessity, must befuel-speciflc. The user of the HI-STORM system can exceed the heat 
generation rates computed in this chapter (for MBF only) if fuel batch-specific analysis using the 
methodology presented in this FSAR is performed to establish compliance with the two foregoing 
criteria. Section 4.5 contains a detailed treatment of all short term operations for both HBF and 
MBF.  

A sectional view of the HI-STORM dry storage system has been presented earlier (see Figure 1.2.1).  
The system consists of a sealed MPC situated inside a vertical ventilated storage overpack. Air inlet 
and outlet ducts that allow for air cooling of the stored MPC are located at the bottom and top, 
respectively, of the cylindrical overpack. The SNF assemblies reside inside the MPC, which is sealed 
with a welded lid to form the confinement boundary. The MPC contains an all-alloy honeycomb 
basket structure with square-shaped compartments of appropriate dimensions to allow insertion of the 
fuel assemblies prior to welding of the MPC lid and closure ring. Each box panel, with the exception 
of exterior panels on the MPC-68 and MPC-32, is equipped with aBeral(thermal neutron absorber) 
panel sandwiched between an alley Alloy X steel sheathing plate and the box panel, along the entire 
length of the active fuel region. The MPC is backfilled with helium up to the design-basis initial fill 
level (Table 1.2.2). This provides a stable, inert environment for long-term storage of the SNF. Heat 
is rejected from the SNF in the HI-STORM System to the environment by passive heat transport 
mechanisms only.  

The helium backfill gas is an integral part of the MPC thermal design. The helium fills all the spaces 
between solid components and provides an improved conduction medium (compared to air) for 
dissipating decay heat in the MPC. Additionally, helium in the spaces between the fuel basket and the 
MPC shell is heated differentially and, therefore, subject to the so called "Rayleigh" effect which is 
discussed in detail later in this chapter. For added conservatism, the increase in the heat transfer rate I 
due to the Rayleigh effect contribution is neglected in this revision of the FSAR. To ensure that the 
helium gas is retained and is not diluted by lower conductivity air, the MPC confinement boundary is 
designed and fabricated to comply with the provisions of the ASME B&PV Code Section III, 
Subsection NB (to the maximum extent practical), as an all-seal-welded pressure vessel with 
redundant closures. It is demonstrated in Section 11.1.3 that the failure ofone field-welded pressure 
boundary seal will not result in a breach of the pressure boundary. The helium gas is therefore 
retained and undiluted, and may be credited in the thermal analyses.  
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An important thermal design criterion imposed on the HI-STORM System is to limit the maximum 
fuel cladding temperature to within design basis limits (Table 4.3.7) for long-term storage of design 
basisý SNF assemblies. An equally important desigh crite-i-on is to minimize temperature gradients in 
the MPC so a's to miniinize thermal stresses. In order to meet these design objectives, the MPC 
baskets are designed to possess certain distinctive characteristics, which are summarized in the 
following. 

The MPC design minimizes resistance to heat transfer within the basket and basket periphery regions.  
This is ensured by an uninterrupted panel-to-panel connectivity realized in the all-welded honeycomb 
basket structure. The 'MPC design incorporates top and bottom plenums with interconnected 
downcomer paths. The top plenum is formed by the gap between the bottom'of the MPC Eid and the 
top of the honeycomb fuel basket, and by elongated semicircular holes in each basket cell wall. The 
bottom plenum is formed by large elongated semicircular holes at the base of all cell walls. The MPC 
basket is'designed to eliminate structural discontinuities (ie., gaps) which introduce large thermal 
resistances to heat flow. Consequently, temperature gradients are minimized in the design, which 
results in lower thermal stresses within the basket. Low thermal stresses are also ensuied by-an MPC 
design that permits unrestrained axial and radial growth of the basket. The possibility of stresses due 
to restraint on basket periphery thermal growth is eliminated by providing-adequate basket-to-canister 
shell'gaps to allow f6r basket thermal growth during heat-up to design basis temperatures.  

It is heuristically apparent from'the geometry of the MPC that the basket metal, the fuel assemblies, 
and the contained helium mnass will be at their peak temnperatures at or near the longitudinal axis ofthe 
MPC. The temperatures will attenuate with increasing radial distance from this axis, reacliing their' 
lowest values at the outer surface of the MPC shell. Conduction along the metal walls and radiant 
heat exchange from the fuel assemblies to the MPG hmetal mas's would therefore result in substantial 
differences in the bulk temperaturesof helium columns in different fuel storrage cells. Since two fluid 
columns at different temperatures in communicative contact cannot remaminmin static equilibrium, the 
non-isotropic te'mperature field in the MPC internal space due to conduction and radiation heat 
transfer mechanisms guarantee the incipience of the third mode of heat'transfer: natural convection.  

The preceding paragraph introduced the internal helium thermosiphon feature engineered into the 
MPC design. It is recognized that the backfill helium pressure, in combination with low pressure dropi 
circulation passages in the MPC design, induces a thermosiphon upflow through the multi-cellular 
basket structure to aid in removing the decay heat from the stored fuel assemblies. The decay heat 
absorbed by the helium during upflow through the basket is rejected to-the MPC shell during the 
subsequent doWnflo;, of helium'iin the peripheral downcomers. This hflium ,theremosiphon heat 
extraction 'process significantly reduces the' burdenf on the MPC metal basket structure for heat' 
transport by 'on6ductifn,' thereby rninimiz ,internal basket temperature gradients and resulting 
thermal stresses. " .  

The helium columns traverse the vertical storage cavity spaces, redit ribting heat within the MPC.  
Elongated holes in the bottom of the cell walls, liberal flow space and elongated holes at the top, and 
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wide-open downcomers along the outer periphery of the basket ensure a smooth helium flow regime.  
The most conspicuous beneficial effect of the helium thermosiphon circulation, as discussed above, is 
the mitigation of internal thermal stresses in the MPC. Another beneficial effect is reduction of the 
peak fuel cladding temperatures of the fuel assemblies located in the interior of the basket. in-the 
or-iginal HI STORM licensing analyses, no crcedit for- the thetnuosiphon aetien was taken.. To partially compensate for the reduction in the eomputed heat r-ejeetion eaafi u otecmlt nget of* 
the global thermesiphon action within the MPG, heat conduction elements flade of alumnm er 
intcrposd in the large per.ipher.al. Spaees ,t- _-,MP shell and the fuel basket. These heat 
conducti.n elements, shovln in. the N4PGDrainhgs in Section 1.5, a .e eng.ine-e•red uch•h•at th can 
be installed in the perbipheals a to ereate a nnutmetural thermal connectio n between the baskeT 
and the oPG shell. In t heiR installed condition, the heat conduction elements will entact tha e. PG 
shelu -and thebasket wais. MNPG manufacturoing proedurues have been established to ensur that the 

hes d-eSign MbjC-iv6s f the onduMcion eleffients set forth in t WR document are realiced in the aCtual hardware. The presence of heat cenductien elements i t canist designd 
consedativelygnmgaxm td inthe themal models orfthe HI STORM 100 System in this rMevision ofthe 
Safety-AnalysisRepeft;7 

Four distinct PT G basket geometries are evaluated for thermal performance in the HI-STORM 
System. For intact PWR fuel storage, the inC-24,MPt-24E, and M2PC-32 designs are available.  
Four locations are designated four storing damaged PWlR fuel in the MPC-24E design. A 68-cell MP 
design (MPG-68, MPtc 68F, and fei -68FF) is available for storing BwR fuel (intact or damaged 
(including fuel debris)). AXll of the four basic MPG geometries (MPG-32, MPG-24, MPC-24E and 
MPG-68) are described in Chapter 1 wherein their design drawings can also be found.  

The design maximum decay heat loads for storage of intact zircaloy clad fuel in the four MP ns are listed in Tables 1.1.20, 1.4.2 1,441.28, and 4.1. 29 set at 40 kW Storage of intact stainless steel is 
perm itted for low decay heat fuel as set forth in Chapter 2 (Table 2.1.8) evaluated in Sbeto 
4-3-.2.. Storage of zircaloy clad 'fuel with stainless steel clad fuel in an MPG is permitted. In this 
scenario, the zircaloy clad fuel is conservatively stipulated to meet the lower decay heat limits for 
stainless steel clad fuel (Table'` 21.8). Storage of damaged, zircaloy clad fuel is evaluated in 
Subsection 4.4.1.1.4. . The axial heat distribution in each fuel assembly is assumed to follow the 
bumup profiles set fofth by Table 2.1.11.  

Thermal analysis of the HI-STORM Syste mi is based on including all three fundamental modes of heat 
transfer, namely conduction, natural convection and radiation. Different combinations of these modes 
are active in different parts of the system. These modes are properly identified and conservatively 
analyzed within each jart of the MPC, the HI-STORM storage overpack and the HI-TRAC transfer 
cask, to enable bounding calculations of the temperature distribution within the HI-STORM System 
to be performed. In addition to storage within the HI-STORM overpack, loaded MPCs will also be 
located for short durations inside the transfer cask (HI-TRAC) designed for moving MPCs into and 
out of HI-STORM storage modules.  
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Heat is dissipated from the outer surface ofthe storage overpack and HI-TRAC to the environment 
by buoyancy induced airflow (natural bonvection) and thermal radiation. Heat transport through the 
cylindrical wall of the storage overpack and HI-TRAC is solely by conduction. While stored in a HI
STORM overpack, heat is rejected from the surface of the'MPC via the parallel action of thermal' 
radiation to the inner shell ofthe overpack and convection to a buoyancy driven airflow in the annular 
space between the outer surface of the MPC and the inner shell of the overpack. This situation is 
similar to the familiar case ofnatuial draft flow in furnace stacks. When placed intoa HI-TRAC cask 
for transfer operations,' heat is rejected from the surface of the MPC to the inner shell of the HI
TRAC by conductioh'and thermal radiation.  

Within the MPC, heat is transferred between'metil 'surfaces (e.g., between neighboring fuel-rod 
surfaces) via a combination of conduction thiough a gaseous medium (helium) and thermal radiation.  
Heat is transferred between the fuel basket and the MPC shell by thermal'radiation ýnd conduction.  
The heat trinsfer between the fuel basket external surface and the MPC shell inneri surface is further 
influenced by ihe "Rayleigh" effect. The heat transfer augmentati~n effect of this mechanism, as 
discussed earlier, is conservatively neglected:.  

As discussed later in this chapter', an array ofco'nservative assumptions bias the results of the thermal' 
analysis towaids much reduced computed margins than would be obiained by a rigorous analysis of 
the problem. In particular, the thermal model employed in determining the MPC temperatures is 
consistent with the model presented in Rev. 9 of the HI-STAR FSAR submittal (Docket No. 72
1008).

Asdiscussed in Chapter- 2, the H4I STOBA4 MPGs 
HI STAR System (Docket 71 1008 for- storage)

are identical to those utflizcd in the 14G accepted
.As sueh•, any "of the analysis methods44�h�4

her-ein for- peicffoing thermal evaluatiens of-the HI STORM MP~s are ident~ial to these aLready 
accepted for- the H! STAR System. Spccffieally, the analysis methods for- evaluation of the following 
items arfe identical to these for- the HI1 STAR System:y 

i.fuel assembl cifective thenmal conidutivtit 
if. MPG fuel basket effcctive thermal conductivity 
1Ui. MPG fuel baskret peripheral region effetive thermal conductivit 
iv. aluminumn heat conduction elements effective thermal conductivity 

I. MPG internal cavity free volumfe 
vif MPG contents effective heat capacity and density 
Vii. bounding futel rod internal pr-essures and hoop stresses 

1", L,AA;+-,- +1,Q-...1 .,.. ,-r- M11 -+,A ^-^ý +^ k^1, 41- T-T T CQMD'Xfl~ ^"A T-TT QM12A

systems are identical, including stainiless and car-bon steels, zircaloy-, UG;, alumintum alley 1100, 
Ber-l e~eA hehufY4 air- and pait-.  

The complete thermal analysis is performed using the industry standard ANSYS finite element
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modeling package [4.1.1 ] and the finite volume Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code FLUENT 
[4.1.2]. ANSYS has been previously used and accepted by the NRC on numerous dockets 
[4.4.10,4.V.5.a]. The FLUENT CFD program is independently benchmarked and validated with a 
wide class of theoretical and experimental studies reported in the technical journals. Additionally, 
Holtec has confirmed the code's capability to reliably predict temperature fields in dry storage 
applications using independent full-scale test data from a loaded cask [4.1.3]. A series of Holtec 
topical reports, culminating in "Topical report on the HI-STAR/HI-STORM thermal model and its 
benchmarking with full-size cask test data", Holtec Report HI-992252, Rev. 1, document the 
comparison of the Holtec thermal model against the full-size cask test data [4.1.3]. In reference 
[4.1.3], the Holtec thermal model is shown to overpredict the measured fuel cladding temperature by 
a modest amount for every test set. In early 2000, PNL evaluated the thermal performance of HI
STORM 100 at discrete ambient temperatures using the COBRA-SFS Code. (Summary report 
communicated by T.E. Michener to J. Guttman (NRC staff) dated May 31, 2000 titled "TEMPEST 
Analysis of the Utah ISFSI Private Fuel Storage Facility and COBRA-SFS Analysis of the Holtec HISTORM 100 Storage System"). The above-mentioned topical report has been updated to include a 
comparison of the Holtec tliermal model results with the PNL solution. Once again, the Holtec 
thermal model is uniformly conservative, albeit by small margins. The benchmarking of the Holtec 
thermal model against the EPRI test data [4.1.3] and PNL COBRA-SFS study validate the suitability 
of the thermal model employed to evaluate the thermal performance of the HI-STORM 100 System in 
this document.
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4.2 SUMMARY OF THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

Materialst present in the MPCs include stainless steels (Alloy X);,B al-neutrori absorber (Boral or 
METAMIC), aluminum Alloy 1100 heat c.nduction elements, and helium. Materials present in the 
HI-STORM storage overpack include carbon steels and concrete. Materials present in the HI-TRAC 
transfer cask include carbon steels, lead, Holtite-A neutron shield, and demineralized watert. In 
Table 4.2.1, a summary of references used to obtain cask material prbperties for performing all 
thermal analyses is presented.  

Individual thermal conductivities of the alloys that comprise the Alloy X materials and the bounding 
Alloy X thermal conductivity are reported in Appendix L.A of this report. Tables 4.2.2; aind 4.2.3 
and 4.2.9 provide numerical thermal conductivity data of materials at se-veral representative 
temperatures. Thermal conductivity data for Boral components (i.e., B 4C core and aluminum 
cladding) is'provided in Table 4.2.8. Boral is a compressed neutron "absdrbing core cladded with a 
thin layer of aluminum on both sides. Because of its sandwich Ionstrniction, its conduction properties 
are directionally dependent (i.e. non-isotropic). In contrast to Boral, META MIC is a homogeneous 
neutron absorbing mdterial with thermal conductivity that is higher than the Boral neutron 
absorbing B4C core (See Figure 4.2.3) but lower than Boral's aluminum cladding. The equivalent 
conductivity of a Boral panel, defined as the Square Root of the Mean Sum of Squares (SRMSS) 
conductivity in two principal directions (through thickness and width) is closely matched by 
METAMI&. Therefore, the two materials are considered thermally equivalent. The temperature 
dependence of the thermal conductivities of helium and air is shown in Figure 4.2.1.  

For the HI-STORM overpack, the thermal conductivity of concrete and the emissivity/absorptivity of 
painted surfaces are particularly important. Recognizing the considerable variations in reported 
values for these properties, we have selected values that are conservative with respect to both 
authoritative references and values used in analyses on previously licensed cask dockets. Specific 
discussions of the conservatism of the selected values are included in the following paragraphs.  

As specified in Table 4.2.1, the concrete thermal conductivity is taken from Marks' Standard 
Handbook for Mechanical Engineers, which is conservative compared to a variety of recognized 
concrete codes and references.- Neville,'in his book "Properties of Concrete" (4th Edition, 1996), 
gives concrete conductivity values as high-as 2.1 Btu/(hrxft•0 F). For'concrete with siliceous 
aggregates, the type to be used in HI-STORM oveiliacks, Neville reports'conductivities of at least 1.2 
Btu/(hrxftx°F). Data from Loudon and Stacey, extracted -from Neville. reports conductivitis 'of 
0.980 to 1.310 Btu/(hrxftx°F) for normal weight concrete protected from ihe weather. ACI-207. I R 

[ Aluminum Alloy 1100 -heat conduction elements installed in some early serial number MPCs (MPC-68 & MPC
68F) are removed from the MPC design in Rev. 2 of the HI-STORMFSAR. Accordingly, all information and 
discussion pertaining to Alloy 1100 material is deleted from this section.  
I Water from a primary source (e.g. lake or river)from which ionic impurities andprecipitates have been removed 
S For example, at 4820F, the through-thickness and width direction conductivities ofBoral (B4 C thickness fraction 
= 0.82) is computed as 52.9 and 58.2 Btu/ft-hr-°F respectively. The SRMSS conductivity = [(52.92 + 58.22)12105 is 
55.61 BTU/ft/hr-0F compared to lowerbound METAMIC conductivity (Figure 4.2.3) of 55.68 Btu/ft-hr-0 F (at 
4820F).  
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provides thermal conductivity values for seventeen structures (mostly dams) at temperatures from 
50-150'F. Every thermal conductivity value reported in ACI-207.1R is greater than the 1.05 
Btu/(hrxftx°F) value used in the HI-STORM thermal analyses.  

Additionally, the NRC has previously approved analyses that use higher conductivity values than 
those applied in the HI-STORM thermal analysis. For example, thermal calculations for the NRC 
approved Vectra NUHOMS cask system (June 1996, Rev. 4A) used thermal conductivities as high as 
1.17 Btu/(hrxftx°F) at 1 00*F. Based on these considerations, the concrete thermal conductivity value 
stipulated for HI-STORM thermal analyses is considered to be conservative.  

Holtite-A is a composite material consisting of approximately 37 wt% epoxy polymer, 1% B4C and 
62% Aluminum trihydrate. Thermal conductivity of the polymeric component is low because 
polymers are generally characterized by a low conductivity (0.05 to 0.2 Btu/ft-hr-0 F). Addition of 
fillers in substantial amounts raises the mixture conductivity up to a factor of ten. Thermal 
conductivity of epoxy filled resins with Alumina is reported in the technical literaturet as 
approximately 0.5 Btu/ft-hr-°F and higher. In the HI-STORM FSAR, a conservatively postulated 
conductivity of 0.3 Btu/ft-hr-0 F is used in the thermal models for the neutron shield region (in the HI
TRAC transfer cask). As the thermal inertia of the neutron shield is not credited in the analyses, the 
density and heat capacity properties are not reported herein.  

Surface emissivity data for key materials of construction are provided in Table 4.2.4. The emissivity 
properties of painted external surfaces are generally excellent. Kern [4.2.5] reports an emissivity 
range of 0.8 to 0.98 for a wide variety of paints. In the HI-STORM thermal analysis, an emissivity of 
0.851 is applied to painted surfaces. A conservative solar absorptivity coefficient of 1.0 is applied to 
all exposed overpack surfaces.  

In Table 4.2.5, the heat capacity and density of the different overpack materials are presented. These 
properties are used in performing transient (i.e., hypothetical fire accident condition) analyses. The 
temperature dependence of the viscosities of helium and air are provided in Table 4.2.6 and plotted 
in Figure 4.2.2.  

The heat transfer coefficient for exposed surfaces is calculated by accounting for both natural 
convection and thermal radiation heat transfer. The natural convection coefficient depends upon the 
product of Grashof(Gr) and Prandtl (Pr) numbers. Following the approach developed by Jakob and 
Hawkins [4.2.9], the product GrxPr is expressed as L3ATZ, where L is height of the overpack, AT is 
overpack surface temperature differential and Z is a parameter based on air properties, which are 

t "Prinicples of Polymer Systems", F. Rodriguez, Hemisphere Publishing Company (Chapter 10).  
tt This is conservative with respect to prior cask industry practice, which has historically utilized 

higher emissivities. For example, a higher emissivity for painted surfaces (E = 0.95) is used in 
the previously licensed TN-32 cask TSAR (Docket 72-1021).  
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known functions of temperature, evaluated 
dependence of Z is provided in Table 4.2.7.

at the average film temperature. The temperature

r !
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Table 4.2.1

SUMMARY OF HI-STORM SYSTEM MATERIALS 
THERMAL PROPERTY REFERENCES

Material Emissivity Conductivity Density Heat Capacity 
Handbook Handbook 

Helium N/A [4.2.2] Ideal Gas Law [4.2.2] [4.2.2] [4.2.2] 

Air N/A Handbook Ideal Gas Law Handbook 
[4.2.2] [4.2.2] 

Zircaloy EPRI NUREG Rust [4.2.4] Rust [4.2.4] 
[4.2.3] [4.2.6], [4.2.7] 

U0 2  Not Used [.6]G Rust [4.2.4] Rust [4.2.4] 
_______ _______ [4.2.6], [4.2.7] _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ 

Stainless Steel Kern [4.2.5] ASME [4.2.8] Marks' [4.2.1] Marks' [4.2.1] 
Carbon Steel Kern [4.2.5] ASME [4.2.8] Marks' [4.2.1] Marks' [4.2.1] 

Boralt Not Used Test Data Test Data Test Data 

Holtite-Ae Not Used Lower Bound Not Used Not Used Value Used 

Concrete Not Used Marks' [4.2.1] Marks' [4.2.1] Handbook 
[4.2.2] 

Handbook Handbook Handbook [4.2.2] [4.2.2] [4.2.2] 

Water Not Used ASME [4.2.10] ASME [4.2.10] ASME [4.2.10] 

(Optefia E4..21 ASIE[4-.2-.81 ASME E4.2.8i ANE [.42-.91 
Gendu~etie 
Elements) ____ 

ME TA MIC Not Used Test Data Test Data Test Data 

t AAR Structures Boral thermophysical test data.  

SFr.... n .utr-en shield fmanufatur.r'. data [1.2.11].  

"** Test data provided by METAMIC Inc.
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Table 4.2.2

SUMMARY OF HI-STORM SYSTEM MATERIALS 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA

Material @ 200°F @ 450°F @ 700°F 

(Btu/ft-hr-°F)- (Btu/ft-hr-°F) - (Btu/ft-hr-_F), 

Helium 0.0976 0.1289 0.1575 

Airtt 0.0173 0.0225 0.0272 

Alloy X 8.4 9.8 -- 11.0 

Carbon Steel 24.4 23.9 22.4 

Concretett.- 1.05 1.05 1.05 

Lead 19.4 17.9 16.9 

Water 0.392 0.368 N/A 

ft At lower temperatures, Air conductivity is between 0.0139 Btu/ft-hr-2F (at 32*F) and 
0.0176 Btu/ft-hr-PF.aft212'F. -* 

tt Assumed constant for the entire range of temperatures.
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Table 4.2.3

SUMMARY OF FUEL ELEMENT COMPONENTS 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA 

Zircaloy Cladding Fuel (U0 2) 
Temperature (*F) Conductivity Temperature (*F) Conductivity 

(Btu/ft-hr-°F) (Btu/ft-hr-.F) 
392 8.28t 100 3.48 
572 8.76 448 3.48 
752 9.60 570 3.24 
932 10.44 793 2.28t 

Lowest values of conductivity used in the thermal analyses for conservatism.
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Table 4.2.4 

SUMMARY OF MATERIALS SURFACE EMISSIVITY DATA 

Material Emissivity 

Zircaloy 0.80 

Painted surfaces 0.85 

Stainless steel 0.36 

Carbon Steel 0.66 

Sandblat.•d Aluminum 040

Note: The emissivity of a metal surface is a function of the surface finish. In general-oxidation of a 
metal surface increases the emissivity. As stated in Marks' Standard Handbook for Mechanical 
Engineers: "Unless extraordinary pains are taken to prevent oxidation, however, a metallic surface 
may exhibit several times the emittance or absorptance of a polished specimen." This general 
statement is substantiated with a review of tabulated emissivity data from several standard 
references. These comparisons show that oxidized metal surfaces do indeed have higher emissivities 
than clean surfaces.
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Table 4.2.5

DENSITY AND HEAT CAPACITY PROPERTIES SUMMARY

Material Density (ibm/ft) Heat Capacity (Btu/lbm-0 F) 
Helium (Ideal Gas Law) 1.24 

Zircaloy 409 0.0728 
Fuel (U0 2) 684 0.056 

Carbon steel 489 0.1 
Stainless steel 501 0.12 

Boral 154.7 0.13 
Concrete 14 2 t 0.156 

Lead 710 0.031 
Water 62.4 0.999 

Alumnu Alley, 1100 0.2 

(Optienal Heat Conduetion 

METAMIC 163.4 -166.6 0.22-0.29 

A minimum allowable density for concrete is specified as 146 lb/fo (HI-STORM 
Overpack Serial Numbers 1 through 7) and 155 lb/& (HI-STORM Overpack Serial 
Number 8 onward) in Appendix 1.D. For conservatism in transient heatup calculations, a 
lower value is specified here.
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Table 4.2.6 

GASES VISCOSITYt VARIATION WITH TEMPERATURE

Temperature Helium Viscosity Temperature Air Viscosity 

(0F) (Micropoise)1t (OF) .(Micropoise) 

167.4 220.5 32.0 172.0 

200.3 228.2 70.5 182.4 

297.4 250.6 260.3 229.4 

346.9 261.8 - 7 

463.0 288.7 

537.8 299.8 

737.6 338.8 -

t Obtained from Rohsenow and Hartnett [4.2.2].  

This data is also provided in graphical form in Figure 4.2.2.
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Table 4.2.7

VARIATION OF NATURAL CONVECTION PROPERTIES 
PARAMETER "Z" FOR AIR WITH TEMPERATUREt 

Temperature (0F) Z (ft'3°F'1) 
40 2.1xl06 
140 9.0x105 

240 4.6x105 

340 2.6x10' 

440 1.5x 105

Obtained from Jakob and Hawkins [4.2.91.
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Table 4.2.8

BORAL COMPONENT MATERIALSt 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA

Temperature (*F) B4C Coie Conductivity Aluminum Cladding 
(Btu/ft-hr-°F) - Conductivity (Btulft-hr-°F) 

212 48.09 100.00 

392 48.03 104.51 

572 47.28 108.04 .  

752 46.35 109.43 

Both B4C and aluminum cladding thermal conductivity values are obtained from AAR 

Structures Boral thermophysical test data.
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Table 4.2.9 

[INTENTIONALL Y DELETED] 

HEAT CONDUCTION ELEMENTS (ALUMINUA4 ALL OY- 1100) 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA
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4.3 SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPONENTS:

HI-STORM System materials and components designated as "Important to Safety" (i.e., required to 
be maintained within their safe operating temperature ranges to ensure their intended function) which 
warrant special attention are summarized in Table 4.3.1 .The neutron shielding ability of Holtite-A 
neutron shield material used in the HI-TRAC onsite transfer overpack is ensured by demonstrating 
that the material exposure temperatures are maintained bel6w the maximum allowable limit. Long
term integrity Of SNF is ensured by the HI-STORM System thermal performance that demonstrates 
that fuel cladding temperatures are maintained below design basis limits. Neutron absorber materials 
Beral used in MPC baskets for criticality control (a composite material composed of madefrom 
B4C and aluminum) is- are stable up to 1000°Ft for short term and 8502F for long term diy storageý.  
However, for conservatism, a significantly lower maximum temperature limit is imposed. The 
overpack concrete, the primary function of whichis shielding; will maintain its structural, thermal and 
shielding properties provided that American Concrete Institute (ACI) temperature limits are not 
exceeded.  

'Compliance to 1OCFR72 requires, in part, identification and evaluation of short-term off-normal and 
severe hypothetical accident conditions. The inhereht mechanical stability characteristics of cask 
materials and comkonehts ensure that no significant functional degradation is possible due to 
exposure to short-term temperature excursions outside the'normal long-term teniperature limits. For 
evaluation of HI-STORM System thermal performance under off-normal or hypothetical accident 
conditions, material'temperature limits for short-duration events are provided in Table 4.3.1. In this 
Table, cladding temperature limits stipulated byTSG-11, Rev. 2 [4.1.4] are adoptedjfor Commercial 
Spen t Fuel (CSF). These limits are applicable to all fuel types, burn up levels and cladding materials 
ihat are aj.proved by the NRC for power generation. Subsections 4.3.1 through 4.3.3 and their 
associated figures and tables are therefore no longer needed and are deleted.

Dem. nstrtion of fel cladding .. egity aga-ist the p.tential f.r. degradation and gross dpte 
throughout the entire dry mask storage period is nandated by the Cede of Faderal Regulations (Pat 
72, Scetien 72.122(h)).iThe spessfic criteria required to establish fuel cladding integr-ity-, set foth 
NUPREG 1536 (4.0 ,13,,5&6) are; 

i. For- each ifuel type proeposcd fer storage, the dr-y cask stor-age system should 
ensure a very low proebabiliy of cladding br-eaeh during long term stor-age-.  

fl. Fuel cladding damage resulting from creep cavitation should be Ilmiýtedt 
15-% of the original cladding croess ~seetioftal area during dr-y storage.  

tB 4C is a refractory material that is unaffected by high temperature and aluminum is solid at 
temperatures in excess of 1000*F.  

A-AIR .4dAdvanecd Structturc Ber-al thefnnoph)ziea! test datai
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Consistent with the bR:EG 1536 eritcr-ia, the HI STORM System is desigued to preclude groess Riele 

temperature Ilimits in accordance with the difflasion ccntrolled cavity growtqh (DC-CG) methodolog 
was proposed by the hawr-enee Livefnnorc National Laberatorf' [4.3.5]. Recent NRC guidelines0-5 
applicable for- hgh bumup fuel (greatr tha 15,000 NAVDAITU), require that alternate methods be 
adopted for- computing peak eladding temperature limits (see Appendix 4.A). For- the FSAR request 
for- approval for- fuiel burups up to 45,000 NPVL4U the 12NL 6189 [4.3, 1] er-eep fnptur-e cr-iteri 
has been eonser-vatively adopted in accor-d with the latest NRC guidelines so as to develop moere 
restrietive penmissible peak ifuel eladding temperatures for- the H! STORM System. A discussion oe 
the DCCG and PNL criter-ia for- establishing allowable cladding temperatures is provided in the 
balance of the section.  

A ,.3 1• 1 .1 -CCdT . T ;,Lfi"T. (TC'C ., T•, r 1"" - .  

For- SNFý of a given age (decay time), the pemnissible peak cladding temperature is a direct function oe 
the cladding hoop str~ess, whlich in turn depends on the radius to thickness ratio of the fuel rod and its 
internal pressure. The rod internal pressure Pj is a function of the fmaxmumn initial fill presur
(Tables 4.3.2 and 4.3.5) and fuiel bumup dependent fission gas release. The free rod volumfes in the 
third column ef Tables 4.3.2 and 4.3.5 are defined as free rod volumes mn each fuel red available fou 

pressuizainwithfllgaBs. TeFreerd volume is the cumulative sum of the open top plenumqspace, 
the pellet t• c ladding annular- space and the inter.pelletjunction spae. As a lower- bound value of.the 
free rod volume is conservative for cladding stress ato . p .rating temperatures, ony the nominal gas 
plenum space is shov.. The plenum length for scellan.eous BA. fuel assemblies is set to 12 inches.  
The radiuis to thickness raio r is dletermined based on rod- nomidnal dimension values (Tables 4-.3-.3 
and 1.3.6), waithb convp.sidder-ation of ffm:ximum cladding thickness loss due to Hin rectr dation, as, 
reported by PNL [4.3.41].

The data presented inTables 1.3.2 and 1.3.5 are combined with theoretical bounding fuel rod interna 
gas pr-essures fromf published technical sourcees [4.3.1 and 1.3.6], to absolutely efflur-e that bounding 
clad hoop stress values are used in the determination of-gross cladding integrity. These bounding 
pr-essures are so large that they approeach physical upper- bounds for- some fuel assmbhes, as the 
eeffesponding hoop stresses approeach the 5ield stress of zr-ealoy (approe~dtely 172 M~a at 7502F 
[4.3.7]). The theor-etical bounding rod int.+eral. pr-esurm for- PWR assemblie icoprd, in Figure 
1.3. 1, to the published test data for- assemblies froem twodfern plns -rM this figure, the larg-e 
coniser-vatism in the theor-etical boundfing pressure is. evident.  

These theoretical bouindingpr'r, from two sources, ar~e provided below for- PWR and BWR fMe: 

PWR: 2116 psia [4.3.1], 16 N~a (2320 psia) [1-.3-.6] 
BWR: 1091 psia [1.3.1], 70 atm (1029 psia [143,61 

t iiter-irn StaffGuidaigee 11, "Sterage ef Spent Fuel Havinlg Bumups in. Emeess ef 15,000 M'.XA!MU", 
USNRQ
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The coincident gas plenum temperatures reported in the PNL report [4.3.1] arc 3872G for- P\~ 
asse mblies and 31 for- BAR assemblie at r-eactor- operating conditions. it can be seen in Figures 
4.4.16 and 4.4. 17 that the temperatur-e distribution pf gas in the ifuel roeds, a great bull of w~inch is 
located in the top gas plenunm, is well below the- in cor-e eondition gas femera ~ reotdabove 
(WAR fuel) and fbr- the most part in the BAR fuel. In the interes- fosratsnbei is taken 
for- the substantialby lower- gas plenumf temper-aturfes that pr-evail durfing dry storage. Furthermor-e,th 
gfeater- of the literatuire pr-essur-e data listed above is adopted for- per-fonning peak clad temperature 
limit calculations. The values utilized for- P, are 2116 psia for PIWR assemblies and 1094 psia for 
BlWR assemblies.  

formula and summarized in Table 4.3.3. For- ert~ain eutlier- fueil typTes (PWR), the stress calculation 
arc provided in Table 4.3.9. Anj inspectiont of cladding stress dAtA-.A sulm.m.arized in Tables 4.3.9 and 
4.3.3 indicates 152.7 IAWa as the theoretical bounding value of cladding stress(o)f4h-W 
SNF. Gefir-spoending Qil gas data and calcuilations of claddintg stress for the variouis BWR PMF types 
are sunmmaized in Tables 4.3.5 and 4.3.6, r~espectively. Af inspection of the cladding stress data in.  
Table 4.3.6 indic-ates that the theoretical bounding value of the cladding hoop stress for- the B3WTR 
SNE is 72.7 M~a. The theor-etical bounding values efE~Fo.-r- the array ofPAR. and BAR SNtye 

L- j11 AZ' P7ASD A')' r

ta . b1 • .~ ,1 ,tJ , 1~ • ~ . • 1± L , A .~.I.* -i . , .TI TI • • T 

In this Hmmnr-, the maiu ociable vaeucs of cladding hoop str-ess ar-e ealculated fbr- use in 
subsequent DCCG method calculations. As ii add~itinal consen'atism,; the peak fuel red clddding 
hoop str-esses are conser-vatively held consitant tbroughout the dr- storage period. in pr-actice, the rod 
cladding hoop str-esses -r thc ma1imu 0hen the cak aeinitially loaded and'moiiotonieall
deerease vath the tufnc necreasing heat load and temper-atur-e--e Incdeal ~as Lawv governstn 
dccrease in pr essure with dccrceasing tcmper-atuare.  

As stated earlier-, the value ofF u-~ is rquird to 6stablish the peak cladding temprte liIt ng 

the- DCCG incthod. The DG G m del-based zicAff loy- clafddiffg ter imtcoptaini 
aeeer-danc6 with the LLNL proceedure [4.3.5], ruies a soilutiio-n to the following equation expressed 
in- teims- o-fthe area fraction of-de cohesion (A).: 

Ar d(A to+ts 

A. % - to 

where: 
A4, - initial area fr-action of de cohesion 

Ag- end of storage life -are-facmetioen of de-eohesion (imited to 0.15) 
- age of fuel prior- to dry cask stor-age (years) 
-dr)' cask stor-age period (10 years) 

f()- area fraction of de cohesion fimetio 

ý CcrUtnin cAutlie fbiicl (Table 4.3.9) Qrc stipulated te be beiew a pestulated hmitnirg fed prczzurce.
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G(t) - damage function

The tenn on the left hand side efthis equation represents the area fraction ofde cehesion that ocur 
ever- the dr- storage peried. The term an the right hand side rcprfesents the cumulative damage-evek 
the same period. The area fraction of de eehesion functien and the damage ffinetien, ffA and G(t) 
F-espweetieVare; 

[I• _ (A] ()-)2 ](1-a) 
*(A)-- A "1,2113 A 

A/2[ 1fn1---+A(1- )] 2 A 4 4 

GO) - 32 ( Q5 or ( DGB [T(t)] 
3G7t 1/2 F, (a) KA3  T(t) 

where: 

( 3 

T(t) - time dependent pea e!a-d-d-g temperature 
K - Beltznmaonn eftant (1.-38053 104-J4ý 

A discussion on the balance of parameter-s in the damage f.i..tin G(t) is pr-...ded below.  

The eladding ho op stress is pfincipally dependent upon theseifie fuel rod dimensions, initial Qil ro- 1 
pressure, time dependent stor age tempefratu;fre, an F-lffel buu depndenit fission gas release from thc 
fuel pellets .. i.. the rod plenum.. spacc. The peak fuel rod pressur. r va..ous ana .ed r and 
BI~R fuel typs at the staA of the dr-' storage pei•od arc SU.i... rA,. iz.. h-.d. Tables 4.3.3 and 4.3.6. The 
highest peak rod stress among the vartios PAIR and BMR fWe types, pr-eviouisly defined as u,.,a-ef 
eenserwatively applied as eeostant (time independent) eladding hoop stresses in the DCCGG model 
based damage functioni.  

The LLN r-epeft [4.3.5] has detefmned the dihedfal angle (a) for pur-e metals to be:750. To accoun 
for possi1e non ideal enditions, a eenserwativJl lewer- a equal to 60' is applied to the DCCG
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The LL-NL report [4.3.5] has r-eeemmended a-grain boundary thickness ofthree Bur-ger-sveetors to be 
adequate for- the analysis. Thus, 8 - " f'23)4 4- -. 9) 4 m is used in the analysis.  

The type of nueleation meehanism and the density of nucleation: sites control cavity spacing. The 
LL--PL report [4.3.5] r~efer-ences an experimnental study that found that the cavity spacing is in the 
iainge of 1 -4 te-o~4 m0cO-. in the interest o~f conserwatism, them min-imum reported cavity Spa.n 
equaal to 1-OA-m is used in the analy-sis.

Two gain boundary diffusion rate c•rrelations for zircoli 
The two correlations, provde diffusion rate estimates that are

are repor-ted in the LLNL r-eport[1.3-.5].  
approxifmately two orders of magnitude

ttp-t m eel ete- Genscgucnty, tne more contserwative correlation that provides-a-higher
estinmte of the grain bouindar-y diffusion rate is used in the analysis. This moem conservative 
correlation, yielding units ofmý/s-is -* 

where R is the univer-sal gas constant in J/molxK umts-.  

The peak eladd-ing temperPatue duiglong term storage isprnipally dependetuoth thermal 
heat load fromn the stor-ed-filel assemblies, which is imposed on the cask. it is well established that the 
rate of radioactive decay in a fuel assembly exponentially attenuates with the age of ffuel.  
Consequen~tly, the peak eladding temperatur durn Ieong tefmstofagewillalsoeattenuatefrapidly as i 
direet conisequence ofthe heat load reduct ionvwith time,vwhiceh is modeled using the data provided h 
USNRC- Regulatory Guide 3.5 [133. To confirm the applicability of the Reg. Guide 3.54 data, 

comprisns wth he RIGEN,1 Saurce term calculation results discussed in Chanter-S-efthis FSA
wereperorme. Fgures 1.3.2 and 4.3.3 prescnt graphical comapafisons of the deeay heat vesu 

decay time pro ffllcs from the Reg. Guide data with the prfifles fromn the O)PdGEN S calculationis. Feu 
the design basis maxfimum deeayheat lead (which is approeached with 5 year- old fuel), the Reg. Guide 
data agrees favor-ably with the OPJGEN 9 calculation results. The Reg. Guide data is, in fact, slightl 
conservative with r-espect to the ORIGEN S calculationis.
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A CiA-.  
Iimit-as--A---A.. Consequently, the mfathematical singuilarity in the integral- fI is numerically 

A.  

accommodated by using an alternate form given below:A 

A Ar A 1[/1 n I-- +A(- A)] dA 
SdA TLitc -0 C 2 A 4 4 Af9A) A,+, 1(A),, A) 

"A

to becequal to 0. 15211.  

This is consistent withi an alternatceomo the DCCG mdlreported in the PNLý study [4.3A1, 
Appendix D] as r-eproeduced belo~w: 

0 

The, eumffulatiNie damge 0(t) can be evwaluated as a function of thpe italfeladding temprtr 
and con-esponding claddinig stress, which are the two primary constituents of the damage functio~n.  
The initial cladding hoop stress atabounding storage temperatuffrellA. has ke-ady been determned. All 

other parameters in the 0(t) funcition (except for- the initial peak cladding temperature limit T0)-have 
been defined as discussed previously in thins section. The cumulative claddinig damage exiperiefleed 
durfing the 10 year dry cask stor-age period is determined by integr-atinig the 0(t) funcetiont. The initia 
peak cladding temperatur-e limit parameter T. is iteratively adjusted to limit the cum-ul-ative dwamnage t-o 
15-%, as required by the NTRUEG 153 6 Criterion (fi) discussed earlier- in this section. The initial peak 
cladding temperaturfe limrits for- the bounding PAR and BWVR fuel assemblies arc pribv~idcd1- _i~n Tabl 

In tins subsecfetio, th emsible pealk clad temrper-atuire limi~ts for- the M STORM System aef 
computed using the so called "Igeneric CSUM temper-ature limits" data poied in a PNL report 
[1.3. 1]. The generic CSFM temper-ature limits, know~n to be more o nservaive hntbpeiul 
discui-sseed DCCG method, define the maiu emiissible initial storage temperatre_,. fladn 
as a flmictionl of irttial cladding str-ess-(ueý. _d-fie-g- tth t fdysorg.Tesrs 
developed in cladding is a funcetion of roed diameter- to thieclnesi ratio (d. an'd the internal rod gas 
pressure-(P.) which prevails during crg' storage conditions. in the pr-evious subsection, the W 
!4x!4 and GE 7x7 fuel typ~s were idenitified to have the highest d. in the class of PWARt and BW 

t Con~ain outlior frols are exeluided fromn this class as the cladding stross is bounfded by the Oesign basis W_14l4 ifuel 
(Tabek4.3-9),
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fuels, respeetivcly. The eladding thickncss data in Tables 4.3.3 and 4.3.6 is the een-oded wall 
thicness afTer- inluding maim oxidation loss during reacter.oper-ation. The 
and BWiR SNF is 18.3 and 19.3, r~espectivel.  

The cladding, stres ina fuel rod is piincipally dependen unthro tealpessur-e P6-whieh is 
postulated to r-easonably bouind rod pr-essur~es of SNF during dr-y stor-agge. Pýý [1.3.2] and EPRI 
[1.3.4] proavide in cor-e infadiation rod pr-essur-es finformtion which are theor-etical upper bounds. Foe 
r~efer-ence, they are provided herein in Subsection 1.3. 1. 1. O~ther robust sourcest eih authoriativel 
deal with this mnatter-r-eport peak roedpr-essur-es of 1600 psia (PWR) and 900 psia (B T) dufing in
cor-e irradiation. The consen'atism in the in cor-e :-adntia;-tirn rd pr~essur-es for-bou-ndci-n.g r-ods pressur-e 
during di:). cask st•r.age.is i•ustr.ated in Figure 1.3..1. From published test data on rds pFressu• e mneasur-ed from two differ-ent plants.. the pr-ojected. rods pressure in dr-y stor-age is significantly lowef 
than the in cre i.radiation pressure (-,1350 psia for- P .R). For- cmputing permissible cladding 
temperares for SNF sterage in the M -STORA Syste4). a conser~ativelypestulated P-a0p (PHSR) and 1000 psia (B2AR) are employed in ts work.  

The dry storage rod pressuref psia and 1 000psia, r-espectively. H4avi-ng obtained Pa, the cladding stress(o)iredyobaedbthpoucofP 
and-d. and dividing the result by 2 (Lame's formula). The cladding stress computed in thsMamri 
18,300 psi (126.1 MPa)) and 9,650 psia (66.5 MPa~ for-PVAandB; P\~fel, r-espectively. Froem the 
generic CSFNM temper-ature limits table in the PNL report [1.3.11, page 3 19] and ~~the pennissle 
pealr. clad temperature limit (T)a--fntee~i edily obtained. The T-&~ eut o W 
and BAVR fuel are pr-esentieed inq Table 4.3.7. The peak clad temperature Hlits (DCCGG criteria) and 
permissible clad ding temprtr liis(N tra aaaegahclydpicted in. Figure-4.3.1, 

Themoe estrictive reslt (PLciei)aeapie oteH TR ytem. in Table 1-34-, 
permissible (Pl, cr-iteria) temperatures for an outier- fuel type (Dresden 1 thint clad) arce evaluated at 
a conseA'ativelyboundingstr-ess (94.1 MWa, Table 1.3.6). These temperatures-ar-e appliceable to Low 
Heat Emitting (LHE) fuel evaluated in SuibsectionA1.1.1.1.3.  

4.3.2 Evaluation of Stainless Steel Clad Fuel 

A~ppr-exiimtely 2,200 PWR and BIAER fuel assemblies stor-ed in the United States w.ere nmanufactur-ed 
with stainess steel cladding. All stainless steel eladding mater-ia~sare of the austenitici genre with the 
AST-Malloy copositions bein prncpal typ 30ad34H. For-long term sto-rage condkitins 

recet E~P~h sudy[1.31] ecoend a4302C (806 F) peak stainless steelcladin temper-atre liit. This temper-ature lnimi is substantially higher- than the pAk fuel claddn 
temperatures calculated for- the HI1 STORAM System with design basis nmaxfium decay heat loads anM~ 
zircealoy clad fuel (see Tables 1.1.9-and-41.1.10).  

it is r-ecognized that the peak cladding, tem~per-aturle- of stainless fuel will diffier- fromn zircaloy clad fuel 
principal5lydue to the following differ-ences: 

t NRC SER for HI-STORM System (Docket 72-1014).  
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i. Differences in decay heat levels 
H Diff-er~ences in cladding cm~issivity 

HEi Differ~ences in eladding conduetivity 
Wv. Differ-encees in Ifuiel roAd array dimensionis

The net planar thermal resitane. of the equivalent homogenized axisymmetrie MPG bA~kei 
containing stainless seel ead fuel is greateý4han that with zirchley clad fuel. The higher r-esistancee 

ariss prncially from the signific-antly le,,ýver- 6missivity of the stainless steel cladding. This faetei is, 
howve, ffetbysignificantly lower- design basis heat lohds pr-esecrib': " -for 6a -H STORM System 

or- greater- redueti"n -in the design basis heat duty for- stainless stel fue (i e., 201% 251% lower- tha 

conducting, as sho-,% in Table 1.4.3). The design basis maximum alowable decay heat for- 1VC-s 

fueled with stainless steel clad fuiel are conservatively set to be 20-% lower- than zircaley fueled basket 
maximum heat load fbrN MP 24, MPG 24 E,and MP 68 (250%lower-for-MPG 32). Therefore, it 
concluded that the p eak cladding temperature for- stainless steel clad f~uel wiH be bounded by zircaloy 
clad fuel results. Consequently, in view of the conservati-ve heat loads pr-escribed for- stanes stee 
clad fuel, a separate thermal analysis to demonstrate the adequacy of stainless steel cladding initegr-ity 
for- storage in the HI STORM System is net neeessar-y.  

4.3.3 Short T-erm Cladding- Temperatur-e Limit 

For- short term durations, r~elatively high fuel cladding temperature limits have been historicall 
accepted. For- example, the Safety Analysis Report ofthe STC transport cask (Docket No. 71 9235), 
rteently certified by the USNRC, pefrmits 12002F (approxiimately 6492G) as the maximumf value ot 
the peak ladding temperatur--, TA , for- transp•f,• f SNF with up teo 5,000 MT D/MTU bun.up.  

NUTrEG 1536 and P14. test data [4.3.2], limiting themselves to medium bufnup levels (28,800 
?,VAM endorse a somewhat lower -50Co 58F.Bsdnthpulhe 
industry test data, guidance in the liter-atur-e, and atnalytical r-easoning, we herein prescribe 5702C as 
the admissible value of Tý for- SN:F, with accumulated bumups up to 1 5,000 ?vPA4T-U, in the HI 
STOPA&System.  

A Broolkhaven report wr~itten for- EPRI [4.3.6] asserts that fuel cladding r-upture becomes "virtualiy 
absent at stresses below about 200 M~" it can be readily deduced that the peak eladding Stress fot 

levels considered in this FSAR. Recalling tha ~ - 152.7 Mpa (Table 4.3.3) at a 3 872G average roi! 
gas temperatur-e, the cladding circumifer-ential stress -op,,a 7 0  i band kdrc 
prepor-tionality in absolute gas temper-atur-e: 

tThe tefffi "effcctivc enduetivity" ef the fuel basket is definecd in Se~tien 414.1.
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(57 .... 27),38 ± 273... - 195.0 MPa

Therefore, a shodt te~m fuel claddi-ng temperature lmtT,-50Ci osdrdsf opeld 
ifuel eladding failure. Far- fuel eladdings which have been exposed to higher- levels ef in eor-e 
irradiation, the irradiation process pr-agr-essively hardens the cladding mater-ial, making high burnup 
fuel less susceptible to str~ess inducedeep -.d firaetfe at these stress levels (up to 2G00 MPa-. A 
recent high burnup fuel cladding integrity study by German rerear-eher-st-corroborates this physical 

reasoningn the Gennnn study-, fuel roeds with up to 64,000 NAVDAITU bumnup were tested at 
sus.l...... . ,gher- stresses (-,400 .. a and 600 Wa) withoutc ladding faiur-e.  

The EPRI report [1.3.6] . ites exper, ents en fou.teen i.. adiated Turkey Point Unit 3 rods caR.ied eut 
by inziger- et akh n192hihhoenobecincadgeenfter- as much as 7,0 str-ain was 
accumulated in elevated temperatures lasting for- 710 1,000 hours. Eliriiger-'s test data corroeborates 
our- selection ef T 7 0 stesotdrto iiigtmeaue

ft

"Shet ti,: •Crc.p and Rupuare Tes.. en High Bununp Fuel Red Cladding", by W. Gall, E Tazane and 14. Spilker.  

"Highi Tamperatua Pest ir-fadiatianMat"rials Pezfcr, anee AfSpent Prfesurized \,ater Reetar Fuel R•da 
under Dry Starage Canditians," by R E. Einziger, S D. Atkin, D.E. Staliracht, and V.S. Pastitathi. Nueleaa
Teehnelagy, 57.65 80 (1982).-
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Table 4.3.1 

HI-STORM SYSTEM MATERIAL TEMPERATURE LIMITS

Material Normal Long-Term and Sho.r Te Off-NoriaI and 
Short Term Operating Accident Temperature 

Temperature Limits [0F] Limits [*Fj 

Zir-caley fuel . ladding (Medefat *.B. . .nup) 

CSF Cladding SeeTable 4.3.7 1058 

752 

Stainlezss tcelfiflu e-addin 806 4-058 

BeratNeutron Absorber -800 - 950 

Holtite-Attt 300 300' 

Concrete 200 350 

Water 3 0 7 tttt N/A 

High bumaup fiuzl starage lifafts arc established in Appendix 4.A.  

Based on AAR Struetur-es Bor-al theffnephyzfiial test data.  

ttt See Section 1.2.1.3.2.  

tttt Saturation temperature at HI-TRAC water jacket design pressure.
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Table 4.3.2 

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED] 

SU•TMA•AR OF PNVR AISS••BTV RODPS TINITIAL GAS FILL DATA

ST-P stands fer- standard tcnmpefatur (00 C) and przzzurz (I atrnezphzr).

"evfln twNaiiie verifiedfrom tie....rcnt~-'mor~ln aan
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Table 4.3.4
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Table 4.3.6 (continued) 

[INTENTIONALLYDELETED] 

nC~TKTh~hc1 TA TTT~ C~~ TI T7T 'TA Th-hhT'% Tl T''C Clr T ?C\TII' m~ 6, (ThrY

'Ju�u�r 1u�1 iyp� �vaiuai�xi In ia�ic 'i.,x�.
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Table 4.3.6 (continued) 

[INTENTIONALLYDELETED] 

BOUNIDING VALUES OF FUEL CLADDING STRESS FOaRBWR-SNFP 

Wx TVA B•..n. 9X9 SP 5 A9 
Fe"f 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 D. Ineh 0 0417 0-484 0-424 

End of Life Oxidatien0.4700i 
Thiekness (ineh) _0_47 

End eofLife Reds 0 D. .76.4 60446 4 6 
Reds 1.D. (nh) 

_ _ _ _ 036 
Average Tu'•e Diam eter 0.8 
. . ..Wall hie-2 .4303 0.02-5-3 

Th.. ..ti.al Bounding 
Red Prozssur (mpaQ7.475445 -5 
Bounding Cladding Stress66 6&-7 5-
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Table 4.3.7

[INTENTIONALLYDELETED] 

ZIRCALOY CLADDING TEMPERATURE LIMITS AýN PERMISSIBLE T NERATURES I
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Table 4.3.8 

[INTENTIONALL YDELETED] 

PERNlS SIDLE TEMPERATURES FOR OUTLIER FUEL TYPES 

Fuek~th~s x6Dede- hi la '-)eF (MR 

6 370.9 r7001T 
7- --- 347.7 [6581 

4-0 342.1 rf6481 
4--5- 334-9 [635]
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Table 4.3.9 

[INTENTIONALLYDELETED]

BOUNDING CLADDING STRESS FOR OUTLIER PVIR FUEL 

FreshFuel eds O ý 0-44

End of-Life Reds O.D. (inh) 0-4086 

R~edsg RoD. Diameter (0ch:O370 

bin~timg Red RressufeR(M-a) 45 
Beunding Cladding Stress (MPa)4-q

RedC prczzur-e te be Iimitcd to 2!1:7 psia at 3872G gas plenumn teffipefaturz.
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FIGURE 4.3.1
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FIGURE 4.3.2 
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FIGURE 4.3.3 
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FIGURE 4.3.4
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4.4 THERMAL EVALUATION FOR NORMAL CONDITIONS OF STORAGE

Under long-term storage conditions, the HI-STORM System (i.e., HI-STORM overpack and MPC) 
thermal evaluation is performed with the MPC cavity backfilled with helium. Thermal analysis results for the 

long-term storage scenarios are obtained and reported in this section.  

4.4.1 Thermal Model 

The MPC basket design consists of four distinct geometries to hold 24 or 32 PWR, or 68 BWR fuel 
assemblies. The basket is a matrix of square compartments designed to hold the fuel assemblies in a vertical 
position. The basket is a honeycomb structure of alloy steel (Alloy X) plates with fuill-length edge'-welded 
intersections to form an integral basket configuration. All individual cell walls, except outer periphery cell 
walls in the MPC-68 and MPC-32, are provided with neutron absorber sandwiched between the box wall 
and a stainless steel sheathing plate over the full length of the active fuel region.  

The design basis decay heat generation (per PWR or BWR assembly) for long-term normal storage is 
specified in Table 2.1.6. The decay heat is conservatively considered to be non-uniformly distributed over 
the active fuel bngth based on the design basis axial bumup distributions provided in Chapter 2 (Table 
2.1.11).  

Transport of heat from the interior of the MPC to its outer surface is accomplished by a combination of 
conduction through the MPC basket metal grid structure, ind conduction and radiation heat transfer in the 
relatively small helium gaps between the fuel assemblies and basket cell walls. Heat dissipation across the 
gap between the MPC basket periphery and the MPC shell is by a combination of helium conduction," 
natural convection (by means of the "Rayleigh" effect)t radiation across 'the gap. MPC internal heliumr 
circulation'is recognized in the thermal modeling analyses reported herein. Heat rejection from the outer 
surface of the MPC to the environment is primarily accomplished by convective heat transfer to a buoyancy 
driven airflow through the MPC-to-overpack annular gap. Inlet and outlet ducts in the overpack cylinder at 
its bottom and top, respectively, allow circulation of air through the annulus:A secondary heat rejection -path 

from the outer surface of the MPC to the environment involves thermal radiation heat transfer across the 
annular gap, radial conduction through the overpack cylinder, and natural convection and thermal radiation 
from the outer surface of the overpack to the atmosphere.  

4.4.1.1 Analytical Model - General Remarks 

Transport of heat from the heat generation region (fuel assemblies) to the outside environment (ambient air 
or ground) is analyzed broadly in terms of three interdependent thermal models.  

t Neglected in the thermal analyses for conservatism.  
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1. The first model considers transport of heat from the fuel assembly to the basket cell walls. This 
model recognizes the combined effects of conduction (through helium) and radiation, and is 
essentially a finite element technology based update of the classical Wooton & Epstein [4.4.1] 
formulation (which considered radiative heat exchange between fuel rod surfaces).  

2. The second model considers heat transport within an MPC cross section by conduction and 
radiation. The effective cross sectional thermal conductivity of the basket region, obtained from a 
combined fuel assembly/basket heat conduction-radiation model developed on ANSYS, is applied 
to an axisymmetric thermal model of the HI-STORM System on the FLUENT [4.1 2] code.  

3. The third model deals with the transmission of heat from the MPC exterior surface to the external 
environment (heat sink). The upflowing air stream in the MPC/cask annulus extracts most of the 
heat from the external surface of the MPC, and a small amount of heat is radially deposited on the 
HI-STORM inner surface by conduction and radiation. Heat rejection from the outside cask 
surfaces to ambient air is considered by accounting for natural convection and radiative heat transfer 
mechanisms from the vertical (cylindrical shell) and top cover (flat) surfaces. The reduction in 
radiative heat exchange between cask outside vertical surfaces and ambient air, because of 
blockage from the neighboring casks arranged for normal storage at an ISFSI pad as described in 
Section 1.4, is recognized in the analysis. The overpack top plate is modeled as a heated surface in 
convective and radiative heat exchnnge with air and as a recipient of heat input through insolation.  
Insolation on the cask surfaces is based on 12-hour levels prescribed in 1OCFR71, averaged over 
a 24-hour period, after accounting for partial blockage conditions on the sides of the overpack.  

Subsections 4.4.1.1.1 through 4.4.1.1.9 contain a systematic description of the mathematical models 
devised to articulate the temperature field in the HI-STORM System. The description begins with the 
method to characterize the heat transfer behavior of the prismatic (square) opening referred to as the "fuel 
space" with a heat emitting fuel assembly situated in it. The methodology utilizes a finite element procedure 
to replace the heterogeneous SNF/fuel space region with an equivalent solid body having a well-defined 
temperature-dependent conductivity. In the following subsection, the method to replace the "composite" 
walls of the fuel basket cells with an equivalent "solid" wall is presented. Having created the mathematical 
equivalents for the SNF/fuel spaces and the fuel basket walls, the method to represent the MPC cylinder 
containing the fuel basket by an equivalent cylinder whose thermal conductivity is a function of the spatial 
location and coincident temperature is presented.  

Following the approach of presenting descriptions starting from the inside and moving to the outer region of 
a cask, the next subsections present the mathematical model to simulate the overpack. Subsection 4.4.1.1.9 
concludes the presentation with a description of how the different models for the specific regions within the 
Hl-STORM System are assembled into the final FLUENT model.  

4.4.1.1.1 Overview of the Thermal Model 
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Thermal analysis of the HI--STORM System is performed by assuming that the system is subject to its 
maximum heat duty with each storage location occupied and with the heat generation rate in each stored fuel 
assembly equal to the design-basis maximum value. While the assuroption of equal heat generation imputes a 
certain symmetry to the cask thermal problem, the thermal model must incorporate three attributes of the 
physical problem to perform a rigorous analysis of a fully loaded cask: 

i While the rate of heat conduction through metals is a relatively weak function of 
temperature, radiation heat exchange is a nonlinear function of surface temperatures.  

ii. Heat generation in the MPC is axially non-uniform due to non-uniform axial bumup profiles 
in the fuel assemblies.  

iii. Inasmuch as the transfer of heat occurs from inside the basket region to the outside, the' 
temperature field in the MPC is spatially distributed with the maximum values reached in the 
central core region.  

It is' clearly impractical to model every fuel rod in every stored fuel assembly explicitly. Instead, the cross 
section bounded by the inside of the storage cell, which surrounds the assemblage of fuel rods and the 
interstitial helium gas, is replaced with an "equivalent" square (solid) section characterized by an effective 
thermal conductivity. Figure 4.4.1 pictorially illustrates the homogenization concept. Further details of this 
procedure for determining the effective conductivity are presented in Subsection 4.4.1.1.2; it suffices to 
state here that the effective conductivity of the cell space will be a function of temperature because the 
radiation heat transfer (a major component of the heat transport'between the fuel rods and the surro unding 
basket cell metal) is a strong function of the temperatures of the participating bodies. Therefore, in effect, 
every storage cell location will have a different value of effective conductivity (depending on the coincident 
temperature) in the homogenized model. The temperature-dependent fuel assembly region effective 
conductivity is determined by a finite volume procedure, as described in Subsection 4.4.1.12.  

In the next step of homogenization, a planar section of MPC is considered. With each storage cell inside 
space replaced with an equivalent solid square, the MPC cross section consists of a metallic gridwork 
(basket cell walls with each square cell space containing a solid fuel cell square of effective thermal 
conductivity, which is a function of temperature) circumscribed by a circular ring (MPC shell). There are 
four distinct materials in this section, namely the homogenized fuel cell squares, the Alloy X structural 
materials in the MPC (including neutron absorber sheathing), neutron absorber, and helium gas. Each of 
the four constituent materials in this section' has a different conductivity. It is- emphasized that the 
conductivity of the homogenized fuel cells is a strong function of temperature.  

In order to replace this thermally heterogeneous MPC section with an equivalent conduction-only region, 
resort to the finite'element procedure is necessary. Because the rate bf transport of heat within the MPC is 
influenced by radiation, which is a temperature-dependent effect, the equivalent conductivity of the MPC 
region must also be computed as a function of temperature. Finally, it is recognized that the MPC section 
consists of two discrete regions, namely, the basket region and the peripheral region. The peripheral region 
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is the space between the peripheral storage cells and the CPC shell. This space is essentially full ofhelium 
surrounded by Alloy X plates. Accordingly, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.2 for MPC-68, the MPC cross 
section is replaced with two homogenized regions with temperature-dependent conductivities. In particular, 
the effective conductivity of the fuel cells is subsumed into the equivalent conductivity of the basket cross 
section. The finite element procedure used to accomplish this is described in Subsection 4.4.1.1.4. The 
ANSYS finite element code is the vehicle for all modeling efforts described in the foregoing.  

In summary, appropriate finite-element models are used to replace the MPC cross section with an 
equivalent two-region homogeneous conduction lamina whose local conductivity is a known function of 
coincident absolute temperature. Thus, the MPC cylinder containing discrete fuel assemblies, helium, 
Neutron absorber and Alloy X, is replaced with a right circular cylinder whose material conductivity will 
vary with radial and axial position as a function of the coincident temperature. Finally, HI-STORM is 
simulated as a radially symmetric structure with a buoyancy-induced flow in the annular space surrounding 
the heat generating MPC cylinder.  

The thermal analysis procedure described above makes frequent use of equivalent thermal properties to 
ease the geometric modeling of the cask components. These equivalent properties are rigorously calculated 
values based on detailed evaluations of actual cask system geometries. All these calculations are performed 
conservatively to ensure a bounding representation of the cask system. This process, commonly referred to 
as submodeling, yields accurate (not approximate) results. Given the detailed nature ofthe submodeling 
process, experimental validation of the individual submodels is not necessary.  

Internal circulation of helium in the sealed MPC is modeled as flow in a porous media in the fueled region 
containing the SNF (including top and bottom plenums). The basket-to-MPC shell clearance space is 
modeled as a helium filled radial gap to include the downcomer flow in the thermal model. The downcomer 
region, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.2, consists of an azimuthally varying gap formed by the square-celled 
basket outline and the cylindrical MPC shell. At the locations of closest approach a differential expansion 
gap (a small clearance on the order of 1/10 of an inch) is engineered to allow free thermal expansion of the 
basket. At the widest locations, the gips are on the order of the fuel cell opening (-6" (BWR) and -9" 
(PWR) MIPCs). It is heuristically evident that heat dissipation by conduction is maximum at the closest 
approach locations (low thermal resistance path) and that convective heat transfer is highest at the widest 
gap locations (large downcomer flow). In the FLUENT thermal model, a radial gap that is large compared 
to the basket-to-shell clearance and small compared to the cell opening is used. As a relatively large gap 
penalizes heat dissipation by conduction and a small gap throttles convective flow, the use ofa single gap in 
the FLUENT model understates both conduction and convection heat transfer in the downcomer region.  

The FLUENT thermal modeling methodology has been benchmarked with full-scale cask test data (EPRI 
TN-24P cask testing), as well as with PNNL's COBRA-SFS modeling of the HI-STORM System. The 
benchmarking work has been documented in a Holtec topical report HI-992252 ("Topical Report on the 
HI-STAR/HI-STORM Thermal Model and Its Benchmarking with Full-Size Cask Test Data").  
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In this manner, a loaded MPC standing upright on the ISFSI pad in a HI-STORM overpack is replaced 
with a right circular cylinder with spatially varying temperature- dependent conductivity. Heat is generated 
within the basket space in this cylinder in the manner of the prescribed axial bumup distribution. In addition, 
heat is deposited from insolation on the external surface of the overpack. Under steady state conditions the 
total heat due to internal generation and insolation is dissipated from the outer cask surfaces by natural 
convection and thermal radiation to the ambient environment and from heating of upward flowing air in the 
annulus. Details of the elements of mathematical modeling are provided in the following.  

4.4.1.1.2 Fuel Region Effective Thermal Conductivity Calculation 

Thermal properties of a large number of PWR and BWR fuel assembly configurations manufactured by the 
major fuel suppliers (i.e., Westinghouse, CE, B&W, and GE) have been evaluated for inclusion in the HI
STORM System thermal analysis. Bounding PWR and BWR fuel ass6rnbly configurations are determined 
using the simplified procedure described below. This is followed by the determination of temperature
dependent properties of the bounding PWR and BWR fuel assembly configurations to be used for cask 
thermal analysis using a finite volume (FLUENT) approach.  

To determine which of the numerous PWR assembly types listed in Table 4.4.1 should be used in the 
thermal model for the PWR fuel baskets (MPC-24, MPC-24E, MPC-32), we must establish which 
assembly type has the maximum thermal resistance. The same determination must be made for the MPC
68, out of the menu of SNF types listed in Table 4.4.2. For this purpose, we utilize a simplified procedure 
that we describe below.  

Each fuel assembly consists of a large array of fuel rods typically arranged on a square layout. Every fuel 
rod in this array is generating heat due to radioactive decay in the enclosed fuel pellets. There is a finite 
temperature difference required to transport heat from the innermost fuel rods to the storage cell walls. Heat 
transport within the fuel assembly is based on principles ofconduction heat transfer combined with the highly 
conservative analytical model proposed by Wooton and Epstein [4.4.1]. The Wooton-Epstein model 
considers radiative heat exchange between individual fuel rod surfaces as a means to bound the hottest fuel 
rod cladding temperature.  

Transport of heat energy within any cross section of a fuel assembly is due to a combination of radiative 
energy exchange and conduction through the helium gas that fills the interstices between the fuel rods in the 
array. With the assumption of uniform heat generation within any given horizontal cross section of a fuel 
assembly, the combined radiation and conduction heat transport effects result in the following heat flow 
equation: 

Q=-CoFC A[Tc ]+ 13.5740 L KC, [Tc - TB] 

where: 
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F, = Emissivity Factor 

I 
1 0 (-+--_I) 

S-c, SB = emissivities of fuel cladding, fuel basket (see Table 4.2.4) 

C, = Assembly Geometry Factor 
4N 

- 1) (when N is odd) 
(N+I) 

4 - (when Nis even) 
N+2 

N = Number of rows or columns of rods arranged in a square array 
A = fuel assembly "box" heat transfer area = 4 x width x length 
L = fuel assembly length 
Ks = fuel assembly constituent materials volume fraction weighted mixture conductivity 
Tc = hottest fuel cladding temperature (1R) 
TB = box temperature ('R) 
Q = net radial heat transport from the assembly interior 
(T = Stefan-Boltzmann Constant (0.1714x10"s Btu/tf2-hr-°Ra) 

In the above heat flow equation, the first term is the Wooten-Epstein radiative heat flow contnbution while 
the second term is the conduction heat transport contribution based on the classical solution to the 
temperature distribution problem inside a square shaped block with uniform heat generation [4.4.5]. The 
13.574 factor in the conduction term of the equation is the shape factor for two-dimensional heat transfer in 
a square section. Planar fuel assembly heat transport by conduction occurs through a series of resistances 
formed by the interstitial helium fill gas, fuel cladding and enclosed fuel. An effective planar mixture 
conductivity is determined by a volume fraction weighted sum of the individual constituent material 
resistances. For BWR assemblies, this formulation is applied to the region inside the fuel channel. A second 
conduction and radiation model is applied between the channel and the fuel basket gap. These two models 
are combined, in series, to yield a total effective conductivity.  

The effective conductivity of the fuel for several representative PWR and BWR assemblies is presented in 
Tables 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. At higher temperatures (approximately 450'F and above), the zircaloy clad fuel 
assemblies wath the lowest effective thermal conductivities are the W- 17X 17 OFA (PWR) and the GE 11
9x9 (BWR). A discussion of fuel assembly conductivities for some of the recent vintage lOx 10 array and 
certain plant specific BWR fuel designs is presented near the end of this subsection. As noted in Table 
4.4.2, the Dresden I (intact and damaged) fuel assemblies are excluded from consideration. The design 
basis decay heat load for Dresden- I intact and damaged fuel (Table 2.1.7) is approximately 58% lower 
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than the IVIPC-68 design-basis maximum heat load (Table 2.1.6). Examining Table 4.4.2, the effective 
conductivity of the damaged Dresden- I fuel assembly in a damaged fuel container is approximately 40% 
lower than the bounding (GE- II 9x9) fuel assembly. Consequently, the fuel cladding temperatures in the 
HI-STORM System with Dresden-i intact or damaged fuel assemblies will be bounded by design basis fuel 
cladding temperatures. Based on this simplified analysis, the W- 17x17 OFA PWR and GEl 1-9x9 BWR 
fuel assemblies are determined to be the bounding configurations for analysis of zircaloy clad fuel at design 
basis maximum heat loads. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, stainless clad fuel assemblies with significantly 
lower decay heat emission characteristics are not deemed to be bounding.  

For the purpose of determining axial flow resistance for inclusion of MPC thermosiphon effect in the HI
STORM system modeling, equivalent porous media parameters for the W- 17x1 7OFA and GE 11-9x9 fuls 
are computed. Theoretically bounding expansion and contraction loss factors are applied at the grid spacer 
locations to conservatively maximize flow resistance. As an additional measure of conservatism, the grids 
are modeled by postulating that they are formed using thick metal sheets which have the effect of artificially 
throttling flow. Heat transfer enhancement by grid spacers turbulation is conservatively ignored in the 
analysis. , 

Having established the governing (most resistive) PWR and BWR SNF types, we use a finite-volume code 
to determine the effective conductivities in a conservative manner. Detailed conduction-radiation finite
volume models of the bounding PWR and BWR fuel assemblies developed on the FLUENT code are 
shown in Figures 4.4.3 and 4.4.4, respectively. The PWR model was originally developed on the ANSYS 
code, which enables individual rod-to-rod and rod-to-basket wall view factor calculations to be performed 
using the AUX12 processor. Limitations of radiation modeling techniques implemented in ANSYS do not 
permit taking advantage of quarter symmetry of the fuel assembly geometry. Unacceptably long CPU time 
and large workspace requirements necessary for performing gray body radiation calculations for a complete 
fuel assembly geometry on ANSYS prompted the development of an altemate simplified model on the 
FLUENT code. The FLUENT model is benchmarked with the ANSYS model results for a Westinghouse 
17x 17 fuel assembly geometry for the case ofblack body radiation (emissivities = 1). The FLUENT model 
is found to yield conservative results in comparison to the ANSYS model for the "black" surface case. The 
FLUENT model benchmarked in this manner is used to solve the gray body radiation problem to provide 
the necessary results for determining the effective thermal conductivity of the governing PWR fuel assembly.  
The same modeling approach using FLUENT-is then applied to the governing BWR fuel assembly, and the' 
effective conductivity of GE- Il 9x9 fuel determined.  

The combined fuel rods-helium matrix is replaced by an equivalent homogeneous material that fills the 
basket opening by the following two-step procedure. In the first step, the FLUENT-based fuel assembly 
model is solved by applying equal heat generation per unit length to the individual fuel rods and a uniform 
boundary temperature along the basket cell opening inside periphery. The temperature difference between 
the peak cladding and boundary temperatures is used to determine an effective conductivity as described in 
the next step. For this purpose, we consider a two-dimensional cross section of a square shaped block with' 
an edge length of 2L and a uniform volumetric heat source (qg), cooled at the periphery with a uniform 
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boundary temperature. Under the assumption of constant material thermal conductivity (K), the temperature 
difference (AT) from the center of the cross section to the periphery is analytically given by [4.4.5]: 

AT = 0.29468 qg C 
K 

This analytical formula is applied to determine the effective material conductivity from a known quantity of 
heat generation applied in the FLUENT model (smeared as a uniform heat source, qg) basket opening size 
and AT calculated in the first step.  

As discussed earlier, the effective fuel space conductivity must be a function of the temperature coordinate.  
The above two-step analysis is carried out for a number of reference temperatures. In this manner, the 
effective conductivity as a function of temperature is established.  

In Table 4.4.5, lOx 10 array type BWR fuel assembly conductivity results from a simplified analysis are 
presented to determine the most resistive fuel assembly in this class. The Atrium- 10 fuel type is determined 
to be the most resistive in this class of fuel assemblies. A detailed finite- element model of this assembly type 
was developed to rigorously quantify the heat dissipation characteristics. The results of this study are 
presented in Table 4.4.6 and compared to the BWR bounding fuel assembly conductivity depicted in Figure 
4.4.5. The results of this study demonstrate that the bounding fuel assembly conductivity is conservative with 
respect to the lOx 10 class of BWR fuel assemblies.  

Table 4.4.23 summarizes plant specific fuel types' effective conductivities. From these analytical results, 
SPC-5 is determined to be the most resistive fuel assembly in this group of fuel. A finite element model of 
the SPC-5 fuel assembly was developed to confirm that its in-plane heat dissipation characteristics are 
bounded from below by the Design Basis BWR fuel conductivities used in the HI- STORM thermal analysis.  

Temperature-dependent effective conductivities of PWR and BWR design basis fuel assemblies (most 
resistive SNF types) are shown in Figure 4.4.5. The finite volume results are also compared to results 
reported from independent technical sources. From this comparison, it is readily apparent that FLUENT
based fuel assembly conductivities are conservative. The FLUENT computed values (not the published 
literature data) are used in the MPC thermal analysis presented in this document.  

4.4.1.1.3 Effective Thermal Conductivity of Neutron Absorber/Sheathing/Box Wall Sandwich 

Each MPC basket cell wall (except the MPC-68 and MPC-32 outer periphery cell walls) is manufactured 
with a neutron absorbing plate for criticality control. Each neutron absorber plate is sandwiched in a 
sheathing-to-basket wall pocket. A schematic of the "Box Wall- Neutron absorber-Sheathing" sandwich 
geometry of an MPC basket is illustrated in Figures 4.4.6 and 4.4.7. During fabrication, a uniform normal 
pressure is applied to each "Box Wall-Neutron Absorber-Sheathing" sandwich in the assembly fixture 
during welding of the sheathing periphery on the box wall. This ensures adequate surface- to-surface contact 
for elimination of any macroscopic gaps. The mean coefficient of linear expansion of theneutron absorberis 
higher than the thermal expansion coefficients of the basket and sheathing materials. Consequently, basket 
heat-up from the stored SNF will further ensure a tight fit of the neutron absorber plate in the sheathing-to- I 
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box pocket. The presence of small microscopic gaps due to less than perfect surface finish characteristics 
requires consideration of an interfacial contact resistance between the neutron absorber and box-sheathing 
surfaces. A conservative contact resistance resulting from a 2 mil neutron absorber to pocket gap is applied 
in the analysis. In other words, no credit is taken for the interfacial pressure between neutron absorber and 
stainless plate/sheet stock produced by the fixturing and welding process.  

Heat conduction properties ofa composite "Box Wall- Neutron absorber-Sheathing" sandwich in the two 
principal basket cross sectional directions as illustrated in Figure 4.4.6 (i.e., lateral "out-of-plane" and 
longitudinal "in-plane") are unequal. In the lateral direction, heat is transported across layers of sheathing, 
helium gap, neutron absorber and box wall resistances that are essentially in series (except for the small 
helium filled end regions shown in Figure 4.4.7). Heat conduction in the longitudinal direction, in conrtiast, is 
through an array of essentially parallel resistances comprised of these several layers listed above. For the 
ANSYS based MPC basket thermal model, ciorresponding non-isotr6pic effective thermal conductivities in 
the two orthogonal sandwich directions are determined and applied in ihe analysis.  

These non-isotropic conductivities are determined by constructing two-dimensional finite-elementmodelsof 
the composite "Box Wall- Neutron Absorber-Sheathing" sandwich in ANSYS. A fixed temperature is 
applied to one edge of the model and a fixed heat flux is applied to the other edge, and the model is solved 
to obtain the average temperature of the fixed-flux edge. The equivalent thermil conductivity is the obtained 
using the resulting temperature difference across the sandwich as input to a'one-dimensional Fourier 
equation as follows: 

Ker. qxL 

Th -Tr 
where: 

Keff effective thermal conductivity 
q = heat flux applied in the ANSYS model 
L = ANSYS model heat transfer path length 
Th = ANSYS calculated average edge temperature 
T, = specified edge temperature 

The heat transfer path length will vary, depending on the direction oftransfer (i.e., in-plane or out-of-plane).  

4.4.1.1.4 Modeling of Basket Conductive Heat Transport 

The total conduction heat rejection capability of a fuel basket is a combination of planar and axial 
contributions. These component contributions are calculated independently for each MPC basket design 
and then combined to obtain an equivalent isotropic thermal conductivity value.  

The planar heat rejection capability of each MPC basket design (i.e., MPC-24, MPC-68, MPC-32 and 
MPC-24E) is evaluated by developing a thermal model of the combined fuel assemblies and composite 
basket walls geometry on the ANSYS finite element code. The ANSYS model includes a geometric layout 
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of the basket structure in which the basket "Box Wall- Neutron absorber- Sheathing" sandwich is replaced F 
by a "homogeneous wall" with an equivalent thermal conductivity. Since the thermal conductivity of the 
Alloy X material is a weakl.y varying fimction of temperature, the equivalent "homogeneous wall" must have 
a temperature-dependent effective conductivity. Similarly, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.7, the conductivities in 
the "in-plane" and "out- of-plane" directions ofthe equivalent "homogeneous wall" are different. Finally, as 
discussed earlier, the fuel assemblies and the surrounding basket cell openings are modeled as homogeneous 
heat generating regions with an effective temperature dependent in-plane conductivity. The methodology 
used to reduce the heterogeneous MPC basket - fuel assemblage to an equivalent homogeneous region with 
effective thermal properties is discussed in the following.  

Consider a cylinder of height, L, and radius, r., with a uniform volumetric heat source term, qg, insulated top 
and bottom faces, and its cylindrical boundary maintained at a uniform temperature, Tc. The maximum 
centerline temperature (Th) to boundary temperature difference is readily obtained from classical one
dimensional conduction relationships (for the case of a conducting region with uniform heat generation and a 
constant thermal conductivity K,): 

(Th - T.) = qg r.2/(4 K.) 

Noting that the total heat generated in the cylinder (Q,) is trcr. L qg, the above temperature rise formula can 
be reduced to the following simplified form in terms of total heat generation per unit length (Q,/L): 

(Th - T.) = (Qt /L)/(4 rr K,) 

This simple analytical approach is employed to determine an effective basket cross-sectional conductivity by 
applying an equivalence between the ANSYS finite element model of the basket and the analytical case.  
The equivalence principle employed in the thermal analysis is depicted in Figure 4.4.2. The 2-dimensional 
ANSYS finite element model of the MPC basket is solved by applying a uniform heat generation per unit 
length in each basket cell region (depicted as Zone I in Figure 4.4.2) and a constant basket periphery 
boundary temperature, T,'. Noting that the basket region with uniformly distributed heat sources and a 
constant boundary temperature is equivalent to the analytical case of a cylinder with uniform volumetric heat 
source discussed earlier, an effective MPC basket conductivity (K•f) is readily derived from the analytical 
formula and ANSYS solution leading to the following relationship: 

Ker= N (Qfr/L) / (4 7u [Th'- To'l) 

where: 
N = number of fuel assemblies 
(Qf'/L) = per fuel assembly heat generation per unit length applied in ANSYS model 
Th" = peak basket cross-section temperature from ANSYS model 

Cross sectional views of MPC basket ANSYS models are depicted in Figures 4 4.9 and 4.4.10. Notice 
that many of the basket supports and all shims have been conservatively neglected in the models. This 
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conservative geometry simplification, coupled with the conservative neglect of thermal expansion that would 
minimize the gaps, yields conservative gap thermal resistances. Temperature-dependent equivalent thermal 
conductivities of the fuel regions and composite basket walls, as determined from analysis procedures 
described earlier, are applied to the ANSYS model. The planar ANSYS conduction model is solved by 
applying a constant basket periphery temperature with uniform heat generation in the fuel region. The 
equivalent planar thermal conductivity values are lower bound values because, among other elements of 
conservatism, the effective conductivity of the most resistive SNF types (Tables 4.4.1 and 4.4.2) is used in" 
the MPC finite element simulations.  

The basket in-plane conductivities are computed for intact fuel storage and containerized fuel stored in 
Damaged Fuel Containers (DFCs). The MPC-24E is provided with foutr enlarged cells designated for 
storing damaged fuel. The MPC-68 has sixteen peripheral locations for damaged fuel storage in generic 
DFC designs. As a substantial fraction of the basket cells are occupied by intact fuel, the overall effect of 
DFC fuel storage on the basket heat dissipation rate is quite small. Including the effect of reduced 
conductivity of the DFC cells in MPC-24E, the basket conductivity is computed to drop slightly (-0.6%).  
In a bounding evaluation in which the sixteen outer cells are occupied with damaged fuel, the effect of 
reduced conductivity on the PCT is computed to be negligible (less than IOF). Therefore,-DFCs do not 
pose a limitation on safe storage of fuel.  

The axial heat rejection capability of each MPC basket design is determined by calculating the area 
occupied by each material in a fuel basket cross-section, multiplying by the corresponding material thermal 
conductivity, summing the products and dividing by the total fuel basket cross- sectional area. In accordance 
with NUREG- 1536 guidelines, the only portion of the fuel assemblies credited in these calculations is the 
fuel rod cladding.  

Having obtained planar" and axial effective thermal conductivity contributions as described above, an I 
equivalent isotropic thermal conductivity that yields the same overall heat transfer can be obtained. Two
dimensional conduction heat transfer in relatively short cylinders cannot be readily evaluated analytically, so 
an alternate approach is used herein.  

Instead of computing precise isotropic conductivities, an RMS function of the planar and axial effective 
thermal conductivity values is used as follows: 

kSo 
krad

2 +kaX
2 

2 

where: 
k1,o = equivalent isotropic thermal conductivity 
kad = equivalent planar thermal conductivity 

rka = equivalent axial thermal conductivity 

§ § The planar MPC conductivity values are summarized in Table 4.4.3.  
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This formulation has been benchmarked for specific application to the MPC basket designs and found to 
yield conservative equivalent isotropic thermal conductivities and, subsequently, conservative temperature 
results from subsequent thermal analyses.  

4.4.1.1 5 Heat Transfer in MPC Basket Peripheral Region 

Both of the MPC designs for storing PWR or BWR fuel are provided with relatively large regions, formed 
between the relatively cooler MPC shell and hot basket peripheral panels, filled with helium gas. Heat 
transfer in these helium-filled regions corresponds to the classical case of heat transfer in a differentially 
heated closed cavity. Many investigators, including Eckert and Carlson (Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, vol. 2, 
p. 106, 1961) and Elder (J. Fluid Mech., vol. 23, p. 77, 1965) have performed experimental studies of this 
arrangement. The peripheral region between the basket and MPC inner surface is simulated as a tall fluid
filled cavity of height H formed between two differentially heated surfaces (AT) separated by a small 
distance L. In a closed cavity, an exchange of hot and cold fluids occurs near the top and bottom ends of 
the cavity, resulting in a net transport of heat across the gap. The rate of heat transfer across the cavity is 
characterized by a Rayleigh number, RaL, defined as: 

RaL= , fi2 g a AT L3 

iK 

where: 
CP = fluid heat capacity 
p fluid density 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
[3 = coefficient of thermal expansion (equal to reciprocal of absolute temperature for 

gases) 
AT = temperature difference between the hot and cold surfaces 
L = spacing between the hot and cold surfaces 
1 = fluid viscosity 

K = fluid conductivity 

Hewitt et al. [4.4.6] recommends the following Nusselt number correlation for heat transport in tall cavities: 

NUL /4 12 H o13 NUL= .42". LPro (-)" 
L 

where Pr is the Prandtl number of the cavity fill gas.  

A Nusselt number of unity implies heat transfer by fluid conduction only, while a higher than unity Nusselt 
number is due to the "Rayleigh" effect which monotonically increases with increasing Rayleigh number.  
Nusselt numbers applicable to helium-filled PWR and BWR fueled HI-STORM MPC peripheral voids 
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used in the original licensing analysis are provided in Table 4.4.4. For conservatism, however, the 
contribution of the Rayleigh effect is ignored in the thermal model of the MPC.
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4.4.1.1.6 Effective Thermal Conductivity of MPC Basket-to-Shell Aluminum Heat Conduction 
Elements 

Aluminum heat conduction elements, required hardware in FSAR Revision 0 and optional hardware in 
FSAR Revision 1, are removed in Revision 2. Accordingly text in this sub-section is deleted.  

4.4.1.1.7 Annulus Air Flow and Heat Exchanae 

The I-11- STORM storage overpack is provided with four inlet ducts at the bottom and four outlet ducts at 
the top. The ducts are provided to enable relatively cooler ambient air to flow through the annular gap 
between the NVIPC and storage overpack in the manner of a classical "chimney". Hot air is vented from the 
top outlet ducts to the ambient environment. Buoyancy forces induced by density differences between the 
ambient air and the heated air column in the MPC- to- overpack annulus sustain airflow through the annulus.  

In contrast to a classical chimney, however, the heat input to the HI- STORM annulus air does not occur at 
the bottom of the stack. Rather, the annulus air picks up heat from the lateral surface of the MPC shell as it 
flows upwards. The height dependent heat absorption by the annulus air must be properly accounted for to 
ensure that the buoyant term in the Bernoulli equation is not overstated making the solution unconservative.  
To fix ideas, consider two cases of stack heat input; Case A where the heat input to the rising air is all at the 
bottom (the "fireplace" scenario), and Case B, where the heat input is uniform along the entire height (more 
representative of the ventilated cask conditions). In both cases, we will assume that the air obeys the perfect 
gas law; i.e, at constant pressure, p = C/T where p and T are the density and the absolute temperature of 
the air and C is a constant.  

Case A: Entire Heat Input at the Bottom 

In a stack of height H, where the temperature of the airis raised from T, to To at the bottom (Figure 4.4.12; 
Case A), the net fluid "head" p, is given by: 

pH = fi 0 H "rio H 

p, and po are the densities of air corresponding to absolute temperatures T, and T,, respectively.  

Sice~ C C C C-,we have: Since fi, - and fio --, w ae 
T, To 

p,=CH(-- -I) 
Ti To 

or 

CHAT 
PTP=T. To 
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where: AT = T, - Tj 

Let AT << Ti, then we can write: 
1 1 

T. 'ATTo T (I +'.T 

T.  

AT 

T. T.  
Substituting in the above we have: 

pl= CH . .....  

TA 

where ii = -AT (dimensionless temperature rise) 
Ti 

or p, = fi, H d -0 (i) 

Case B: Uniform Heat Input 

In this case, the temperature of air rises linearly from Tj at the bottom to T, at the top (Figure 4.4.12; Case 
B): 

T= Ti + weh; 0< h < H 

where: 
._To-T 1 _ iiT, 

H -H 

The total buoyant head, in this case, is given by: 

H 

p2 = fi, H-f fi dh 
0 

=fi H-C I Adh "-, T 

H dh 
=fiH - C I 

0 (T, + xeh) 

=fil H-C fn (I + i) 

Using the logarithmic expansion relationship and simnplifying, we have: 
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P2 Ln-0( 
P 2

Neglecting terms of higher order, we conclude that P2 is only 50% of pl, i.e., the buoyancy driver in the 
case of uniformly distributed heat input to the air is half of the value if the heat were all added at the bottom.  

In the case of HI-STORM, the axial heat input profile into the annulus air will depend on the temperature 
difference between the MPC cylindrical surface and the rising air along the height (Case C in Figure 4.4.12).  
The MPC surface temperature profile, of course, is a strong function of the axial decay heat generation 
profile in the SNF. Previous analyses show that the HI-STORM "chimney" is less than 50% as effective as 
a classical chimney. As we explain in Subsection 4.4.1.1.9, this fact is fully recognized in the global HI
STORM thermal model implementation of FLUENT.  

4.4.1.1.8 Determination of Solar Heat Input 

The intensity of solar radiation incident on an exposed surface depends on a number of time varying terms.  
The solar heat flux strongly depends upon the time of the day as well as on latitude and day of the year.  
Also, the presence of clouds and other atmospheric conditions (dust, haze, etc.) can significantly attenuate 
solar intensity levels. Rapp [4.4.2] has discussed the influence of such factors in considerable detail.  

Consistent with the guidelines in NUREG- 1536 [4.4.10], solar input to the exposed surfaces of the HI
STORM overpack is determined based on 12-hour insolation levels recommended in 1OCFR71 (averaged 
over a 24-hour period) and applied to the most adversely located cask after accounting for partial blockage 
of incident solar radiation on the lateral surface of the cask by surrounding casks. In reality, the lateral 
surfaces of the cask receive solar heat depending on the azimuthal orientation of the sun during the course of 
the day. In order to bound this heat input, the lateral surface of the cask is assumed to receive insolation 
input with the solar insolation applied horizontally into the cask array. The only reduction in the heat input to 
the lateral surface of the cask is due to partial blockage offered by the surrounding casks. In contrast to its 
lateral surface, the top surface ofRfI-STORM is fully exposed to insolation without any mitigation effects of 
blockage from other bodies. In order to calculate the view factor between the most adversely located HI
STORM system in the array and the environment, a conservative geometric simplification is used. The 
system is reduced to a concentric cylinder model, with the inner cylinder representing the HI- STORM unit 
being analyzed and the outer shell representing a reflecting boundary (no energy absorption).  

Thus, the radius of the inner cylinder (R1 ) is the same as the outer radius of a HI- STORM overpack. The 
radius of the outer cylinder (R0) is set such that the rectangular space ascribed to a cask is preserved. This is 
further explained in the next subsection. It can be shown that the view factor fiom the outer cylinder to the 
inner cylinder (F-,) is given by [4.4.3]: 
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where: 
Fo- = View Factor from the outer cylinder to the inner cylinder 
R = Outer Cylinder Radius to Inner Cylinder Radius Ratio (RARK) 
L = Overpack Height to Radius Ratio 
A ='L2 + R2 - 1 
B=I!.- + 1 

Applying the theorem of reciprocity, the view factor (F,_,) from outer overpack surface, represented by the 
inner cylinder, to the ambient can be determined as: 

Fi.-a= Fo.i, 

Finally, to bound the quantity of heat deposited onto the HI-STORM surface by insolation, the absorptivity 
of the cask surfaces is assumed to be unity.  

4.4.1.1.9 FLUENT Model for m-STORM 

In the preceding subsections, a series of analytical and numerical models to define the thermal characteristics 
of the various elements of the HI-STORM System are presented. The thermal modeling begins with the 
replacement of the Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) cross section and surrounding fuel cell space with a solid 
region with an equivalent conductivity. Since radiation is an important constituent of the heat transfer process 
in the SNF/storage cell space, and the rate of radiation heat transfer is a strong function of the surface 
temperatures, it is necessary to treat the equivalent region conductivity as a function of temperature.  
Because of the relatively large range of temperatures in a loaded HI-STORM System under the design basis 
heat loads, the effects of variation in the thermal conductivity of the Alloy X basket wall with temperature 
are included in the numerical analysis model. The presence of significant radiation effects in the storage cell 
spaces adds to the impeiative to treat the equivalent storage cell lamina conductivity as temperature
dependent.  

Numerical calculations and FLUENT finite-volume simulations have been perforn- to establish the 
equivalent thennal conductivity as a function of temperature for the limiting (thermally most resistive) BWR 
and PWR spent fuel types. Utilizing the most limiting SNF (established through a simplified analytical 
process for comparing conductivities) ensures that the numerical idealization for the fuel space effective 
conductivity is conservative for all non-limiting fuel types 
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Having replaced the fuel spaces by solid square blocks with a temperature-dependent conductivity 
essentially renders the basket into a non-homogeneous three-dimensional solid where the non-homogeneity 
is introduced by the honeycomb basket structure composed of interlocking basket panels. The basket 
panels themselves are a composite of Alloy X cell wall, neutron absorber, and Alloy X sheathing metaL A ] 
conservative approach to replace this composite section with an equivalent "solid wall" was described 
earlier.  

In the next step, a planar section of the MPC is considered. The MPC contains a non-symmetric basket 
lamina wherein the equivalent fuel spaces are separated by the "equivalent" solid metal walls. The space 
between the basket and the MPC, called the peripheral gap, is filled with helium gas. At this stage in the 
thermal analysis, the SNF/basket/MPC assemblage has been replaced with a two-zone (Figure 4.4.2) 
cylindrical solid whose thermal conductivity is a strong function of temperature.  

The fuel assembly and MPC basket effective conductivity evaluations are performed for two distinct 
scenarios described earlier in this section. In the first scenario, the MPC cavity is backfilled with helium only.  
In the second scenario, gaseous fission products from a hypothetical rupture of 10% of the stored fuel rods 
dilute the backfill helium gas. As previously stated, thermal analysis results for both scenarios are obtained 
and reported in this section.  

The thermal model for the 1H1-STORM overpack is prepared as a three-dimensional axisymmetric body.  
For this purpose, the hydraulic resistances of the inlet ducts and outlet ducts, respectively, are represented 
by equivalent axisymmetric porous media. Two overpack configurations are evaluated - HI-STORM 100 
and a shorter variation (HI-STORM 100S) overpack. HI-STORM 100S features a smaller inlet duct-to
outlet duct separation and an optional enhanced gamma shield cross plat. Since the optional gammas shield 
cross plate flow resistance is bounding, the optional design was conservatively evaluated in the thermal 
analysis.The fuel cladding temperatures for MPC emplaced in a HI- STORM 1OOS overpack are confirmed 
to be bounded by the HI-STORM 100 System thermal model solution. Thus, separate table summaries for 
HI-STORM 100S overpack are not provided. The axial resistance to airflow in the MPC/overpack 
annulus (which includes longitudinal channels to "cushion" the stresses in the MPC structure during a 
postulated non-mechanistic tip-over event) is replaced by a hydraulically equivalent annulus. The surfaces of 
the ducts and annulus are assumed to have a relative roughness (e) of 0.001. This value is appropriate for 
rough cast iron, wood stave and concrete pipes, and is bounding for smooth painted surfaces (all readily 
accessible internal and extemal HI- STORM overpack carbon steel surfaces are protected from corrosion 
by painting or galvanization). Finally, it is necessary to describe the external boundary conditions to the 
overpack situated on an ISFSI pad. An isolated HI-STORM will take suction of cool air from and reject 
heated air to, a semi-infinite half- space. In a rectilinear rn- STORM array, however, the unit situated in the 
center of the grid is evidently hydraulically most disadvantaged, because of potential interference to air 
intake from surrounding casks. To simulate this condition in a conservative manner, we erect a hypothetical 
cylindrical barrier around the centrally local HI-STORM. The radius of this hypothetical cylinder, R,, is 
computed from the equivalent cask array downflow hydraulic diameter (Dh) which is obtained as follows: 
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4 x Flow Area 
Wetted Perimeter 

4(A. --- d 2) 
4° 

6d.  

where: 

A0 = Minimum tributary area ascribable to one HI-STORM (see' Figure 4.4.24).  
d. HI-STORM overpack outside diameter 

The hypothetical 'cylinder radius, R, is obtained by adding half I4 to the riadius of. the HI-STORM 
overpack. In this manner, the hydraulic equivalence between the cask array and the HI-STORM overpack 
to hypothetical cylindrical annulus is established.  

For purposes of the design basis analyses reported in this chapter, the tributary area A& is assumed to be 
equal to 346 sq. ft. Sensitivity studies on the effect of the value of A& on the thermal performance of the HI
STORM System shows that the system response is essentially insensitive to the assumed value of the 
tributary area. For example, a thermal calculation using A, = 225 sq. ft. (corresponding to 15 ft. square pitch) 

•_-' \•2 and design basis heat load showed that the peak cladding temperature is less than IC greater than that 
computed using Ao = 346 sq. ft Therefore, the distance between the vertically arrayed HI- STORMs in an 
ISFSI should be guided by the practical (rather than thermal) considerations, such as personnel access to 
maintain air ducts or painting the cask external surfaces.  

The internal surface of the hypothetical cylinder of radius P- surrounding the HI-STORM module is 
conservatively assumed to be insulated. Any thermal radiation heat transfer from the HI- STORM overpack 
to this insulated sturface will be perfectly reflected, thereby bounding radiative blocking from neighboring 
casks. Then, in essence, the HI-STORM module is assumed to be confined in a large cylindrical "tank" 
whose wall surface boundaries are modeled as zero heat flux boundaries. The air in the "tank" is the source 
of "feed air" to the overpack. The air in the tank is replenished by ambient air from above the top of the HI
STORM overpacks. There are two sources of heat input to the exposed surface of the HI-STORM 
overpack. The most important source of heat input is the internal heat generation within the MPC. The 
second source of heat input is insolation, which is conseivatively quantified in the manner of the preceding 
subsection.  

The FLUENT model consisting of the axisymmetric 3-D MPC space, the overpack, and the enveloping 
tank is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.4.13. The HI-STORM thermosiphon-enabled solution is 
computed in a two-step process. In the first step, a HI-STORM overpack thermal model computes the 
ventilation effect from annulus heating by MPC decay heat. In this model, heat dissipation is conservatively 
restricted to the MPC shell (i.e., heat dissipation from MPC lid and baseplate completely neglected. This 
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modeling assumption has the effect of overstating the MPC shell, annulus air and concrete temperatures. In 
the next step, the temperature of stored fuel in a pressurized heliun canister (thermosiphon model) is 
determined using the overpack thermal solution in the first step to fashion a bounding MPC shell 
temperature profile for the MPC thermal model. The modeling details are provided in the Holtec 
benchmarking report [4.4.12].A summary of the essential features of this model is presented in the 
following: 

"* A conservatively lower bound canister pressure of 7 atm is postulated for the thermosiphon modeling.  

"* Heat input due to insolation is applied to the top surface and the cylindrical surface of the overpack with 
a bounding maximum solar absorbtivity equal to 1.0.  

" The heat generation in the MPC is assumed to be uniform in each region in a horizontal plane. The heat 
generation in the vary in the axial direction, however, is assumed to vary and corresponds to the axial 
power distnbution listed in Chapter 2.  

"• The most disadvantageously placed cask (i.e., the one subjected to maximum radiative blockage), is 
modeled.

The bottom surface of the overpack, in contact with the ISFSI pad, rejects heat through the pad to the 
constant temperature (770F) earth below. For some scenarios, the bottom surface of the overpack is 
conservatively assumed to be adiabatic.  

The finite-volume model constructed in this manner will produce an axisymmetric temperature distribution.  
The peak temperature will occur at the centerline and is expected to be above the axial location of peak 
heat generation. As will be shown in Subsection 4.4.2, the results of the finite-volume solution bear out these 
observations.  
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HOLTEC PROPRIETARY INFORMATION 

To summarize, the Il-STORM 100 System is evaluated for two fuel storage scenarios. In one scenario, 
designated as uniform loading, every basket cell is assumed to be occupied with fuel producing heat at the 
maximum rate. In another scenario, denoted as regionalized loading, a two-region fuel loading configuration I 
is stipulated. The two regions are defined as an inner region (for storing hot fuel) and an outer region with 
low decay heat fuel physically enveloping the inner region. This scenario is depicted in Figure 4.4.25. The 
inner region is shown populated with fuel having a heat load of q 1 and fuel age , and the outer region with 
fuel of heat load q2 and age t2, where q, > q2. To permit hot fuel storage in the inner region, a uniform low 
decay heat rate is stipulated for the outer region fuel The maximum allowable heat load for inner region fuel 
(qI), then, is a function of outer region heat load. A discussion on this dependence is provided in the next 
paragraph.. In the HI-STORM 100 System, four central locations in the vPC-24 and MPC-24E, twelve 
inner cells in MPC-32 and 32 in MPC-68 are designated as inner region locations in the regionalized fuel
loading scenario. Results of thermal evaluations for both scenarios are present in Subsection 4.4.2.
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4.4.1.1.10 Effect of Fuel Cladding Crud Resistance

In this subsection, a conservatively bounding estimate of temperature drop across a crud film adhering to a 
fuel rod during dry storage conditions is determined. The evaluation is performed for a BWR fuel assembly 
based on an upper bound crud thickness obtained from the PNL-4835 report ([4.3.2], Table 3). The crud 
present on the fuel assemblies is predominately iron oxide mixed with small quantities of other metals such as 
cobalt, nickel, chromium, etc. Consequently, the effective conductivity of the crud mixture is expected to be 
in the range of typical metal alloys. Metals have thermal conductivities several orders of magnitude larger 
than that of helium. In the inteiest of extreme conservatism, h~wever, a film of helium with the same 
thickness replaces the crud layer. The calculation is performed in two steps. In the fast step, a crud film 
resistance is determined based on a bounding maximum crud layer thickness replaced with a helium film on 
the fuel rod surfaces. This is followed by a peak local cladding heat flux calculation for the GE 7X7 array 
fuel assembly postulated to emit a conservatively bounding decay heat equal to 1 kW. The temperature 
drop across the crud film obtained as a product of the heat flux and crud resistance terms is determined to 
be less than 0.2°F. The calculations are presented below.

Bounding Crud Thi 
Crud Conductivity (t 
GE 7x7 Fuel Assem 

Rod O.D.  
Active Fuel 
Heat Transfi 
Axial Peakir 
Decay Heat

kness(s) 
K) = 

bly:

= 130pm (4 .26 x104 ft) (PNL-4835) 
0.1 Btu/tl-hr-°F (conservatively assumed as helium)

= 0.563" 
Length = 150" 
er Area = (7x7) x (6x0.563) x (150/144) = 90.3 ft2 

ig Factor = 1.195 (Bumup distribution-Table 2.1.11) 
= 1000W (conservative assumption) 

Crud Resistance -8 _ 4.26x1 0 _4.26x10 .3 t -Bhr-,t F 
.K 0.1 Btu 

PeakHeat Flux = (1000x3.417) Btu/r x1.195 
90.3 It'1

Btu =37.84x1.195 =45.2 Btu 
ft12hr 

Temperatur e drop (A T) across crud film 

4.26 X10-3 ft 2- hr-0 F x 45.2 Btu Btu x45 t2 -hr 

=0. 192' F 
(i.e.,less than 0.2' F) 

Therefore, it is concluded that deposition of crud does not materially change the SNF cladding temperature.
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4.4.1.1.11 Thermal Conductivity Calculations with Diluted Backfill Helium

In this subsection, the thermal conductivities of mixtures of the helium backfill gas and the gaseous fission 
products released from a hypothetical rupture of 10% of the stored fuel rods are evaluated. The gaseous 
fission products release fractions are stipulated in NUREG- 1536. The released gases will mix with the 
helium backfill gas and reduce its thermal conductivity. These reduced thermal conductivities are applied to 
determine fuel assembly, and MPC fuel basket and basket periphery effective conductivities for thermal 
evaluation of the HI-STORM System.  

Appendix C of NUREG/CR-0497 [4.4.7] describes a method for calculating the effective thermal 
conductivity ofa mixture of gases. The same method is also described by Rohsenow and Hartnett [4.2.2].  
The following expression is provided by both references: 

kmkx 
=IX, +I("J-Zqxi 

J.=i 

J*I 

where: 
kmix = thermal conductivity of the gas mixture (Btu/hr-ft-°F) 
n = number of gases 
ki= thermal conductivity of gas component i (Btu/hr-ft-0 F) 

= mole fraction of gas component i 

In the preceding equation, the term •,j is given by the following: 

CP' =6 1 241(M',- M)(M, -0.142-M,) 
glj =,, + 241 (M. +M j)2 

where M, and Mj are the molecular weights of gas components i and j, and ,j is: 

2 h 
M j 

Table 4.4.7 presents a summary of the gas mixture thermal conductivity calculations for the MPC-24 and 
MPC-68 MPC designs containing design basis fuel assemblies.  
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Having calculated the gas mixture thermal conductivities, the effective thermal conductivities of the design 
basis fuel assemblies are calculated using the finite-volume model described in Subsection 
4.4.1.1.2. Only the helium gas coriductivity is changed, all other modeling assumptions are the same. The 
fuel assembly effective thermal conductivities with diluied helium are compared to those with undiluted 
helium in Table 4.4.8. From this table, it is observed that a 10% rod rupture condition has a relatively minor 
impact on the fuel assembly effective conductivity. Because the fuel regions comprise only a portion of the 
overall fuel basket thermal conductivity, the 10% rod rupture condition will have an even smaller impact -on 
the basket effective conductivity.  

4.4.1.1.12 Effects of Hypothetical Low Fuel Rod Emissivity 

The value of emissivity (-) utilized in this FSAR was selected as 0.8 based on: 

i the recommendation of an EPRI report [4.1.3] 

iia Holtec's prior licensing experience with the HI-STAR 100 System 

iii other vendors' cask licensing experience with the NRC 

iv. authoritative literature citations 

The table below provides relevant third party information to support the emissivity value utilized in this 
FSAR.  

Source Reference Zircaloy Emissivity 

EPRI [4.1.3] 0.8 

TN-68 TSAR Docket 72-1027 0.8 

TN-40 Prairie Island Site Specific 0.8 
______ _ ISFSI .  

TN-32 Docket 72-1021 - 0.8 

Todreas & Mantuefel [4.4.8] . 0.8 

DOE SNF Report [4.4.9] 0.8 

The appropriateness of the selected value of F is further supported by the information provided by PNL
4835 [4.3.2] and NUREG/CR-0497 [4.4.7]. PNL-4835 reports cladding oxidation thickness in U.S.  
Zircaloy LWR SNF assemblies (20 gm for PWR and 30 gm for BWR fuel). If these oxide thickness values
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are applied to the mathematical formulas presented for emissivity determination in [4.4.7], then the 
computed values are slightly higher than our assumed value of 0.8. It should be recognized that the formulas 
in [4.4.7] include a conservative assumption that depresses the value of computed emissivity, namely, 
absence of crud. Significant crud layers develop on fuel cladding surfaces during in-core operation. Crud, 
which is recognized by the above-mentioned NUREG document as having a boosting effect on 6, is 
completely neglected.  

The above discussion provides a reasonable rationale for our selection of 0.8 as the value forE. However, 
to determine the effect of a hypothetical low emissivity of 0.4, an additional thermal analysis adopting this 
value has been performed. In this analysis, each fuel rod of a fuel assembly is stipulated to have this 
uniformly low E = 0.4 and the effective fuel thermal conductivity is recalculated. In the next step, all cells of 
an MPC basket are assumed to be populated with this low s fuel that is fluther assumed to be emitting 
decay heat at design basis level. The effective conductivity of this basket populated with low , fuel is 
recalculated. Using the recalculated fuel basket conductivity, the HI-STORM system temperature field is 
recomputed. This exercise is performed for the MPC-24 basket because, as explained in the next 
paragraph, this basket design, which accommodates a fewer number of fuel assemblies (compared to the 
MPC-68 and MPC-32) has a higher sensitivity to the emissivity parameter. This analysis has determined 
that the impact of a low s assumption on the peak cladding temperature is quite small (about 50C). It is 
noted that these sensitivity calculations were performed under the completely suppressed helium 
thermosiphon cooling assumption. Consequently, as the burden of heat dissipation shouldered by radiation 
heat transfer under this assumption is much greater, the resultant computed sensitivity is a conservative 
upper bound for the HI- STORM system.  

The relatively insignificant increase in the computed peak clad temperature as a result of applying a large 
penalty in z (50%) is consistent with the findings in a German Ph.D. dissertation [4.4.11 ]. Dr. Anton's study 
consisted of analyzing a cask containing 4 fuel assemblies with a total heat load of 17 kW and helium inside 
the fuel cavity. For an emissivity of 0.8, the calculated peak cladding temperature was 337°C. In a 
sensitivity study, wherein the emissivity was varied from 0.7 to 0.9, the temperature changed only by 5°C, 
i.e. to 342°C and 332'C. Dr. Anton ascribed two reasons for this low impact of emissivity on computed 
temperatures. Although the radiative heat emission by a surface decreases with lower emissivity, the fraction 
of heat reflected from other surfaces increases. In other words, the through-assembly heat dissipation by this 
means increases thereby providing some compensation for the reduced emission. Additionally, the fourth 
power of temperature dependence of thermal radiation heat transfer reduces the impact of changes in the 
coefficients on computed temperatures. For storage containers with larger number of fuel assemblies (like 
the HI- STORM System), an even smaller impact would be expected, since a larger fraction of the heat is 
dissipated via the basket conduction heat transfer.  

4.4.1.1.13 HI- STORM Temperature Field with Low Heat Emitting Fuel 

The HI-STORM 100 thermal evaluations for BWR fuel are grouped in two categories of fuel assemblies 
proposed for storage in the MPC-68. The two groups are classified as Low Heat Emitting (LHE) fuel 
assemblies and Design Basis (DB) fuel assemblies. The LHE group of fuel assemblies are characterized by 
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low bumup, long cooling time, and sh6rt active fuel lengths. Consequently, their heat loads are dwarfed by 
the DB group of fuel assemblies. The Dresdenr I (6x6 and 8x8), Quad+, and Humboldt Bay (7x7 and 6x6) 
fuel assemblies are grouped as the LHE fuel. This fuel is evaluated when encased in Damaged Fuel 
Containers (DFC). As a result of interruption of radiation heat exchange between the fuel assembly and the 
fuel basket by the DFC boundary, this configuration is bounding for thermal evaluation. In Table 4.4.2, two 
canister types for encasing LHE fuel are evaluated- a Holtec design and an existing canister in which some 
of the Dresden- I fuel is currently stored (Transnuclear D- 1 canister). The most resistive LHE fuel assembly 
(Dresden- 1 8x8) is considered for thermal evaluation (see Table 4.4.2) in a DFC container. The MPC-68 
basket effective conductivity, loaded with the most resistive fuel assembly (encased in a canister) is provided 
in Table 4.4.3. To this basket, LHE decay heat is applied and a HI-STORM 100 System thermal solution 
computed. The peak cladding temperature is computed as 513'F, which is substantially below the cladding 
temperature limit.  

A thoria rod canister designed for holding a maximum of twenty fuel rods arrayed in a 5x4 configuration is 
currently stored at the Dresden-i spent fuel pool. The fuel rods were originally constituted as part ofan 8x8 
fuel assembly and used in the second and third cycle of Dresden- 1 operation The maximum fuel bumup of 
these rods is quite low (-14,400 MWD/MTU). The thoria rod canister internal design is a honeycomb 
structure formed from 12- gage stainless steel plates. The rods are loaded in individual square cells. This long 
cooled, part assembly (18 fuel rods) and very low fuel bumup thoria rod canister renders it a miniscule 
source of decay heat. The canister all-metal internal honeycomb construction serves as an additional means 
of heat dissipation in the fuel cell space. In accordance with fuel loading stipulation in the Technical 
Specifications, long cooled fuel is loaded toward the basket periphery (i.e., away from the hot centrol core 
of the fuel basket). All these considerations provide ample assurance that these fuel rods will be stored in a' 
benign thermal environment and, therefore, remain protected during long-term storage.  

4.4.1.1.14 MPC Helium Fill Pressure 

The quantity of helium einplaced in the MPC cavity shall be sufficient to produce an operating pressuire 
of 7 atmospheres during normal storage at the Design Basis heat load. Thermal analyses performed on 
the different MPC designs indicate that this operating pressure requires a certain minimum helium fill 
pressure under ambient conditions (70°F reference temperature). The minimum fill pressures for each' 
MPC type are provided in Table 4.4.37. To bound the minimum fill pressure from above, the nominal 
MPC fill pressure is assumed at 42.8 psig AT 70°F reference temperature in the thermal calculations.  

A theoretical upper limit on the helium fill pressure also exists and is defined by the hypothetical accident 
condition design pressures wherein all of the fuel rods in the MPC are assumed to have breached, 
leading to release of the contained gases (initial rods fill, fission gases at conservatively postulated 
release fraction (30%) and gas from BPRA rods) to the WPC confinement space. The resulting 
pressures are principally a function of fuel bumup and MPC free volime. Calculations show that seiting 
fuel bumups to their maximum (75,000 MWD/MTU (PWR), 70,000 MWD/MTU (BWR)) and free
volumes to their minimum (Tables 4.4.12, 4.4.13, 4.4.24 and 4.4.25) a comfortable helium fill pressure 
margin above the minimum remains. Including this margin, a lowerbound to the maximum fill pressure is 
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provided in Table 4.4.37. The initial MPC fill pressure band expressed as percentage of the minimum fill 
pressure is quite substantial (fi-om 16% to 86% as shown in Table 4.4.37). There are two methods 
available for ensuring that the appropriate quantity of helium has been placed in the MPC: 

i By pressure measurement 
i. By measuring the quantity of MPC helium backfill (in standard cubic feet) 

The direct pressure measurement approach is more convenient if the FHD method of MPC drying is 
used. In this case, a certain quantity of helium is already in the MPC. Because the helium is fully 
turbulated inside the MPC during the FHD operation, the temperature of the helium gas at the MPC's 
exit, along with the pressure provides a reliable means to compute the inventory of helium in the MPC 
cavity. The pressure in the FHD system is adjusted through addition or withdrawal of helium such that it 
lies in a narrow range that corresponds to an ambient condition pressure range of 45 psig ± 2.5% (i.e., 
45 ± 1.13 psi). The remaining available fill pressure band, provides for sufficient margin to account for 
pressure and temperature measurement uncertainties in state-of-the-art commercially available pressure 
and temperature gages (±_1%).  

When vacuum drying is used as the method for MPC drying, then it is more convenient to fill the MPC 
by introducing a known quantity of helium (in standard cubic feet) by measuring the quantity of helium 
introduced using a calibrated mass flow meter. The required quantity of helium (F) is computed by the 
product of net free nominal volume (NFNV) and helium specific volume at a given pressure of 45 psig.  

The NFNV of the MPC is obtained by subtracting A from B, where 

A: MPC cavity volume in the absence of contents (fuel and non-fuel hardware) computed from 
nominal design dimensions.  

B: Total volume of the contents (fuel including DFCs, if used) based on nominal design 
dimensions.  

State-of-the-art commercially available mass flow meters are quite accurate (measurement uncertainty to 
within ±_ 1%). Including uncertainties for A (in the range of+±3%), B (in the range of_±4%) and F (± 1%) the 
Square Root of Sum of Squares uncertainty is ±5.1%. Thus the total uncertainty in the helium fill pressure 
band is 10.2%. The uncertainty band for helium fill pressure is well within the available fill pressure band 
from 16% (MPC-32) to 86% (MPC-68).  

4.4.1.2 Test Model 

A detailed analytical model for thermal design of the HI-STORM System was developed using the 
FLUENT CFD code and the industry standard ANSYS modeling package, as discussed in Subsection 
4.4:1.1. As discussed throughout this chapter and specifically in Section 4.4.6, the analysis incorporates 
significant conservatisms so as to compute bounding fuel cladding temperatures. Furthermore, compliance 
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with specified limits of operation is demonstrated with adequate margins. In view of these considerations, 
the HI-STORM System thermal design complies with the thermal criteria set forth in the design basis 
(Sections 2.1 and 2.2) for long-term storage undernormal conditions. Additional experimentalverification 
of the thermal design is therefore not required.  

4.4.2 Maximum Temperatures 

All four principal MPC-basket designs developed for the HI-STORM System have been analyzed to 
determine temperature distributions under long-term normal storage conditions, and the results summarized 
in this subsection. A cross-reference of HI-STORM thermal analyses at other coniditions with associated 
subsection of the FSAR summarzing obtained results is provided in Table 4.4.22. The MPC baskets are 
considered to be fully loaded with design basis PWR or BWR fuel assemblies, as appropriate. The systems 
are arranged in an ISFSI array and subjected to design basis normal ambient conditions with insolation.  
Both unif6rm loading and regionalized loading scenarios are analyzed. 'For uniform loading, the MPC 
thermal payload is assumed to be at the design maximum (40 kW). For regionalized loading, an inner 
region heat load limit is computed as a function of outer region heat load. Because the regionalized loading 
configuration stipulated for the HI-STORM System is ALARA-compliant (ql/q2 > 1), the maximum heat 
load for any regionalized loading is bounded by the uniform loading scenario.  

As discussed in Subsection 4.4.1.1.1, the thermal analysis is performed using a submodeling process where 
the results of an analysis on an individual component are incorporated into the analysis of a larger set of 
components. Specifically, the submodeling process yields directly computed fuel temperatures from which 
fuel basket temperatures are then calculated. This modeling process differs from previous analytical 
approaches wherein the basket temperatures wvere evaluated first and then a basket-to-cladding 
temperature difference calculation by Wooten-Epstein or other means provided a basis for cladding 
temperatures. Subsection 4.4.1.12 describes the calculation of an effective fuel assembly thermal 
conductivity for an' equivalent homogenous region.'It is important to note that the result of this analysis is a 
function of thermal conductivity versus temperature. This function for fuel thermal conductivity is then input 
to the fuel basket effective thermal conductivity calculation described in Subsection 4.4.1.1.4. This 
calculation uses a finite-element methodology, wherein each fuel cell region containing multiple finite
elements has temperature-varying thermal conductivity properties. The resultant temperature-varying fuel 
basket thermal conductivity computed by this basket-fuel composite model is then input to the fuel basket 
region of the FLUENT cask niodel.  

Because the FLUENT cask model incorporýtes'the results of the fuel basket submodel, which in turn 
incorporates the fuel assembly submodel, the peak temperature reported from the FLUENT model is the 
peak temperature in any 'component. In a dr y'storage cask, the hottest components are the fuel assemblies" 
It should be noted that, because the fuel assembly models dts'cribed in Subsection 4.4.1.1.2 include the fMel 
pellets, the FLUENT calculated peak temperatures reported in Tables 4.4.9 and 4.4.10 are actually peak 
pellet centerline temperatures which bound the peak cladding temperatures, and are therefore conservatively 
reported as the cladding temperatures.  
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Applying the radiative blocking factor applicable for the worst case cask location, conservatively bounding 
axial temperatures at the most heated fuel cladding are shown in Figures 4.4.16 and 4.4.17 for MPC-24 
and MPC-68 to depict the thermosiphon effect in PWR and BWR SNF. From these plots, the upward 
movement of the hot spot is quite evident. As discussed in this chapter, these calculated temperature 
distributions incorporate many conservatisms. The maximum fuel clad temperatures for zircaloy clad fuel 
assemblies are listed in Tables 4.4.9, 4.4.10, 4.4.26, and 4.4.27, which also summarize maximum 
calculated temperatures in different parts of the MPCs and [H-STORM overpack (Table 4.4.36)..  

Figures 4.4.19 and 4.4.20, respectively, depict radial temperature distribution in the PWR (MPC-24) and 
the BWR (MPC- 68) at the horizontal plane where maximum fuel cladding temperature occurs. Finally, 
axial variations of the ventilation air temperatures and that of the inner shell surface are depicted in Figure 
4.4.26 for a bounding heat load.  

The following additional observations can be derived by inspecting the temperature field obtained from the 
finite volume analysis: 

"* The fuel cladding temperatures are below the regulatory limit (1SG- 11, Rev. 2).  

"* The maximum temperature of the basket structural material is within the stipulated design 
temperature.  

"* The maximum temperature of the neutron absorber is below the design temperature limit.  

"* The maximum temperatures of the MPC pressure boundary materials are well below their 
respective ASME Code limits.  

"* The maximum temperatures of concrete are within the NRC's recommended limits [4.4.10] (See 
Table 4.3.1.) 

For the regionalized loading scenario as depicted in Figure 4.4.25, outer region decay heat limits are 
stipulated in Table 4.4.30. The inner region heat load limit will be governed by the peak cladding 
temperature limit for the hot fuel To conservatively compute the heat load limits for inner region, the peak 
clad temperature limit is understated in the thermal calculations. As explained in Sub-section 4.4.1.1.9, the 
inner region heat load limit is a function of outer region heat load limit. This dependence is curve fitted to a 
second order polynomial. The process of employing this polynomial to obtain inner region heat load limit for 
a user selected outer region heat load is also described therein.  
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The calculated temperatures are based on a series of analyses, described previously in this chapter, that 
incorporate many conservatisms. A list of the significant conservatisms is provided in Subsection 4.4.6. As 
such, the calculated temperatures are upper bound values that would exceed actual temperatures.  

The above observations lead us to conclude that the temperature field in the HI-STORM System with a 
filly loaded MPC coritaining design-basis heat emitting SNF complies with all regulatory and iidustry 
temperature limits. In other words, the thermal environment in the HI-STORM System will be conducive to 
long-term safe storage of spent nuclear fuel.  

4.4.3 Minimum Temperatures 

In Table 2.2.2 of this report, the minimum ambient temperature condition for the HI-STORM storage 
overpack and MPC is specified to be -40'F. If, conservatively, a zero decay heat load with no solar input 
is applied to the stored fuel assemblies, then every component of the system at steady state would be at a " 
temperature of _40'F. All HI-STORM storage -overpack and MPC materials of construction will 
satisfactorily perform their intended function in the storage mode at this minimum temperature condition.  
Structural evaluations in Chapter 3 show the acceptable performance of the overpack and MPC steel and 
concrete materials at low service temperatures. Criticality and shielding evaluations (Chapters 5 and 6) are 
unaffected by temperature.  

4.4.4 Maximum Intemal Pressure 

The MPC is initially filled with dry helium after fuel loading and drying prior to installingthe MPC closure 
ring. During normal storage, the gas temperature within the MPC rises to its maximum operating basis 
temperature as determined based on the thermal analysis methodology described earlier.' The gas pressure 
inside the MPC will also increase with rising temperature. The pressure rise is determined based on the ideal 
gas law, which states that the absolute pressure of a fixed volume of gas is proportional to its absolute 
temperature. Tables 4.4.12,4.4.13,4.4.24, and 4.4.25 present summaries ofthe calculations performed to 
determine the net free volume in the MPC-24, MPC-68, MPC-32, and MPC-24E, respectively. _ 

The MPC maximum gas pressure is considered for a postulated accidental release of fission product gases 
caused by fuel rod rupture. For these fuel rod rupture conditions, the amounts of each of the release gas 
constituents in the MPC cavity are summed and the resulting total pressures determined from the Ideal Gas 
Law. Based on fission gases release fractions (per NUREG 1536 criteria [4.4.10]), net free volume and 
initial fill gas pressure, the bounding maximum gas pressures with'1% (normal), 10% (off-normal) and 100./o' 
(accident condition) rod rupture are given in Table 4.4.14. The maximum gas pressures listed in Table 
4.4.14 are all below the MPC internal design pressure listed in Table 2.2.1.  

The inclusion of PWR non-fuel hardware (BPRA control elements and thimble plugs) to the PWR baskets 
influences the MPC internal pressure through two distinct effects. The presence of non-fuel hardware 
increases the effective basket conductivity, thus enhancing heat dissipation and lowering fuel temperatures as 
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well as the temperature of the gas filling the space between fuel rods. The gas volume displaced by the mass 
of non- fuel hardware lowers the cavity free volume. These two effects, namely, temperature lowering and 
free volume reduction, have opposing influence on the MPC cavity pressure. The fist effect lowers gas 
pressure while the second effect raises it. In the I--STORM thermal analysis, the computed temperature 
field (with non-fuel hardware excluded) has been determined to provide a conservatively bounding 
temperature field for the PWR baskets (MPC-24, MPC-24E, and MPC-32). The MPC cavity free space 
is computed based on volume displacement by the heaviest fuel (bounding weight) with non- fuel hardware 
included.  

During in-core irradiation of BPRAs, neutron capture by the B- 10 isotope in the neutron absorbing material 
produces helium. Two different forms of the neutron absorbing material are used in BPRAs: Borosilicate 
glass and B4C in a refractory solid matrix (Ai 20 3). Borosilicate glass (primarily a constituent of 
Westinghouse BPRAs) is used in the shape of hollow pyrex glass tubes sealed within steel rods and 
supported on the inside by a thin-walled steel liner. To accommodate helium diffusion from the glass rod into 
the rod internal space, a relatively high void volume (-40%) is engineered in this type of rod design. The rod 
internal pressure is thus designed to remain below reactor operation conditions (2,300 psia and 
approximately 600'F coolant temperature). The B 4 C- A120 3 neutron absorber material is principally used in 
B&W and CE fuel BPRA designs. The relatively low temperature of the poison material in BPRA rods 
(relative to fuel pellets) favor the entrapment of helium atoms in the solid matrix.  

Several BPRA designs are used in PWR fuel that differ in the number, diameter, and length of poison rods.  
The older Westinghouse fuel (W- 14x 14 and W- 15x1 5) has used 6, 12, 16, and 20 rods per assembly 
BPRAs and the later (W- 17xl 7) fuel uses up to 24 rods per BPRA. The BPRA rods in the older fuel are 
much larger than the later fuel and, therefore, the B- 10 isotope inventory in the 20-rod BPRAs bounds the 
newer W- 17x 17 fuel. Based on bounding BPRA rods internal pressure, a large hypothetical quantity of 
helium (7.2 g-moles/BPRA) is assumed to be available for release into the MPC cavity from each fuel 
assembly in the PWR baskets. The MPC cavity pressures (including helium from BPRAs) are summarized 
in Table 4.4.14.  

4.4.5 Maximum Thermal Stresses 

Thermal stress in a structural component is the resultant sum of two factors, namely: (i) Restraint of free end 
expansion and (ii) Non-uniform temperature distribution. To minimize thermal stresses in load bearing 
members, the HI- STORM System is engineered with adequate gaps to permit free thermal expansion of 
the fuel basket and MPC in axial and radial directions. In this sub-section, differential thermal expansion 
calculations are performed to demonstrate that engineered gaps in the HI-STORM System are adequate to 
accommodate thermal expansion. The thermal stress resulting from aforementioned item (ii) is evaluated in 
the Structural Evaluation Chapter (Chapter 3 of this FSAR) . To facilitate structural integrity evaluations, 
temperature distributions are provided herein (Tables 4.4.9, 4.4.10, 4.4.26 and 4.4.27).  
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As stated above, the HI-STORM System is engineered with gaps forthe fuel basket and MPC to thermially 
expand without restraint from free end expansion. Differential thermal expansion of the following gaps are 
evaluated: 

a) Fuel Basket-to-MPC Radial Gap 
b) Fuel Basket-to-MPC Axial Gap 
c) MPC-to-Overpack Radial Gap 
d) MPC-to-Overpack Axial Gap 

To demonstrate that the fuel basket and MPC are free to expand without restraint, it is required to show 
that differential thermal expansion from fuel heat up is less than the as-built gaps that exist -in the HI
STORM System. For this purpose a suitably bounding temperature profile (T(r)) 'for the fuel baskei is 
established in Figure 4.4.30 wherein the center temperature(TC) is set at the limit (752F) for fuel cladding 
(conservatively bounding assumption) and the basket periphery (TP) conservatively 'postulated at an 
upperbound of 5750F (See Tables 4.4.9, 4.4.10, 4.4.26 and 4.4.27 for the maximum computed basket 
periphery temperatures). To maximize the fuel basket differential expansion, the basket periphery-to-MPC 
shell temperature difference is conservatively maximized (AT = 1 75 0F). From the bounding temperature 
profile T(r) and AT, ihe mean fuel basket temperature(Tl) and MPC shell temperature (T2) are computed 
as foUows: 

frT(r)dr 

TI
f rdr 
0 

= 663.5"F 

T2 = TP - AT 
= 400'F 

The differential radial groýAh of the fuel basket (Y1)'from an initial reference temperature (io = 70TF) is 
computed as: 

YI =R*{AI*(T1 -To)-A2*(T2-To))}, 
Where: 

R = Basket radius (conservatively assumed to be the MPC radius) 
Al, A2 = Coefficients of thermal expansion for fuel basket and MPC shell at TI and T2 

respectively for Alloy-X (Chapter 1, Appendix A, Table 1.A.4) 

For computing the relative axial growth of the fuel basket in the MPC, bounding temperatures for the fuel 
basket (TC) and MPC shell temperature T2 computed above (assuminga maximum basket periphery-to
MPC shell temperature differential) are adopted. The differential expansion is computed by a formula 
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similar to the one for radial growth after replacing R with basket height (H) which is conservatively assumed 
to be that of the MIPC cavity.  

For computing the radial and axial MPC-to- Overpack differential expansions, the MPC shell is postulated 
at its design temperature (Tmax = 450'F) and thermal expansion of the Overpack is ignored. Even with the 
conservative computation of the differential expansions in the manner of the foregoing, it is evident from the 
data compiled below that the differential expansions are a fraction of their respective gaps: 

Gap Description Gap Size (X), inch Differential Expansion Is Free Expansion 
(Y), inch Criteria Satisfied (i.e. X 

> Y) 
Fuel Basket-to-MPC 0.1875 0.099 Yes 

Radial Gap 
Fuel Basket-to-MPC 1.25, 0.673 Yes 

Axial Gap 
MPC-to-Overpack 0.5 0.13 Yes 

Radial Gap 
MPC-to-Overpack 1.0 0.72 Yes 

Axial Gap

4.4.6 Evaluation of System Performance for Normal Conditions of Storage 

The HI- STORM System thermal analysis is based on a detailed and complete heat transfer model that 
conservatively accounts for all modes of heat transfer in various portions of the MPC and overpack- A 
comprehensive discussion of HI-STORM conservatisms is provided in Appendix 4.B. A numbered list of 
the many thenral modeling conservatisms for long-term storage is provided hereunder: 

1. The most severe levels of environmental factors for long-term normal storage, which are an ambient 
temperature of 80'F and 1OCFR71 insolation levels, were coincidentally imposed on the system.  

2. The most adversely located**" HI-STORM System in an ISFSI array was considered for analysis. I
3. A conservative assessment of thermosiphon effect in the MPC, which is intrinsic to the HI-U [ 

STORM fuel basket design is included in the thermal analyses.  

".. In an ISFSI array, HI-STORM Overpacks on progressively interior locations are relatively more disadvantaged in 
their lateral access to ambient air and for radiative heat dissipation to the environment. To bound the most adversely 
affected cask, a reference cask in an infinite array of casks is analyzed.
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4. No credit was considered for contact between fuel assemblies and the MPC basket wall or 
between the MPC basket and the basket supports. The fuel assemblies and MPC basket were 
conservatively considered to be in concentric alignment.  

5. The MPC is assumed to be loaded with the SNF type which has the maximum equivalent thermal 
resistance of all fuel types in its category (BWR or PWR), as applicable.  

6. The design basis maximum decay heat loads are used for all thermal-hydraulic analyses. For casks 
loaded with fuel assemblies having decay heat generation rates less than design basis, additional 
thermal margins of safety will exist.  

7. The enhancement of heat transfer owing to the so-called "Rayleigh effect" in the basket/MPC 
interface region, which was included in the analyses underlying the original CoC on the HI-STORM 
100 System, is neglected in subsequent revisions of the FSAR for conservatism.  

8. Conservative bounding flow resistance factors employed to simulate flow through MPC 3-D 
continuum.  

9. Axial heat transfer through fuel pellets ignored.  

10. Turbulation of flow at grid spacers,as well as the top & bottom fittings ignored.  

11. Insolation heating assumed with a bounding absorbtivity (=1.0).  

12. A margin between the computed peak cladding temperature and 400'C limit is provided for all 
MPCs.  

Temperature distribution results obtained from this highly conservative thermal model show that the 
maximum fuel cladding temperature limits are met with adequate margins. Expected margins during normal 
storage will be much greater due to the many conservative assumptions incorporated in the analysis. The 
long-term impact of decay heat induced temperature levels on the HI-STORM System structural and 
neutron shielding materials is considered to be negligible. The maximum local MPC basket temperature level 
is below the recommended limits for structural materials in terms of susceptibility to stress, corrosion and 
creep-induced degradation. Furthermore, stresses induced due to imposed temperature gradients are within 
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Code limits. Therefore, it is concluded that the HI-STORM System thermal design is in compliance with 
IOCFR72 requirements.
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Table 4 4.1

SUMMARY OF PWR FUEL ASSEMBLY EFFECTIVE 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES 

Fuel @200-F @ 450°F @700OF 

(Btu/ft-hr- 1F) (Btu/ft-hr-* F) (Btulft-hr- I') 

W- 17x17 OFA 0.182 0.277 0.402 

W - 17x17 St~ndard 0.189 0.286 0.413 

W - 17x17 Vantage 0.182 -- 0.277 0.402 

W- 15×15 Standard 0.191 0.294 0.430 

W -l4x×4 Standard 0.182 0.284 0.424, 

W- 14x14 OFA 0.175 0.275 0.413 

B&W- 17xl7 0.191 0.289 0.416 

B&W- 15x15 0.195 0.298 0.436 

CE- 16x16 0.183 0.281 0.411 

CE - 14x14 0.189 0.293 0.435 
HNt- 15x15 SS 0.180 0.265 0.370 

W,- 14x14 SS - 0.170 0.254 0.361 

B&W-15xl5 
0.187 0.289 0.424 

Mark B- 11 

CE-14x14 (MP2) 0.188 0.293 0.434 

IP-1 (14x14) SS 0.125 0.197 0.293

t Haddam Neck Plant B&W or Westinghouse stainless steel clad fuel assemblies
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Table 4.4.2

SUMMARY OF BWR FUEL ASSEMBLY EFFECTIVE 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES

Cladding temperatures of low heat emitting Dresden (intact and damaged) SNF in the HI-STORM 

System will be bounded by design basis fuel cladding temperatures. Therefore, these fuel assembly 
types are excluded from the list of fuel assemblies (zircaloy clad) evaluated to determine the most 
resistive SNF type.  

ft Allis-Chalmers stainless steel clad fuel assemblies.
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Fuel @ 200°F @ 450OF @ 700OF 

(Btu/ft-hr-° F) (Btu/ft-hr-° F) (Btu/ft-hr-° F) 

Dresden I - 8x8t 0.119 0201 0.319 

Dresden I - 6x6t 0.126 0.215 0.345 

GE - 7x7 0.171 0.286 0.449 

GE - 7x7R 0.171 0.286 0.449 

GE - 8x8 0.168 0.278 0.433 

GE - 8x8R 0.166 0.275 0.430 

GE0- 8x8 0.168 0.280 0.437 

GElI - 9x9 0.167 0.273 0.422 

ACtt-10x10 SS 0.152 0.222 0.309 

Exxon-1xlO SS 0.151 0.221 0.308 

Damaged Dresden- I 
8x8* (in a Holtec 
damaged fuel 0.107 0.169 0.254 
container) 

Humboldt Bay-7x7t 0.127 0.215 0.343 

Dresden- I Thin Clad 
6x6t 0.124 0.212 0.343 

Damaged Dresden- I 
8x8 (in TN D-1 0.107 0.168 0.252 
canister)t 

8x8 Quad+ 
Westinghouset 0.164 0.276 0.435



Table 4.4.3

MPC BASKET PLANAR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY VALUES

(a) Conductivity is 19% less than corresponding zircaloy fueled basket.  
(b) Conductivity is 9% less than corresponding zircaloy fueled basket.  
(c) Conductivity is 25% less than corresponding zircaloy fueled basket.  
(d) Conductivity is 17% less than corresponding zircaloy fueled basket.  

t Evaluated in a damaged fuel canister (conservatively bounding)
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Basket I @200 0 F @450 0 F @700 0 F 
(Btu/ft-hr-- F) (Btulft-hr-0 F) (Btu/ft-hr-* F) 

MPC-24 (Zircaloy 1.109 1.495 -1.955-
- Clad Fuel) 

MPC-68 (Zircaloy 1.111 1.347 1.591 
Clad Fuel) 

MPC-24 (Stainless 0.897 1.213 1.577(a) 
Steel Clad Fuel) t 

MPC-68 (Stainless 1.070 1.270 1.451(b) 
Steel Clad Fuel)t 

MPC-32 (Zircaloy 1.015 1.271 1.546 
Clad Fuel) 

MPC-32 (Stainless 0.806 0.987 1.161 (c) 
Steel Clad Fuel)t 0.t06_0.987_1.161___ 

MPC-24E (Zircaloy 1.216 1.637 2.133 
Clad Fuel) 

MPC-24E (Stainless 0.991 1.351 1.766 (d) 
Steel Clad fuel)t 0.991_1.351__.766_(d)
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Table 4.4.4

CLOSED CAVITY NUSSELT NUMBER RESULTS 
FOR HELIUM-FILLED MPC PERIPHERAL VOIDSt

Temperature ('F) Nusselt Number Nusselt Number 

(PWR Baskets) (BWR Basket) 

200 3.17 2.41 

450 2.56 1.95 

700 2.21 1.68

t For conservatism the Rayleigh effect is ignored in the MPC thermal analyses.
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Table 4.4.5

SUMMARY OF 10xlO ARRAY TYPE BWR FUEL ASSEMBLY 
EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIESt

Fuel Assembly @ 200°F @ 450°F @ 700°F 
(Btu/ft-hr-_ F) - (Btu/ft-hr-_ F) (Btulft-hr-° F) 

GE-12/14 0.166 0.269 0.412 

Atrium- 10 0.164 0.266 0.409 

SVEA-96 0.164 0.269 0.416

t The conductivities reported in this table are obtained by the simplified method described in the 

beginning of Subsection 4.4.1.1.2.
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Table 4.4.6

COMPARISON OF ARTIUM-10 BWR FUEL ASSEMBLY CONDUCTIVITY t WITH 
THE BOUNDINGtt BWR FUEL ASSEMBLY CONDUCTIVITY 

Temperature (*F) Atrium-10 BWR Assembly Bounding BWR Assembly 

(Btulft-hr-°F) (V/m-K) (Btu/ft-hr-°F) (V/ni-K) 

200 0.225 0.389 0.171 0.296 

450 0.345 0.597 0.271 0.469 

700 0.504 0.872 0.410 0.710

t The reported effective conductivity has been obtained from a rigorous finite-element model 

tt The bounding BWR fuel assembly conductivity applied in the MPC-68 basket thermal analysis.
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Table 4.4.7

SUMMARY OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CALCULATIONS 
FOR MPC HELIUM DILUTED BY RELEASED ROD GASES

HI-STORM FSAR 
REPORT HI-2002444

Proposed Rev. 2A
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Component Gas Molecular Weight Component Gas Mole Fractions and 
(g/mole) Mixture Conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-°F) 

MPC-24 MPC-68 

MPC Backfill Helium 4 0.951 0.962 

Fuel Rod Backfill Helium 4 0.023 5.750x 10-3 

Rod Tritium 3 1.154x10-5  4.483x10-5 

Rod Krypton 85 2.372x10"3  2.905x10"3 

Rod Xenon 131 0.024 0.030 

Rod Iodine 129 1.019xl103  1.273x103 

Mixture of Gases (Helium 0.088 at 200'F 0.086 at 200'F 
diluted with fission gas release N/A 0.116 at 450'F 0.113 at 450'F 
from postulated rod ruptures 0.142 at 700'F 0.139 at 700'F ) 0.142_____________at_ ____ 700°F_________ O.___139____at__700°F___



Table 4.4.8

COMPARISON OF COMPONENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES 
WITH AND WITHOUT BACKFILL HELIUM DILUTION'"t

ttt Helium diluted with fission gas release from postulated rod ruptures.
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,1)

@ 200°F @ 450°F @ 700OF 

(Btu/hr-ft-° F) (Btu/hr-ft-°F) (Btu/hr-ft-*F) 

GE- I1 9x9 Fuel Assemblywith 0.171 0.271 0.410 
Undiluted Helium 

GE- II 9x9 Fuel Assembly with 0158 0.254 0.385 
Diluted Helium 

W 17x 17 OFA Fuel Assembly with 0.257 0.406 0.604 
Undiluted Helium 

W 17x17 OFA Fuel Assembly with 0.213 0.347 0.537 
Diluted Helium
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Table 4.4.9

HI-STORMt SYSTEM LONG-TERM NORMAL 
STORAGE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES 

(MPC-24 BASKET)

Component Normal Long-Term' 
Condition Temperature 

Temp. (o1) Limit (- F) 

Fuel Cladding 727 752:TT 

MPC Basket 686 725tt 

Basket Periphery 554 7 2 5 ttt 

MPC Outer Shell 411 450

t Bounding overpack temperatures are provided in Table 4 4 36.  

ti 

t•l The temperature limit is in accordance with ISG-l 1, Rev. 2.  
ttt The ASME Code allowable temperature of the fuel basket Alloy X materials is 8007F. This lower 

temperature limit is imposed to add additional conservatism to the analysis of the HI-STORM System.
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Table 4.4. 10

HI-STORMt SYSTEM LONG-TERM NORMAL 
STORAGE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES 

(MPC-68 BASKET)

t Bounding overpack temperatures are provided in Table 4.4 36.  

t t The temperature limit is in accordance with ISG-Il 1, Rev. 2.  

ttt The ASME Code allowable temperature of the fuel basket Alloy X materials is 8007F. This lower 
temperature limit is imposed to add additional conservatism to the analysis of the HI-STORM System.
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K.)

Component Normal Long-Term 
Condition Temperature 

Temp. (0 F) Limit (- F) 

Fuel Cladding 733 752tt 

MPC Basket 712 72 5 ttt 

Basket Periphery 551 72 5 ttt 

MPC uter Shell 411 450
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Table 4.4.11

INTENTIONALLY DELETED
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Table 4.4.12

SUMMARY OF MPC-24 FREE VOLUME CALCULATIONS

Item Volume (ft3) 

Cavity Volume 367.9 
Basket Metal Volume 39.7 
Bounding Fuel Assemblies Volume 78.8 

Basket Supports and Fuel Spacers Volume 6.1 

Net Free Volume 243.3 (6889 liters)
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Table 4.4.13

SUMMARY OF MPC-68 FREE VOLUME CALCULATIONS

Item Volume (ft3) 

Cavity Volume 367.3 

Basket Metal Volume 34.8 

Bounding Fuel Assemblies Volume 93.0 

Basket Supports and Fuel Spacers Volume 11.3 

Net Free Volume 228.2 (6462 liters)
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Table 4.4.14 
SUMMARY OF MPC CONFINEMENT BOUNDARY PRESSURES t 

FOR LONG-TERM STORAGE 
Condition Pressure (psig) 

MPC-24: 42.8 91.8 

Initial backfill (at 70'F) 

Normal condition 
With 1% rods rupture 92.5 98 8 162.0 

With 10% rods rupture 

With 100% rods rupture 

MPC-68: 42.891 7 

Initial backfill (at 70'F) 

Normal condition 

With 1% rods rupture 92.2 96.4 138.0 

With 10% rods rupture 

With 100% rods rupture 

MPC-32: 42.890.9 

Initial backfill (at 70'F) 

Normal Condition 
With I% rods rupture 91.9 100.9 190.6 

With 10% rods rupture 

With 100% rods rupture 
MPC-24E: 42.8 91.8 

Initial backfill (at 70'F) 

Normal Condition 
With 1% rods rupture 92.6 99.2 165.5 

With 10% rods rupture 

With 100% rods rupture

t Per NUREG-1 536, pressure analyses with ruptured fuel rods (including BPRA rods for PWR fuel) is 
performed with release of 100% of the ruptured fuel rod fill gas and 30% of the significant radioactive 
gaseous fission products.
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Table 4.4.15 

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.16

INTENTIONALLY DELETED
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Table 4.4.17

INTENTIONALLY DELETED
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Table 4.4.18

INTENTIONALLY DELETED
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Table 4.4.19

[TNTENTIONALLY; DELETED]
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Table 4.4.20 

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.21

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.22 
MATRIX OF HI-STORM SYSTEM THERMAL EVALUATIONS

Legend: 
NT - Maximum Annual Average (Normal) Temperature (80'F) 
OT - Off-Normal Temperature (100 0 F) 
ET - Extreme Hot Temperature (125'F) 
QD - Design Basis Maximum Heat Load 
SS - Steady State 
SS(B) - Bounding Steady State 
TA - Transient Analysis 
AH - Adiabatic Heating

Io - All Inlet Ducts Open 
1112 - Half of Inlet Ducts Open 
11/4 - Quarter of Inlet Ducts Open 
Ic- All Inlet Ducts Closed 

ST - Insolation Heating (Top) 
SC - Insolation Heating (Curved) 
F - Fire Heating (1475'F)

HI-STORM FSAR 
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\1-j

Scenario Description Ultimate Analysis Principal Input Results in 
Heat Sink Type Parameters FSAR 

Subsection 
1 Long Term Ambient SS NT, QD, ST, SC, 1o 4.4.2 

Normal 
2 Off-Normal Ambient SS(B) OT, QD, ST, SC, 1o 11.1.2 

_Envirorunent 

3 Extreme Ambient SS(B) ET, Qo, ST, SC, 1o 11.2.15 
Environment 

4 Partial Ducts Ambient SS(B) NT, QD, ST, SC, I1/4 11.1.4 
Blockage 

5 Ducts Blockage Overpack TA NT, QD, ST, SC, Ic 11.2.13 
Accident 

6 Fire Accident Overpack TA QD, F 11.2.4 
7 Tip Over Overpack AH QD 11.2.3 

Accident 
8 Debris Burial Overpack AH QD 11.2.14 

Accident

'�����2
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Table 4.4.23

PLANT SPECIFIC BWR FUEL TYPES EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITYt

Fuel @200-C - @450°F @700"F 
[Btu/ft-hr-°F1 [Btu/ft-hr-°F1 [Btu/ft-hr-°F1 

Oyster Creek (7x7) 0.161 0.269 0.422 
Oyster Creek (8x8) 0.162 0.266 0.413 
TVA Browns Ferry (8x8) 0.160 0.264 0.411 

SPC-5 (9x9) 0.149 0.245 0.380 
ANF 8x8 0.167 0.277 0.433 
ANF-9X (9x9) 0.165 0.272 0.423

The conductivities reported in this table are obtained by a simplified analytical method in Subsection 4.4.1.1 2.
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Table 4.4.24

SUMMARY OF MPC-32 FREE VOLUME CALCULATIONS

Item Volume (ft3) 
Cavity Volume 367.9 
Basket Metal Volume 27.4 
Bounding Free Assemblies Volume 105.0 
Basket Supports and Fuel Spacers Volume 9.0 

Net Free Volume 226.5 (6414 liters)
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Table 4.4.25

SSUMMARYOF MPC-24E FREE VOLUME CALCULATIONS

Item Volume (ft
3) 

Cavity Volume 367.9 
Basket Metal Volume 51.2 
Bounding Fuel Assemblies Volume 78.8 
Basket Supports and Fuel Spacers Volume 6.1 

Net Free Volume 231.8 (6564 liters)
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Table 4.4.26

1-11-STORMt SYSTEM LONG-TERM NORMAL STORAGE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES 
(MPC-32 BASKET) 

Component Normal Condition Temp. ('F) Long-Term Temperature Limit 
CF) 

Fuel Cladding 712 752tt 
MPC Basket 681 725ttt 
Basket Penphery 558 7 2 5 ttt 
MPC Outer Shell 411 450

t Bounding overpack temperatures are provided in Table 4.4 36.  

tt The temperature limit is in accordance with ISG-1 1, Rev. 2.  

t The ASME Code allowable temperature of the fuel basket Alloy X materials is 800°F. This lower temperature limit 
is imposed to add additional conservatism in the analysis of the HI-STORM Systems.
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Table 4.4.27

1I--STORMt SYSTEM LONG-TERM NORMAL STORAGE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES 
(MPC-24E BASKET) 

Component Normal Condition Temp. ('F) Long-Term Temperature Limit 
(OF) 

Fuel Cladding -727 752tt 
MPC Basket 686 725Mt 
Basket Periphery 553 725ttt 
MPC Outer Shell 411 450

' Bounding overpack temperatures are provided in Table 4.4 36.  

t The temperature limit is in accordance with ISG-I 1, Rev. 2 

t The ASME Code allowable temperature of the fuel basket Alloy X materials is 8007F. This lower temperature limit 
is imposed to add additional conservatism to the analysis of the HI-STORM System
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Table 4.4.28 

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.29

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]

___________ t __________
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Table 4.4.30

REGIONALIZED LOADING OUTER REGION HEAT LOAD LIMITS

MIPC Type Inner Region Outer Region Outer Region Heat 
Assemblies Assemblies Load 

Parameter§§§(kW) 
MPC-24 4 20 18-33.33 

MPC-24E 4 20 18-33.33 
MPC-32 12 20 12-25 
MPC-68 32 36 9.9-21.18

<2

§§§ This column represents the range of heat loads from which a cask user is permitted to select an outer region heat 
load limit and compute the corresponding inner region heat load limit for regionalized loading. The procedure for 
computing the inner region heat load limit is described in Sub-Section 4.4.1.1.9.
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Table 4.4.31

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.32

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.33

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.34

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.35

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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Table 4.4.36

BOUNDING LONG-TERM NORMAL STORAGE 
HI-STORM OVERPACK TEMPERATURES

Componentt Local Section Temperaturett Long-Term Temperature Limit 
(OF) (OF) 

Inner shell 236 350 
Outer shell 158 350 

Lid bottom plate 373 400 
Lid top plate 214 350 

MPC pedestal plate 249 350 
Baseplate 122 350 

Radial shield 178 200 
Air outletttt 238 NA 

t See Figure 1.2 8 for a description of HI-STORM components.  
tt Section temperature is defined as the through-thickness average temperature.  
ttt Reported herein for the option of temperature measurement surveillance of outlet ducts air temperature as 

set forth in the Technical Specifications.
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Table 4.4.37

PERMISSIBLE RANGE OF MPC HELIUM FILL PRESSURE""

**** The pressures tabulated herein are at a reference gas temperature of 70'F 
"tttt Defined as 100*(B-A)/A
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MPC Minimum Pressure (A) Maximum Pressure (B) Fill Pressure Bandtttf 
[psig] [psig] [%] 

MPC-24 40.9 63.3 55 

MPC-24EJ24EF 40.8 61.4 50 

MPC-32/32F 41.3 47.9 16 

MPC-68/68F/68FF 40.9 76.3 86
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FIGURE 4.4.27: MPC-32 REGIONALIZED LOADING 
(Region 1 Cells Shown Cross-Hatched)
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FIGURE 4.4.28: MPC-24 & MPC-24E REGIONALIZED LOADING 
(Region I Cells Shown Cross-Hatched)
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- 4.5 THERMAL EVALUATION OF SHORT TERM OPERATING CONDITIONS' FOR 
NORMAL HANQL•sTG AND ONSITE TRANSPORT 

4.5.1 Synopsis of Short Term Operating Conditions 

Prior to placement in a HI-STORM overpack, an MPC must be loaded with fuel, outfitted with 
closures, dewatered, vacuum dried, backfilled with helifim and transperted transfered to the HI
STORM module. In the unlikely event that the fuel needs to be returned to the spent fuel pool, 
these steps must be performed in reverse. Finally, if required, transfer of a loaded MPC between 
HI-STORM overpacks or between ia HI-STAR transport overpack and a HI-STORM storage 
overpack must be carried out in an assuredly safe manner. All of the above operations are short 
duration events that ,vould likely occur no mnore thandonce or twice for an individual MPC. As 
stated in Chapter 2,' JSG-11, Rev. 2places a'temperature limit on the fuel cladding temperature 
under zll short term operations.  

The device central to all of the above operations is the HI-TRAC transfer cask that, as stated in 
Chapter 1, is available in two anatomically identical weight ratings (100- and 125-ton). The HI
TRAC transfer cask is a short-term host for hte MPC; theirefore it is necessary to establish that- ; 
during all thermally challenging operation events involving either the 100-ton or 125-ton HI
TRAC, -the permissible temperature limits specified in Reference [4.1.4],'unless otherwise 
justified, presented in Seetin 4.3 are not exceeded. The following discrete thermal scenarios, all 
of short duration, involving the HI-TRAC transfer cask have been identified as warranting thermal 
analysis.  

i. Loading Operations with Flooded MPC Nenml Onit ...... ,.  
ii. Drying of the MPC Cavity MPG Cit-.y Va-uum. Dryng 
iii. Onsite transport in -*ith-HI-TRA C aer4ie ..  
Onsite transport with 'HI T-W C orizota 
Post Loading 3Wet Transfer Operations 
iv. •MPC Cooldown and Reflood for Defueling Unleading Operations 

Each of the above conditions corresponds to a distinct thermal state for the spent fuel stored in 
the MPC. The first three conditions pertain to MPC loading operations; the last scenario is 
germane to the rare case when a loaded MPC needs to be defueled. Out of the four scenarios 
listed above, demoisturization using the vacueum drying method is thermally most challenging 
causing the greatest -elevation in fuel cladding temperatures. On-'site transport of the MPC 
typically 6ccdrs with the RI-TRA C in the vertical orientation, which preserves the thermnosiphon 
action within the MPC. Neverthelessf a slight increase in the fuel cladding temperature occurs 
due to the absence of ventilation action on the external surface of the MPC during normal HI
STORM storage (i. e. when the MPC resides inside the HI-STORM overpack). However, there 
may be a scenario wherein on-site transport of an MPC must occur with the HI-TRAC in the 

Because of the significant quantity of new material required to satisfy ISG-1 I (latest revision), this section has 

been rewritten in its entirety.  
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horizontal configuration. Horizontal transfer is thermally more adverse than its vertical 
configuration because of the suppression of the thermosiphon mode of cooling when HI-TRAC is ý.j 
horizontal. The above mentioned scenarios associated with fuel loading are carried out in 
reverse if the contents of an MPC have to be unloaded.  

Thefuel handling operation scenarios described above place a certain level of constraint to the 
dissipation ofheatfrom the MPC relative to the normal storage condition. Because of this it is 
necessary to perform certain thermal evaluations to insure that the applicable fuel cladding 
temperature limits are not exceeded. Alternately it is desirable to determine the maximum MPC 
heat generation rate for each scenario at which the steady state fuel cladding temperature 
remains below prescribed limits. Henceforth, these limiting heat generation rates for each 
scenario will be referred to as the "threshold heat load "for that scenario. For certain scenarios 
the threshold heat loads are more restrictive than the design basis heat load. The threshold heat 
loads to comply with the prescribed temperature limits for the short term operating conditions 
are computed and reported in this chapter. The analysis performed for each short term 
operation condition reported in subsections 4.5.4 and 4.5.7 yields discrete threshold heat load 
for that condition.  

4.5.2 Thermal Acceptance Criteria-for Short Term Operations 

As stated in Section 4.1, the HI-STORM FSAR seeks to establish complete compliance with the 
provisions of Reference [4.1.4]. This requires the maximum cladding temperature to not exceed 
ISG-11 limit (Tri1) of 4000C (752TF) during short term operations for all high burnupfuel.  

As stated in Section 4. 1, for MPCs loaded with only Moderate Burnup Fuel (MBF), short term 
operations arepermitted provided the following two criteria are satisfiedJ: 

(i) The estimated cladding hoop stress, ir,,• does not exceed 90 MPa.  
(ii) The peak cladding temperature is below 570TC (10580F) (7Tz).  

Because the cladding stress is a function of cladding thickness and cladding corrosion, the 
estimation of stress (Criterion (ii) above), of necessity, must be fuel-specific. The necessary 
computations are performed by a cask user optingfor this cr teriathis criterion by employing the 
methodology described next.

The above listed coniditions Aar descaribed and evaluated in the following subsections. Subsection 
4.5.1 describes the individual analytical models used to evaluate these conditionis. Due to the.  
sminlicity ofth con-servwative evaluation of wet transfer- operaticns, Subsection 4.5.1. 1.5 ineludes 
both the analysis mo del and analysis results discussions. The nmaxmumf te~mnpratue nlyefo 
ensite tr-ansport and /Iuu dZin ar dicAe in SusAin152 usetos153 .  
an'd 4.5&5, respeetivel)-, discuss minimum temper-ature, M4PC fmximum internal pressure and

raainL ata,.. r- stie, S •anaise. Taa. ___it trinlnýA rts

§ For MBF that does not muster compliance with the o,• criteria, the Reference [4.1.4] temperature limit shall 
apply. I 
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The procedure for estimating or,,, to establish compliance with Criterion (i) above is carried 
out in the following steps: 

a. Determine the axial temperature distribution in the hottest rod using the HI-STORM 
thermal model presented in this chapter.  

The applicable heat load is based on the SNF batch to, be loaded in the *MPC. The 
maximum SNF heat generation rate (calculated using methods described in Chapter 5) 
is ascribed to every fuel assembly to bound the actual cumulative heat generation rate 
from all SNF in an MPC.  

b. Compute the average gas temperature in the hottest rod 

For computing the average gas temperature in the fiel rod two distinct axial zones in 
the fuel rod are identified. One zone is the fuel rod pellets stack region wherein the 
gas spaceconsists of the annular gap between the pellet and the cleidding inside 
surface. The other region is the gas plenum space above the fuel pellets. Tvg is 
obtained by a gas volume weighted average of the mean' od .... ..... temperature 
in the two regions. Tavg is computed for the hottestfiuel rod by thefollowingforrnula: 

v afT(z)dz+ L+ _ d 
a fT(z)dz 0L-a 'Tg ° 

aVg 
v+V 

where: 

T(z): axial rod temperature profile , 
. ... gas volume inpellet-to-cldd gap 

:V- plenum gas volume 
a: length ofpellet stack region 
L: fitel rod length 

c. Compute the jplenum gas pressure, P, 

The 'initial thermodynamic state of gas confined inside a fuel rod is specified by two 
parameters: Gaspressure (Po) and at a reference gas temperature (Td) in absolute units.  
By the Ideal Gas Law, the rod gas pressure upon heat up under vacuum (P) is 
proportional to the average gas temperature of a fuel rod (Tag). In other words, P, = Po 
(T0a5/Td) 

d. Compute the maximum cladding hoop stress, cr,,a, 
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The hoop stress (orm)o developed in cladding is a finction of rod internal diameter (d) 
cladding thickness (t) and an internal rod gas pressure (P). The stress is computed by 
the Lame formula given below: 

OF P,,di 

2t 

The cladding thickness 't' should be taken as the nominal thickness less the estimated 
metal loss due to corrosion. The inside diameter di of the cladding should be taken as the 
nominal diameter. Satisfying the above cited 90 MPa limit is an essential requirement 
for the MBF's cladding temperature limit to be set at 570 °Cfor short term operations.  

4.5.31- The HI- TRA C Thermal Model 

4.5.3.1 Overview 

The HI-TRAC transfer cask is used to load and unload the HI-STORM concrete storage 
overpack, including onsite transport of the MPCs from the loading facility to an ISFSI pad.  Section views of the HI-TRAC are provided have been presented in Chapter 1. Within a loaded 
HI-TRAC, heat generated in the MPC is transported from the contained fuel assemblies to the MPC shell in the manner described in Section 4.4. From the outer surface of the MPC to the 
ambient air, heat is transported by a combination of conduction, thermal radiation and natural 
convection modes ofheat transfer. as desetibed in Stdseetien 4. 5.1.1. it has been demonstrate.  
in Se.tion 4.3 that from a therml standpoint, storage of stainlss steel clad fuel assembli.s i K.  bunded by stor-age .fz..al.y .lad fue.l asemblies. Thus, only zirealoy lad fuel assemblies shal 
be consider-ed in the HI TRAC thermal perbfomance evalations. Analytical modeling details ofa! 
the var-ous thermal tranisport meehannisms are provided in the Meloving subseetien 

Two HI-TRAC transfer cask designs versions, namely, the 125-ton and the 100-ton versions, are 
available deveeped-for onsite handling and transport, as discussed in Chapter 1. The two desigs 
versions are-principally differ different-in terms of lead thickness and the thickness and numberof 
radial connectors in the water jacket region. The rate of heat transfer in the radial direction is principally characterized by the available metal thickness in the waterjacket, which is defined as 
the product of the number of radial connectors and their thickness. The analytical model 
developed for HI-TRAC thermal characterization is constructed to bound the overall resistance 
to radial flow of heat for both 100 and 125 ton HI-TRAC transfer casks versions by using a 
lowerbound available metal thickness forradial heat transfer. cohresvatvclyaccouns -for the 
differ~ences by apligtehge helltikness and thinner- radi alonectors' thicknes-s to th-e model. In this manner, the HI-TRAC overpack resistance to heat transfer is overestimated, 
resulting in higher predicted MPC internals and fuel cladding temperature levels.  

1.§A4. AnalytiecaalNM~del 
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From the outer surface of the MPC to the ambient atmosphere, heat is transported within HI
TRAC through multiple concentric layers of air, steel and shielding materials. Heat must be 
transported across a total of six concentric layers, representing the air gap, the HI-TRAC inner 
shell, the lead shielding, the HI-TRAC outer shell, the water jacket and the enclosure shell. From 
the surface of the enclosure shell heat is rejected to the atmosphere by natural convection and 
radiation.  

A small diametral air-gap exists between the outer surface of the MPC and the inner surface of the 
HI-TRAC overpack. Heat is transported across this gap by the parallel mechanisms of conduction 
and thermal radiation. Assuming that the MPC is centered and does not contact the'transfer 
overpack walls conservatively minimizes heat transport across this gap. Additionally, thermal 
expansion that would minimize the gap is conservatively neglected. Heat is transported through 
the cylindrical wall ofthe HI-TRAC transfer overpack by conduction through successive layers of 
steel, lead and steel. A water jacket, which provides neutron shielding for the HI-TRAC 
overpack, surrounds the cylindrical steel wall. Each T-he-water jacket cavity is eompased-e 
long and narrow having the cross section of an annular sector. carbon stecl channels with 
welded, .. nn.t.g en•.lsure pla te. Conduction heat transfer occurs through both the water 
cavities and the radial connectors ehamnels. While the water jacket spaces ehannels-are 
sufficiently large for natural convection loops to form, this mechanism is conservatively neglected.  
Heat is passively rejected to the ambient from the outer surface of the HI-TRAC transfer 
overpack by natural convection and thermal radiation.  

In the vertical plosition, the bottom face of the HI-TRAC cask is in contact with a supporting 
surface. This face is conservatively modeled as an insulated surface. Because the-HI-TRAC is not 
used for long-term storage in an array, radiative blocking does not need to be considered. The HI
TRAC top lid is modeled as a surface With convection, radiative heat exchange with air and a 
constant maximum incident solar heat flux load. Insolation on •cylindrical surfaces is.  
conservatively based on 12-hobur levels prescribed in I0CFR71 averaged on a 24-hour basis.  
Summary Ceneise-descriptions of the various components of HI-TRAC's thermal model are 
provided below. of these models are gi.en below.  

4.5.3.24-.54-.14- Effective Thermal Conductivity of Water Jacket 

The 25te HI-TRAC water jacket is composed ofan array' offeurteen fnon6mehannels radial 
ribs equispaced around along the .ir•e... .ferece. of the HI-TRAC body and affixed to enclosure 
plates by welding to form discrete water compartments. ',i;elded along their- lengjth t. the HI 
TRAC cuter shell. Enclosur-e platcs are welded to these channels, csreating twenty eight water 
compartments. The 100 ton HI TRAC water-jacket has 15 formed charmels and enclosure plates 
creating thirty compartm-ent. Holes in the ehanne- leg. radial ribs connect all the individual 
compartments in the water jacket. Thus, the annular region between the HI-TRAC outer shell and 
the enclosure shell can be considered as an array of steel ribs and water spaces.  

The effective radial thermal conductivity of this array of steel ribs and water spaces is determined 
by combining the heat transfer resistance of individual components in a parallel network. A 
bounding calculation is assured by using the- a minimum available metal thickness for radial heat 
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heat transfer. n.u.ber .f .hanels and channel thie.ness as input value..T he thermal 
conductivity of the parallel steel ribs and water spaces is given by the following formula: 

K,(Nrtr) Ir- 0  K,(NtQ)ln r) 

27r LR 2.7r LR 

where: 
Kne = effective radial thermal conductivity of water jacket 
ri = inner radius of water spaces 
r, = outer radius of water spaces 
Kr = thermal conductivity of carbon steel ribs 

N,-minimum numfber- ef ehanncl legs (equal to number- ofwatcr sacs 
4- Minimum (nominal) rib thiekness (lower- of 125 ton and 100 ton dcsigns), 

Nr tr = Available metal thickness (product of number of radial connectors and their 
thickness) 

LR = effective radial heat transport length through water spaces 
Kw = thermal conductivity of water 
Nr t, = Cumulative water-water-spaces width (between radial connectors two ear-ben 

steel ib) 

Figure 4.5.1 depicts the resistance network to combine the resistances to determine an effective 
conductivity of the water jacket. The effective thermal conductivity is computed in the manner of 
the foregoing, and is provided in Table 4.5. 1.  

4.5.3.34.5.A12 Heat Reiection from Transfer Cask .v .... Exterior Surfaces 

The following relationship for the surface heat flux from the outer surface of an isolated cask to 
the environment applied to the thermal model: 

q=0. 19T,- T,) 4 " + 0. 17 14 c[(T• + 460)4 (TA + 4 6 0 )4] 
100 100 

where: 
Ts = cask surface temperatures (°F) 
TA = ambient atmospheric temperature ('F) 
qs = surface heat flux (Btu/ftxhr) 
c = surface emissivity 

The second term in this equation is the Stefan-Boltzmann formula for thermal radiation from an 
exposed surface to ambient. The first term is the natural convection heat transfer correlation 
recommended by Jacob and Hawkins [4.2.9]. This correlation is appropriate for turbulent natural 
convection from vertical surfaces, such as the vertical overpack wall. Although the ambient air is 
conservatively assumed to be quiescent, the natural convection is nevertheless turbulent.  
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Turbulent natural convection correlations are suitable for use when the product of the Grashof 
and Prandltl (GrxPr) numbers exceeds 109. This product can be expressed as L3xATxZ, where L 
is the characteristic length, AT is the surface-to-ambient temperature difference, and Z is a 
function of the surface temperature (defined in Section 4.2). The characteristic length of a 
vertically oriented HI-TRAC is its height ofapproximately 17 feet. The value ofZ, conservatively 
taken at a surface temperaturie of 340'F, is 2.6x 10S. Solving for the value ofAT that satisfies the 
equivalence L3xATxZ = 109 yields AT 0.780F. For a horizontally oriented HI-TRAC the 
characteristic length is the diameter of approximately 7.6 feet (minimum of 100- and 125-ton 
designs versions), yielding AT'= 8.76°F. The natural convection will be turbulent, therefore, 
provided the surface to air temperature difference is greater than or equal to 0.78°F for a vertical 
orientation and 8.76°F for a horizontal orientation.  

4.5.3.44.:...... Determination of Solar Heat Input 

As discussed in Section 4.4.4.1.8, the intensity of solar radiation incident on an exposed surface 
"depends on a number oftime varying terms. A twelve-hour averaged insolation level is prescribed 
in 1OCFR71 for curved surfaces. The HI-TRACcask, however, possesses a considerable thermal 
inertia. This large thermal inertia precludes the HI-TRAC from reaching-a steady-state thermal 
condition during a twelve-hour period. Thus, it is considered appropriate to use the 24-hour 
averaged insolation level.  

4.5.3.54-544-.7 Lead-to-Steel Interface S41,,1' of Lead ta Steel Gaps on Praedicted 
Tr., v.,...,• - e.J.s.zu .•.jL•~,,•, J Z J .•-x.L,,.

Lead, poured between the inner and outer shells of the HI-TRAC body, is utilized as a gamma 
shield material in the HI-TRAC on-site-transfer cask-designs. Unlike many metal cask designs 
that utilize pre-fabricated lead "bricks"' lead is installed in the HI-TRAC transfer cask in 
molten form. The lead poitringprocess is a mature technology andproven methods to preclude 
internal -voids or gaps are well established in the industry. Lead shrin- drin solidification, ; 

requ.irig the specification and imnplementation of appropr-iate steps in the le~ad instal~lationi precess 
.. ~ tatth anuarspace is free of gaps. Fortunatily, thc ead plurss pro s a fmatu 

t~ehnoleg Iy and proven miethods to insure that radial kaps'do net develop are widely available.  
Ths Su-,b-S eet.i o n P-1u1f.I ins ý-SuSihe1. a mne t hoEd -to achIe a zer gap lead installation in the annularf 

cavtyof heHI TRAC casks-.  

To secure a homogeneous lead pour, the HI-TRAC shell is pre-heated and molten lead is poured 
to fill the annular cavity in short sections. Ladling of the molten leadaided by the pressure from 
the column of molten lead further ensures that internal voids or separation would not occur.  
Holtec's lead installation 'in the HI-TRAC includes -appropriate inspection measures, for 
example gamma scan and weighing of the cask, to help e'sure that the lead column installed in 
the HI-TRAC cask is without internal voids or gaps. Therefore, the lead-to-steel interface is 
assumed to be an uninterrupted continuum in the HI-TRAC ihermal model.  
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The 100 ten and 125 ten HI TRAC designs incor-porate 2.5 inch-and 4.5 inch annular- spaces-, 
r-espe•t•v.., formed betwee..n a 3'] inch thick steel inner- shell and a 1 in.h thick steel outer- she1 .  
The interior- steel s.faees.ar.e cleaned, sandblasted and fluxed in preparation fr. the molten lea 
that wil be our-ed in t..he annular cavity. The appro.priate surfae pr.eparati.n technique is 
essential to ensur.e that molten lead sticks to the steel su.fac.es, which wi fi-3fm a metal to lead 
bend upon solidiflcation. The molten lead is pourfed to fill the annular eavit)'. The moltcn lead i 
the fimmediate vicinity of the ste'el sur-faces, upon cooling by the inner and outer- shells, soldfeh 
forming a melt soli inter-face. The initial formation of a gap' free inter-facial bond between the 
s~olidified lead and steel su 1-;11--Arf-aFes initiates a process of lead cry-stallization from the moelten poo 
onto the solid sur-faces. Static pressu're from the eeofluný-f of moltIen lead fiuither- aids in retai ing 
the solidified lead layer- to the steel sur-faces. The mnelt solid interfhee growth occurfs by freezing of 
succcssive layers ofmolten lead as the heat of flsion is dissipated by the solidified metal and steel 
stfueture enelosing it. This groAth stops when all the molten lead is used up and the annulus is 
filed with a solid lead plug. The shop fabrication proceedures, being developed in conjunctiot with 
the designated mianufacturer- of the HI TRAC transfer- casks, shall contain detailed step by ste 
instmcteions devised to eliminate the incidence of annular& gaps in the lead space eofthe HI TRAC.

4.5.1.1.41u~eMitreRmvlvrain 

4.5.1.1.4.1 Vacume ~ n 

The initial leading of SNF in the NIPC requires that the water- vithin the' MPG be- -- 'i-'A -A
r-eplaced with helium. For- Ps contafiing moderate bumup fuel assembles only, this -peration 
fmay be eafried out using the cnetoavcumdrying approaceh. in this method, r~emoval oe
the 4ast tr-aces ofr resijual moisture fromn the NPC cavity is accomplished by evacuating the NMPG 
for a short time after- dr-ahiing the N4PC 

..s stipulated in the Techncal Specifcations, vacuum dn g ot be performed i6 restr.ted 
on MPQs eentakinii high burnup fael assemblies. High burnup fuel drying is performed by a 
forced flow helium drying preeess as described in Section 4.54. 1.-11.4.2 and Appendix 2.B.

Pior- to the start ofthc NP dr-akiing operation, both the HI TRACF anndelus and the MPP are il 
ofwater. The presene ofwnater in the MP ensures that the fuel eladding teratures are loweF 
than design basis limits by large mnargins. As the heat gener-ating active-fuel length is uncoered--
durig the dr-aining oper-ation, the fuel and basket miass will undergo- a gr-udual heat up from the 
iniitially cold conditions wh-en the-- heated surffae were submefgcd under- water.  

4.5.4 Lading perations with FloodedMP 

Th e HI- TRA C conta~ining an- MPC loaded with fuel andfil led with water is removed from the 
cask pit (which may or may not be integral to the fuel pool) and placed in a designated space 
(typically on the pool deck) that is hehceforth referred to as the Decontamination and 
Assembly Station (DAS). The early operations that occur at the DAS include welding of the 
main lid and testing of the welded joint using methods described in Chapter 8 (such as 
pressure test).
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To minimize personnel dose and to keep the SNF in a cooled state, the SNF is kept submersed in 
water until the fuel drybig operation (disciussed in the next subsection) is initiated. The 
temhperature of the fuel cladding is not a concern in the operational evolutions with the flooded 
MPC. Boiling of the water,' however, in accordance with NUREIG-1536, is not permitted inside 
the MPC cavity during wet loading operations. This requirement is met by imposing a limit on 
the maximum allowable time durationfoifuel to be submerged in water after a loaded HI-TRA C 
cask is removedfrom the pool and prior to the start of draining andftel drying operations.  

When the HI-TRA C transfer cask containing the loaded water-filled MPC is removed from the 
piool, the combined water, fuel mass, MPC, and HI-TRAC metal will absorb the decay heat 
emitted by the fitel assemblies. This results in a slow temperature rise of the entire system with 
"time, startingfrom an initial temperature of the contents. The rate of temperature rise is limited 
by the thermal inertia of the HI-TRAC system. To enable a bounding heat-up rate determination 
for the HI-TRA C system, the following conservative assumptions are made: 

z. Heat loss by natural convection and radiation from the exposed HI-TRA C 
surfaces to the pool ,building ambient air is ,neglected, (i.e.,' an adiabatic 
, temperature rise calculation isperformed). ': 

ii. Design-basis maximum decay heat input from the loaded fuel assemblies is 

Simposed 
on the H I-TRA C transfer cask 

iii. The-smaller of the two (i.e., 100-ton and 125-ton).HI-TRAC transfer cask is 
credited in the analysis. The 100-ton version has a significantly smaller quantity 
of metal mass, which will result in a higher rate of temperature rise.  

iv. A conservatively bounding MPC cavity free volume is considered for flooded 
water mass.  

v. Only fifty percent of the water mass in the MPC cavity is credited towards water 
thermal inertia evaluation. -, '" -, , I 

Table 4.5.5 summarizes the weights and thermal inertias'of several components in the loaded 
"HI- TRA C transfer cask The rate of temperature rise of the HI- TRA C transfer cask and contents 
during an adiabatic heat-up is governed by the following equation: 

dT_ Q 
dt Ch 

where: 
Q = decay heat load (Btu/hr) [Design maximum (40 kW) = 1.37*105 Btu/hr] 
Ch = combined thermal inertia of the loaded HI-TRAC transfer cask (Btu/°F),[See 

Table 4.5.5] 
T = temperature of the contents (0F) 
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t = time after HI-TRA C transfer cask is removed from the pool (hr)

A bounding h'eat-up riatefor the HI-TRAC transfer cask contents is determined to be equal to 
5.26 °F/hr. From this adiabatic rate of temperature rise estimate, the maximum allowable time 
duration (tm,,a for fuel to be submerged in water is determined as follows: 

- Tboi - T inital 

(dT/dt) 

where: 
Tbo,l = boiling temperature of water (equal to 212 7F at the water surface in the MPC 

cavity) 
T,,,irai = initial temperature of the HI-TRAC contents when the transfer cask is removed 

from the pool 

Table 4.5.6 provides a summary of t,,. at several representative HI-TRA C contents starting 
temperature.  

In an unlikely event that the maximum allowable time provided in Table 4.5.6 is found to be 
insufficient to complete all wet fuel handling operations, a suiitable means of heat removal 
such as aforced water circulation shall be initiated and maintained to remove the decay heat 
from the MPC cavity. Ih this case, relatively cooler water is introduced via the MPC lid drain 
port connection and heated water exits from the vent port. The minimum water flow rate 
required to maintain the MPC cavity water temperature below boiling with an adequate 
subcooling margin is determined as follows: 

MW = Q 
Mw

Cpw (T.• - TM,) 

where: 
Mv = minimum waterflow rate (lb/hr) 
Cp,,= water heat capacity (Btu/lb-*F) 
T,,, = maximum MPC cavity water mass temperature 
"TI = temperature ofpool water supply to MPC 

As an illustrative example, ifthe MPC cavity water temperature is limited to 150 *F, assuming an 
MPC inlet water maximum temperature of 125°F and design maximum heat load, the water 
flow rate is computed as 5480 lb/hr ( 11.0 gpm). The required minimum flow rate shall be 
calculated using the actual MPC heat load and the temperature of the cooling water available 
for this operation.  

4.5.5 MPC Dving 

4.5.5.1 Drying Options 
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This FSAR provides for two nhethbdsfor drying Commercial Spent Fuel (CSF) in the MPC, 
namely: 

i. °Forced Helium Dehydration 
ii. -Vacudm Drying

Because the vacuum drying method of demoisturization leads to a considerable rise in the 
fitel cladding temperature, threshold heat load limits* thait are considerably low'er than the 

MPC Design Basis heat load are computed for the vacuum drying-evolution. The thresh old 
" heat loads are very low if one or more high burnup fuel (HBF)qsse mblies are inchlded in the 

batch oftfuel being loaded. If the fuel batch consists of onlyMBF, and the limitations on the 
maximum" cladding stress described in Subsection 4.5.2 are met, then _t higher threshold heat 
load can be defined by taking advantage of the 570'C maximum temperature limit. Summary 
descriptions of the required analyses and results are provided in later paragraphs in this 

"subsection.  

* 4.5.5.2 Forced Helium Dehydration 

To reduce moisture to trace levels in the MPC using a Forced Helium Dehydration (FHD) 
system, a closed loop dehumidification system consisting of 6 -condenser, a demoisturizer, a 
compressor, and a pre-heater is utilized to extract moisture from the MPC cavity through 
repeated displacement of its contained helium, accompanied by vigorous flow hurbulation.  

'-Appendix 2.B contains detailed discussion of the design criteria ard operation of the FHD 
system. 

-The FHD system provides concurrent fuel cooling during the moisture removalprocess through 
forced convective heat transfer. The attendantforced convectio'n-aided heat transfer occurring 
during operation of the FHD system ensures that the fuel cladding temperature will remain 
below the applicablepeak cladding temperature lmit for normal conditions ofstorage, which is 

-well below the high burnup cladding temperature limit 752TF (4000C) for all combinations of 
-SNF type, burnup, decay heat, and coolihg time. Because the FHD operation induces a state of 
forced convection heat transfer in the MPC, (in cohtrast to the quiescent mode of natural 
convection in long term storage), it is readily concluded that the pzakfuel cladding temperature 
under the latter condition will be greater than that dui'rig the FHD 6peation phase. In the event 
that the FHD system malfunctions, the forced convection state will degenerate to natural 
convection, which icorresponds to the conditions bf normal 'storage. As 'a 'result, the peak fuel 
cladding temperatures will approximate the values reached during normal storage as described 
elsewhere in this chapter. 3 " - 3 

4.5.5.3 Vacuum Drying 

(a) Analysis 

** See threshold heat load discussion in Subsection 4.5.1 3 
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The vacuum condition effective fuel assembly conductivity is determined by procedures discussed 
earlier (Subsection 4.4.1.1.2) with due recognition of the attenuation of thermosiphon effect with 
the decrease in the quantity of helium and reduction in the conductivity of helium at extremely 
low gas pressures after- stting the thermal condut•i;ity of the gaseous medium to a sAl 
fr.acti.n (one part in one th.usand) of helium conductivity. The MPC basket cross sectional 
effective conductivity is determined for vacuum conditions according to the procedure discussed 
in 4.4.1.1.4. Basket periphery-to-MPC shell heat transfer occurs through conduction and 
radiation. The heat transported to the MPC shell is dissipated from the external surface of the 
MPC shell to the annulus. It is recognized that the cladding temperature is directly affected by 
the temperature of the annulus. To ensure a robust margin in the cladding temperatures for 
MPCs with heat loads bounded by the threshold heat load for HBF (15 kWfor vacuum drying), 
the vacuum drying is performed with the annulus gap adequatelyflushedtt with water. For low 
decay heat load MPCs (10 kWand less), annulus gap flushing is not necessary.  

For- total deeay heat loads up to and including 20.88 1W for- the NMPG 21 and 21.52 WW for- the 
MIPG 68, vaeuum drying ofthe NMPG is perfor~med with the annular gap between the MP nd theý 
HI TRAC filed with water. The presence of-water in this annlar gap' w"ilmaintain the MPC shel 
tcmpcraturc approxdixmtcly equal to the saturation temper-atur-e of the MAIRlu water-. Thus, the 
therm-al analysis of the NIPC duig vacuum drying for- these condition., is perfformed with eooling 
of the MPG shell with water- at a bouanding maximumn temnper-ature of 2322F.  

For- higher- total deca ea lo- nth 1and MPC- 69 or- for- any decay heat load in anl 
NMPG24E or4G MP 2, vacuumn dryingT ofthe MPG is per-formed with the annular- gap betvw enthe.  

MPC ad the HI TRAC conitinuously flushed with water. The water- movement in this annular gap 
will maintain the MIPC shell temperature at about the temfper-atur-e of flowing water-. Thus, the 
thermal analysis ofthc M NPG during vacuum drying for- these conditions is performed with cooin 
e.f the NIPG shell with water- at a bonigmxmmtemper-atur-e of 125T

An axisymmetric FLUENT thermal model of the MPG in HI.-TRAC is constructed, employing the 
MIPG in-plane conductivity as an isotropic fuel basket conductivity (i.e. conductivity in the-the 
basket radial and .axial directions is equal), to determine peak cladding temperature at design basis 
heat loads. To avoid excessive, conservatism in the computed FLUENT solution, partial 
recognition for higheir axial 'heat 'dissipation is adopted in the peak cladding calculations. The 
boundary conditions applied to this evaluation are: 

i. A steady-state analysis is performed to establish the threshold heat load.  

ii. The outer surface of the MPC shell is postulated to be at a bounding maximum 
temperature of 232 F (waterfilled annulus) or 1257F (continuously flushed with water).  

ff Water is circulated at a rate sufficient to ensure a mean annulus temperature of 125'F (mar.). For example 
given water inlet at 100'F and a flush rate of 5 gpm, the outlet temperature (from an adiabatic heat balance for 
Q =15k0) is 120.5*F. The mean annulus temperature is (100 + 120.5)12 = 1I0.25OF which is below 125 0F.  
Hence 5 gpm is an adequate rate of annulus flush.  
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iii. The top and bottom surfaces of the MPC are adiabatic.

'. bo1unding -steady state analysis is performed with the MýPC deeay heat lead set.  
l4 1oual t athe a Aesigii basis threshoel heat loads wu VadyUg is g 
pSentari. F-o". As discussed above, there are w different r anges for the a 
21 and IiVt 68 designs. 

i. . The entire outer surface of the PHVC shell is postulated to be alt - bounding 
mar imum temperature ef232For a 125%fu as discussed above.  

iii Thetop and bottom surfaces of the MPC4P are aldiabhtie.  

Results ofva570°i m. 'cnditeion analyses are provid~ed in c 4addin 1.5.2.2.  

(b) Results

Table 4.5. 11 provides the value of the threshold heat loadsfor which vacuum drying is 
pennitted.For completeness, the threshold heat load under the FHD method of drying is also 
listed (it is equal to the Design heat load). The threshold heat load under the vacuum drying 
condition is afunction of two parameter4.5 

i. Maximum burnup in thefuel batch stored.  
-ii. Wether the water in the MPC-HI-TRA C annulus is stagnant or flushed.  

As stated earlier, the permissible temperatureofor a fuel batch containing an MBF can be as 
high as 570t C i crnals -criterion is met. The maximumsfuel cladding temperature is quite , 
obviously infliuenced by the thermal state in the annulus: coentinuous-lushing helps reduce' 
the peak cladding temperature. Table 4.5.11 accordingly provides different values of the 
threshold heat loads depending on presence or absence of annulus flushing, and fuel burnup.  
Th e pea k cladding temp era ture results for: lim iting h eat loads fo r HBF (15 k9~9 an dMBF (29 
k i9 are provided in Tables 4.5. 10 and 4.5.9 oespectively.  

4.5.6 Q .n-site Transport in HI-TRAC p 

4.5.6.1 Analysis 

-An axisymmetric FLUENT thermail model of ansMPC inside'a HI-TRAC transfer cask was 
developed to eiýlduate'te~mpera'ttire 'distrib'utions for onsite transkort 0oditi ns. Abo unding 
-steady-state analysis ofRthe HI-RA C transfer cask has bee2Aperformed usingthehottestMPC, 
the highest design-ba2sis decy heat load (Table 2.1.6), and design-basis insolation levels. While 
the duration of onsite transport may be short enough tobrec lude the MPC and HI-TRA Cfrom 
obtaining a steady-state, a steady-state analysis is conservative.  

A~s a defense in depth measure To permit - H-TYRAC -movement -in, -a horizontal 
erientaeiorientation, cladding integrity is demonstrated under th~e assumption that all means of 
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convective heat dissipation within the canister are neglected in addition to the bounding relative 
configuration for the fuel, basket, MPC shell and HI-TRAC overpack assumption stated earlier 
for the vertical orientation. This means that the fuel is centered in the basket cells, the basket is 
centered in the MPC shell and the MIPC shell is centered in the HI-TRAC overpack to maximize 
gaps thermal resistance. The peak cladding temp. r.atif.e computed for- this scenario (1025 69SF 
is below the ISG -1! Unfit f4.1.41 ef 7-5211F. short term limit of 105 30F.  

4.5.6.2 Results 

As stated earlier, the threshold heat load computed using a steady state model is dependent 
on the orientation of the HI-TRAC. The threshold heat load for vertical transport is greater 
than that for horizontal transport. Another variable that affects the computed threshold heat 
load for the on-site transport condition is the maximum burnup in the batch offuel loaded in 
the MPC. If the maximum cladding stress Urma in an MBF-only loaded MPC musters the limit 
set forth in subsection 4.5.2, then a higher peak cladding limit is permissible, which 
translates to a greater threshold heat load. Finally, if the actual heat generation rate in the 
MPC exceeds the threshold heat load permitted for the HI-TRAC orientation and burnup 
state of the CSF batch loaded then a time limit based on the rate of MPC heat-up must be 
computed. Table 4.5.12 provides the threshold heat loads (steady state) and time limits on 
the on-site transport evolution if the threshold heat load is exceeded.  

For a limiting casett for on-site transfer of an MPC loaded with HBF (Condition 3 in Table 
4.5.12), the maximum A con.ver.ged temperature ,ont.ur. p..t is provided in Figure 4.5.2.  
Maxfixm-m fuel clad temperatures are listed in Table 4.5.2, which also summarizes maximum 
calculated temperatures in different parts of the HI-TRAC transfer cask and MPC. As described 
in Subsection 4.4.2, the FLUENT calculated peak temperature in Table 4.5.2 is actually the peak 
pellet centerline temperature, which bounds the peak cladding temperature. We conservatively 
assume that the peak clad temperature is equal to the peak pellet centerline temperature.  

The maximum computed temperatures listed in Table 4.5.2 are based on the HI-TRAC cask, 
passively rejecting heat by natural convection and radiation to a hot ambient environment at 100'F 
in still air in a vertical orientation. In this orientation, there is apt to be a less of metal-to-metal 
contact between the physically distinct entitities, viz., fuel, fuel basket, MPC shell and HI-TRAC 
cask. For this reason, the gaps resistance between these parts is higher than in a horizontally 
oriented HI-TRAC. To bound gaps resistance, the various parts are postulated to be in a centered 
configuration. MPC internal convection at a postulated low cavity pressure of- 7 atm is included 
in the thermal model. The peak cladding temperature computed under these adverse Ultimate 
Heat Sink (UHS) assumptions is 8-72 712'F-w..iehF, which is below the ISG-1I limit [4.1.4] of 
752'F. substatially lower than theshort ter. tempeFature w imit of tI58Fe G11enseq4en1.o 
cladding integriiy assur-ancc is proevided by large safety mafginis (in exc ess eof 1 00F)din ste 
tr-arsfer- of an MIPG emplaced in a HI1 TRAC cask-.  

J,* For other conditions, Holtec evaluations confirm that the peak cladding temperatures are below the limits 
shonn in last column of Table 4.5.12.  
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The HI-TRA C thermal analysis under the on-site transport scenario also provides the MPC 
cavity internal pressure. In reality the steady state condition in the on-site transport evolution 
that is characterized by d short duration, will not be reached. A steady state condition, 
however, was assumed to obtain an upperbound on the MPC cavitypressure. The calculated 
results shbiv that the maximum MPC internal pressure will remain bounded by the short 
duration pressure permitted in the MPC under the on-the-pad storage mode (defined as off
normal pressure in Table 2.2.1).  

4.5.7- 'MPC Cooldown and Reflooding for Defueling Operations 
:NUREG-1536 requires an evaluation of cask cooldo 'n and reflood procedure's to support fuel 

unloading from a dry condition. Past industry explerience generally spports cdoldown of cask 
-internals and fuel from hot storage conditions by direct vrater quenching. T-he- For high heat load 
MPCs, the extremely rapid cooldown rates to which the hot MPC internals and the fuel cladding 
are- can be subjected during water injection may, however, result in high ,anc rtldtherral 
stresses: end f-dlur-. in the struc^tural fininbes.. Additionally, Mereeve , water injection may 
results in large quantities ofanieunts-ef stearn generation. To protect 'thfJuel claddinigfrom high 
thermal strains under direct water quenching, the HI-STORM MPCs at high heat loads will be 
cooled using appropriate means prior to the introduction of water in the MPC cavity space. and 
unpredictable transient two phase flow conditions inside the NPC cavity-, Whieh miay r-esult in 
everpress~urlzatien of the eonfincmcent. bcuý.dary. To avoid poatential safety eeneeni related to 
rapid cask eooldewa by direct wtruncing, theffM STORMA NvPCs at high heat leads wll be 
cooled in a gradual manner, thereb el .naigthcrmal shocek leads on the N4PG internals and 
fuel eladd-Lg.

Because of the continuous gravity driven circulation of helium in the MPC which results in 
heated helium gas in sweeping contact with the underside of the top lid and the inner cylindrical 
surface of the enclosure vessel, utilizing an external cooling means to remove heat from the 
MPC is quite effective. The, external cooling process can be completely non-intrusive such as 
extracting heatfrom the outer surface of the enclosure vessel using chilled water. Extraction of 
heat from the external surfaces of an MPC is very effective largely because of the thermosiphon 
.induced internal transport of heat to the petipheralperipheral regions of the MPG. The non

intrusive means of heat removal is preferable to an intrusive process wherein helium is extracted 
and cooled using a closed loop system such as a Forced Helium Dehydrator (Appendix 2.B), 
because it eliminates the potentialfor any radioactive crud to exit the MPC during the cooldown 
process. Because the optimal method for MPC cooldown is heavily dependent on the location 
and availability of utilities at a particular nuclearplant, mandating a specific cooldown method 
is-cannot be prescribed in this FSAR. Simplified calculations are presented in the following to 
illustrate the feasibility and efficacy of utilizing an, intrusive system such as a recirculating 
helium cooldown system.

in the unlikely eve.t that aH1 I STORM sor age•, yt,.-.,. ý required to bc..un6aded, the MPG w 
be-ftansportedon site, ia.theH! TRAC tra-sfer cask bk to th fue handling building. Prier-to
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reflooding the NMPG ca-Nity with watert , a farceed flew helium rveirceulation system with adequate 
flew capacity shall be operated to remove the decay heat and fiitiate a slow cask cooldo' 
lasting for sever-al days. The oper-ating proceedur-es in Chapter- 8 (Section-8.3) provi~de a detafled 
descr-iptien of the steps involved in the easkdunloading. A~n anialytical method that providcs a basi 
for- determining the required helium flew rate as a funfincin of the desir-ed cooldown time is 
pr-esented below, to mecet the objeetive ef eliminating tealhokwhen the NMPG eavity is 
e.ventually flooded with water.

Under a closed-loop forced helium circulation condition, the helium gas is cooled, via an external 
chiller, down to 1002F. The chilled hlieium is then introduced into the MPC cavity, near the MPC I 
baseplate, through the drain line. The helium gas enters the MPC basket from the bottom 
oversized flow holes and moves upward through the hot fuel assemblies, removing heat and 
cooling the MPC internals. The heated helium gas exits from the top of the basket and collects in 
the top plenum, from where it is expelled through the MPC lid vent connection to the helium 
recirculation and cooling system. The MPC contents bulk average temperature reduction as a 
function of time is principally dependent upon the rate of helium circulation. Assuming, 
conservatively, that the external surfaces of the MPC are insulated, the temperature transient is 
governed by the following heat balance equation: 

dT 
Ch - = QD-mCp(T-Ti)-QC 

dt 

Initial Condition: T = T, at t = 0 

where: 

T = MPC bulk average temperature (*F) 
To = initial MPC bulk average temperature in the HI-TRAC transfer cask 

(equal e- 8629(assumed as 5860Ffor this illustration) 
t = time after start of forced circulation (hrs) 
QD = decay heat load (Btu/hr) 
(equal to Design Basis mimum f....assumed to be 28.74kW (i.e., 98,205 Btu/hr))for this 

illustration 
m = helium circulation rate (lb/hr) 
C= helium heat capacity (Btu/Ib-°F) 

(equal to '1.24 Btu/lb-°F) 
QC= heat rejection from cask exposed surfaces to ambient (Btulhr) (conservatively 

neglected) 
Ch= thenrmal capacity of the loaded MPC (Btu/°F) 

(For a bounding upper bound 100,000 lb loaded MPC weight and heat capacity of 
Alloy X equal to 0.12 Btu/lb-°F, the heat capacity is equal to 12,000 Btu/°F.) 

Prier. to heliumn eifeuiatiern, the H! TRAC aintulus is fleeded with water- !e substantially lc'e.er- the BARG 
shel tmpratre(appreximately 1 002F) Fer lew deeopy heat NMP~s (- 10kW er less) the annulus eooling 

is adequate to lower- the M4PC ea~it tem~per atur-e belew the boiling tempera~ure ef water-.  
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Ti = MPC helium inlet temperature ('F) 

The differential equation is analytically solved, yielding the following expression for time
dependent MPC bulk temperature: 

T~t) M + D )(1e c,,h t) +To e ChI 

m CP 

This equation can be is used to determine the minimum helium mass flow rate that would cool the 
MPC cavity down from initially hot conditions to less than 200*F (i.e., with a subcooling margin 
for normal boiling temperature of watert (212*F)). For the above example, to cool the MPCfrom 
its initial temperature is to less than 200°F in 72 hours using 0°F helium would require a helium 
mass flow rate of 432 lb/hr (i.e., 647 SCFM). I

Once the helium gas circulation has cooled the MPC internals to less than 200'F, water can be 
injected to the MPC without risk of boiling and the associated thermal stress concerns. Beeause 
of the relatively long eooldov.n period, the them! stress centriutien to the. total claddhfg str-ez 
would be ncgligible, and the total stress would therefore be bounded by -the reional (dry)
VV•n Mr. •V V a. tin• V• ".,v UTaX r, tv"L• •arr uvnuu•VL iti rJ-Cr~Ci t iF1i1-;•ii tici t• St . i 

preduetieiir 

The MPCfuel loading operations areperformed with the MPC inside the HI-TRAC transfer cask 
With the HI-TRA C cask dissipating heatfrom the external surfaces in a manner in which there is 
unrestricted access to ambient air access (e.g. on a pool deck), the 'cladding temperatures 
reported in Table 4.5.12 will remain bounding during fuel unloading operations. 'On a rare 
occasion, the fuel unloading operation may need a HI-TRA C to be moved to a restricted area 

'such as a deconpit. To evaluate the effect of restricted cooling, a scenario ispostulatedin which 
a HI-TRAC is situated in a dry cylindrical pit with a narrow annular space (3 ft) and a 
significant decay heat (25 k'). The interior boundaries of thepit are conservatively assumed to 

,be insulated and assumed as low emissivity surfaces so that most of the radiant energy is 
,reflected back to the HI-TRA C. Thepriticipal means of cask cooling is via infiltration of ambient 
air (at 1O0'F) from above the pit into the annular space. A FLUENTm'odel of this scenario is 
constructed to compute the mean temperature of air in the annulus, which elevates to 169F as a 
result of the postulated restriction. -The maximum cladding temperature of spent fitel with heat 
dissipation to this elevated ambient temperature is 6780F, which is below'the ISG-11, -Rev. 2 
limit (752°F (400QC)). For MPCs with heat loads greater that 25 kW, a cask user may situate a 
cask in a restricted area provided additional measures to ensure fuel cladding temperature 
remains below 400'C are undertaken.  

4.5.1.1.4.2 Fr.ed Helium Reireulaio 

To r-educe moý_e isturýve t o trac e levels in the MAPG usiiig a Forceed H elium D ehydratio n (FEID) sysftemr, 

a eenventienal, dozed loop dehumi~difieation system consistinig ofa condeffcr-, a deRO-iztu-i-, 

Certain fuel configurations in PWR MPCs are required to be flooded with borated water, which has a 
higher boiling temperature. Thus, greater subcooling margins are present in this case.  
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eompresser-, and a pr-e heater is utilized to extract moisture fiom the MPlG cavity throuigh 
repeated displacemfent of its contained heium; aeeompanied by vigorous flow tur-bulation. A 
,vapor pressure of 3 torf or less is assured by vefi~fng that the helium t~emperatur-e exiting the 
demoisturizer-isnm maintinedI at o below the psychr-emetric thr-eshold of 2 leF for a nidmum of3
• ,;mut,. See Appendix 2 B for- deta.ed dis.ussi.n.f the design . .eria and per.ation . fthe FHD 
systen: 

The FHD system provides conceurrent fuel cooling during the moisture remoeval proecesstrug 
forceed eenvcctive heat tr-ansfcr. The attendant forced convectien aided heat tr-ansfcr occum 
during operation of the F14D sy-stemn ensures that the flue! cladding temper-ature will r-emain below 
the applicable peak cladding tempcraturce limit for- normal conditiens-of storage-, which is well 
below: the high burnup cladding temper-ature limit 752eFf(4OGC ) for- all combinations ef SNF 
type, bu..up, decay heat, and cooling time. Because the F4D operation induces a stat eof frcerd 
eenveetien heat transfer- in the MPC,(in contr-ast to the quiescent mode of natural convectien i 
long tefm storage), it is readily concluded that the peak fuel cladding temperature undeth lattei 
eenditien will be gr eater- than that during the FHD operation phase. in the event that the FH4D 
system nmaLfnctions, the forceed convection state will degenerate to natural eeonvection, which 
corresponds to the conditions offnomm stor-age. As a result, the peal: fuel cladding temperatures 
will approeximiate the values r-eached during normial stor-age as descr-ibed elsewhere in this ch-apter.  

in the spirit ef a defense in depth approeach, however-, a conservatively bounding lead to steel gap 
is assumed herein and the resultant peak cladding temperatur-e under deign bass heat load is 
.... mputedfo;- a bowiidifg ease (Sceenario F-H2, Table 4.5.11). it is noted that in a non- bonding 
lead pour- scenario, the lead shrink~age resulting from phase transformation related densit changes 
introduces a tendency to form small gaps. This tendency is counter-acted by gravity. inue 
slump, which tends to push the heavy mass of lead against the steel surfaes., If he annul1ar. molter 
mass of lead isassumedto contract as a solid, in the absence of-gradvity-, then a bounding lead to
steel gap is readily computed fiom density changes. This calcuilation is per-formed for- the 125 ton 
HI1 TRAC transfer- cask, which has a larger- volume of lead and is thus subject to larger- volum 
shfage r-elative te the 100 ton design, and is presented below,.  

The densities of-molten (pl) and selid (p,,) lead are given on page 3 96 of Perry's Handbok(6ý 
Edition) as 10,130 k~mand 1-1,04-0-k respectively. The fractional volume contr-acto 
during solidification (5v/v) is calculated as: 

dv (?,-?,) _(11,010-10,430)__.055 

v ?10,430

ana tac eerrespenemg ifaetiona! Junear- contraction dur-inL solidification isi eakiilated nt m

d ,. dv 1/V 
L v -1 =O.....
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The bounding lead to steel gap, whieh is assumed filled with air-, is calculated by multiplyig the 
nomiýnal annulus radial dfimension (4.5 inches in the 125 ton HI1 TRAC) by the fr-actional linear 
eenrfaetien as: 

dL 
d - 4.5 X -4 .0182--0.082-inehes 

inl this hypotetiea1 Ilead shfiAkage proeess, the annuliar- lead cylinider ilcnrc towar-dsth 
inner- steel shell, elimi~nating gaps and tightly compressing the two surfaces together. Near the 
outer steel cylinder-, a steel to lead air- gap wvill develop a-s' a esuif- o-f volume r-eduction in the 
iquid to so lid phase tr an-sfo-r-Matiofn. The air-gap is conisenvatively postulated to occur ffbetween the 

inner- steel. shellI hBdl the lead, wvhere 4the' heat flux is higher- r-elative to the outer- steel shell, and 
hene hecopuedtemperatur-e gradient is gr-eater. The eombined r-esianee efan anlnular lead 

Rcl n(R /R,) d 

2pp ý,b 2ppi [Kw +K ] 

"" . -- ..... R,, -[nner radius (equal to 35.125 inches) 
R,- outer radius (equal to 39.625 inches) 

-boundin* miu lead conducetivity' (equal to 16.9 Btu/ft bf 2F, from Table 
44.-2) 

6 - lead to steel air gap, computed above 
K,, temper-atur-e dependent aif eonduetiviy (see Table 1.2.2).  

gap 

The ffctiv thrma coduciviy contribution from radiation heat tr ansfer (K-,) is defined by te 
f flowing quai•• on.: 

KTL r .... T.r xT 3 V xd 

- Stefan B1 lt--- n c- stant 

ej. carbon steel efmissivity (equal to 0. 66, HI STORMA FSPR Table 4.2-.4) 
e- lead ewissivity (equal to 0.63 fer- oidized surfaces at 3002F from MeAdams, 

Heat T-ranismission, 3d Ed-.) 
T- absolute temperature 

conductivity' is r-eadily' computed. This effective temperature dependent conductivNity' results are 
tabulated bhpelow: 

Teprtr
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CE) (Btu/ft hrF 
200 1.42 
4-5 4-.8-09

The results tabulated above confirm that the assumption of a bounding, annular- air. gap grossly 
penalizes the heat dissipation char-acteristics of lead filed r~egionts. indeed, the-effective 
conductivit' computed above is an order- ofmagnitude lower- than that of the base lead material.  
To eoiifm the' heat- dissiation addequacy of HI TRAC casks under- the assumed oerl 

pesiistic annular- gaps, th6 Mi TRXC thenrnl model described earlier- is altered to include the 
ieeAM--rtive annulus conductiviy computed above for- the annular lead region. The peak-cladin 
temper-atur-e results are tabulated blowfor the bounding ease (Scenario Ff12):

Annular Cafp Assumpto Peak Cladding Tcmperaturce Off NAorma! Chlading 

Nonie 872742 45 
Beundig Nia 24-7-64 

From these results, it is readily apparent that the stor-ed ftel shall be mfiaintained within safe 
temper-ature limits by a substantial fma-rgin ofsafety (in cxceess of 100 200')-.  

4.5.1.2 Te-St Model 

A detailed analytical model for- thermal design ofthe HI TRAC transfer- cask was developed using 
the FLUE-NT CFD code, the industry standar-d PŽTSYS modeling package and coniser.'ative 

adibatc clcuatinsas discussed-in Subs ieein 1.5. 1. 1. Furthennorc, the analyses ineoer-pratoe 
many conser-vative assumptions in or-der- to demonstr-ate compliance to the specified-short term 

lMItS wit aeute margins. In view of these-consider-ations, the HI TR.ACtainskferask themal 
desijn bomplies with the therfm-al cariter-ia est-ab-lished _for short termhandling and onsite trans~port-.  
Additional expefimental verification of thc thermal dcsign,-- is ther-efor-e not-rqure.  

4.5.2Mai mTmeftrs 

4.5.2.1 - Maxi-muir Termar-tu-e Unde Omt T'n r Coniton 

As discussed in Sub section 4.5.1.1.6, MPC fuel unloading oper-ationis are performed with the 
N4C inside the HI TRAC eask. For- this operation, a helium eooldownf system is engaged to th 
MPC via lid access ports and a forceed helu colnoftetdadM Ciiiitd.W hte 
Hi TRAC- cask external surfaces dissipating heat to a UHS in a manner- in which the ambient a aces fisnt r' 4trieted by bounding surfaces or- large objects in the fimmediate vicinity ofthe-cask; 
the temperatures r-eported in Table 4.5.2 will refmainbounding during fuel unloading operations.  
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Toe evaluate the effcet of r,-soeted cooling, a bounding eas~e ispostulated in which a verticalfy
orient~ed cas-k is s~itated in a deep pit (Seonari3ý FH4). The'boutndarics of the pit are assumed to 
be eonsenatively insulteýd. As. an additional measure of eenscrn'atism, the boundaries are 
modele asg lo hcihshity~ siýaees soehtms f h ain ener'enjitte by the cas is 
refflected back to the eas-k. Rhe pr~incial means of cask cooling is viaiflraino ambient air 
fat-1-009 )jfrom aboei the deep pgit into a narr~ow annular space -(assumed 3ft) between the HI 

P.4 C and pit. A FL UENT model of this scena-oi osrce t oeuetema 
tenpcr~ture of air in the annuhus (-169F). ThA zxn~'cadn~mea~e at tAis elevate 
-ambient tMp.~~ei SScFw~ivhih is belkiv'theISG 1] li~iit f4.1.41 of 75-2F-. U~nder a scenanoa 
in whichl the cask is emnplaced in'a area with ambient air- acc-ess restrictions (for example in a cask,
pit arca)g, aclditional means shall be devised to limitk the 6ladding temperatur-e rise arising from sueh 
r-estrictions to less than 100'F. These means are discussed next.  

The timne duration allowed for- the cask to be emnplaced in'4 ambicht air rcestrieted -are-a with the 
helium cooling system non oper-ational shall be limited to 22 'hours. Consen'atively postulating 
that the rate of passi,,,e ooling is -ibstantially ejF1,ad-d by 90% (i.e., 10-%,; T f decay hea, t is 
dissipated to ambient), cladding integrity is dehinnstrated based en baský heating conisiderations 
fromn the undissipdted heat. At a betunding'heat load of 28.71kW, the HI TRAG cask system 
theffil ineftia (19,532 Btu/'F, Table 4.5.5),- -:m4, the 4.tiemerture rise to 4.520Fff. Thus, th 
e..mputed cladding temper-atur~e rise during thi time pi.eriod_ will be less than -100'F.  

Aforceed supply 6f ambient air near the bottom of the cask pit to aid heat dissipation by the 
,.natural convection process is another- adequate means to maintain the fM elladding within safe 
op erating IIit.onseivatively assum~ing this colufmn offmne ar as the U14S (i.e. to which al 
heat dissipatio ocus kih no cr-edit for- enhanced cooling as a result of forced convection hea 

.transfcr, a oiAlir- supply of 1000 SC .(150 lbs,qff adequately meets'the coolig 
reguiret. At this flow rate, the temperature risc of the UHS resulting from cask decay heat 
inu othe air-flow will be less thn1 0. T eladding temper-ature elevation will consequentl 

be bbounded by this tem~per-atur-e file.  

4.5.2.2 Maxinmum~ N4P Bake T-m eftf ne-VeuinGnii 

As stated in Subsection 4.5.1.1.4, above, an axidsyetrie FLUETthcn al modclofthc MPG is 
d evelop ed forf the vacuum o ndition and sgteady, state maximum cladding t emperatures computed 
fi-ore eases. For the MPG 24E and MPG 32 design~s, and for- the higher- heat load raniges in the 
MPG 21 and MIPG 68 designs, teme dlalso inclludes an isotroepic f~uel, basket thermal 
coniductivity. For Case W. Each eaciH GP isanalyzed for the benunding case (Scenario Ff1).  
at its r-espeetive desig xiu heat lod. The steady state peak~ cladding r-esults, ith partial 
r-ecognition for higher AxialI heat dissipation where in eluded, arc summarized in Table 4!5. 40 
4.5.9. The peak fuel clad temperatures durfing short term vacuumf dr~'ing oper-ations with design 
basis maydmum beat loads are below the ISG 11 limit f* .L 11 of 7-52F- For- Cease "i, m'ier it is 
necessary to confir that the maiu ladding temperatwres are bouinded by the alterate 
crieria reguireerncns (ie h ~limito, the results are swumarized in Tablc 4A.A. calculated to 
be less, than 1 05 82F for- al~l APC baskets by a significant margi..
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4.5.8- Minimum Temperatures for On-Site Transport

In Table 2.2.2, the minimumn ambient temperature condition required to be considered for the HI
TRAC design is specified as 0°F. If, conservatively, a zero decay heat load (with no solar input) 
is applied to the stored fuel assemblies then every component of the system at steady state would 
be at this outside minimum temperature. Provided an antifreeze is added to the water jacket 
(required by Technicl Specification for- ambient temperatures below 322F), all HI-TRAC 
materials will satisfactorily perform their intended functions at this minimum postulated 
temperature condition. Fuel transfer- operations arc ontrolled by Tecchfial Speificatioen in.

I=aper 12 ,n-1- tnat onsite traneSpOAt oper-ations are not perfored at an -ambient 
temperature less than 02F.  

4.5.41 Ma-dmum Intefnal Pressure 

Afe ulleading and vacuum I r4ing, but puuef teisanteTIGeleesreFnteNGi 
initially filled ithlumDungadiginthe HI TRAC transfer- eask, the gas temperauwre 
within the- GP ie to its mfla~ximum ffcrael eatifg temper aturfe as determined based en the thermal 
analysis methodology descr-ibed previous~ly. The gas pressure inside the NMPC- will alse increase 
with fising temperaturce. The presrerse- determin:-ed based en the ideal gas law, which state-s 
that the absolute pressure of-a fixed voclume of gas is proportional to its absolute temperatur-e, 
The net free volumes of the four- NvPG designs are determiined in Sectien 4.4.  

Thenmaximum M4PG intern-al pressure is determined fornormal nsite tr-ansport conditions, as well 
as off nemn!l conditiofs ofa postulated aeeidentalyrelease of fission proeduet gases caused by fuel 
roediiuptur-e. Based on-MRG 1536 [4.1. 10] r-ecommended fission gas--rles fractien data, 
net free volume and initial fil gas pressure, the bounding maxurngasprsue with 10% and 
100, fed r~uptur-e are gie inTbeI53 h Pmaximumngas pressurcs ltein abe1.  
are all below the N4PC design internal pressure listed in Table 2.2. 1.  

4.5.5 Maximum Thermial Stresses 

Thermal expansion induced mechanic~al stresses due to nonunfor temperatur-e distributions a-re 
r-eported in Chapter- 3. Tables 4.5.2 and 1.5.4 provi~des a s n~ofMPC and HI-TR~C 'fe 
cask eomponent temper-atur-es for- struettural evaluation.  

4.5.96 Evaluation of System Performance for Normal Conditions of Handling and Onsite 
Transport

TYT C�mf�T�� � 'C * �.
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The HI-TRAC transfer cask thermal analysis is based on a detailed heat transfer model that 
conservatively accounts for all M'odes of heat transfer in various 'portions of the MPC and HI
TRAC. The thermal model incorporates several conservative features, which are listed below: 

i. ' The most severe levels ofenvironmental factors - bounding-ambient tempei'ature (100lF) 
and constant solar flux - were coincidentally imposed on the thermal design. A bounding 
solar absorbtivity of 1.0 is applied to all insolation surfaces.  

ii.' The HI-TRAC cask-to-MPC annular gap 'is analyzed based on the nominal design 
dimensions. No credit is considered for the significant reduction in this radial gap that 

. ' would occur as a result of diffdrential thermal expansion with designi basis fuel at hot 
-' cbnditions. The MPC is considered to be concentrically aligned with the cask cavity. This 

is a worst-case scenario since any eccentricity will improve conductive heat transport in 
this region.  

iii. No credit is considered for cooling of the HI-TRAC baseplate while in contact with a 
supporting surface. An insulated boundary condition is applied in the thermal model on 
the bottom baseplate face.  

Temperature distribution results (Table 4.5.2 Tables 4.5.2 and 4.5.4, and Figure 4.5.2) obtained 
from this highly conservative thermal model show that the short-term fuel cladding and cask 
component temperature limits are met with adequate margins. Expected margins during normal 
HI-TRAC use will be larger due to the many conservative assumptions incorporated in the 
analysis. Corresponding MPC internal pressure results (Table 4.5.3) evaluation shows that the 
MPC confinement boundary remains well below the short-term condition design pressure.  
Stresses induced due to imposed temperature gradients are within ASME Code limits (Chapter 
3). The maximum local axial neutron shield temperature is lower than design limits. Therefore, it 
is concluded that the HI-TRAC transfer cask thermal design is adequate to maintain fuel cladding 
integrity for short-term onsite handling and transfr operations.  

The water in the water jacket of the HI-TRAC provides necessary neutron shielding. During 
normal handling and onsite transfer operations this shielding water is contained within the water 
jacket, which is designed for an elevated internal pressure. It is recalled that the water jacket is 
equipped with pressure relief valves to retain pressure upto 60psig set at 60 PSig and 65 psig.  
This set pr-esst elevates the saturation pressure and temperature inside the water-jaekct, -thereby 
precluding boiling in the water jacket under normal conditions. Under normal handling and onsite 
transfer operations, the bulk temperature inside the water jacket reported in Table 4.5.2 is less 
than the coincident saturation temperature at 60 psig (307'F), so the shielding water remains in its 
liquid state. The bulk temperature is determined via a conservative analysis, presented earlier, 
with design-basis maximum decay heat load. One of the assumptions that render the computed 
temperatures extremely conservative is the stipulation of a 100°F steady-state ambient 
temperature. In view of the large thermal inertia of the HI-TRAC, an appropriate ambient 
temperature is the "time-averaged" temperature, formally referred to in this FSAR as the normal 
temperature.  

HI-STORM FSAR Proposed Rev. 2A 
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Note that during hypothetical fire accident conditions (see Section 11.2) these relief valves allow 
venting of any steam generated by the extreme fire flux, to prevent overpressurizing the water 
jacket. In this manner, a portion of the fire heat flux input to the HI-TRAC outer surfaces is 
expended in vaporizing a portion of the water in the water jacket, thereby mitigating the 
magnitude of the heat input to the MPC during the fire.

During vaeuum drying operations, the annular gap between the MPG and the HI TRAC is filled 
wvith water-. The saturatien temperatur-e of the annulus water- beunds the maimynumn temper-atures 
of all HI1 :tPR-C com.-pnentse',1 which Area loceated radially outside the-water fill-edd annuus. Ms 

peiosly statedprýýevious I( see Subseeco V"ý- tion 1.5.1.1.4) the maydimum anaulus water temper-atur 
is oni 4250 , othHIT%~ wtrjaceket temper-ature wifi be less than the 3072F satur-ation 
tem~perature.

YTT C1T'fsfl� � rr. A n
RE11-P I .MI 4 4•AX.  
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Table 4.5.1 

EFFECTIVE RADIAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE WATER JACKET 

_Temperature (*F), Thermal Conductivity 

-,-- . . .-. (Btu/ft-hr-°F) 

200 1.376 

"450 1.408 

700 1.411
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Table 4.5.2

HI-TRAC TRANSFER CASK STEADY-STATE 
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES

Component Temperature [OF] 
Fuel Cladding g7-2 712 

MPC Basket 8-52 691 

Basket Periphery 60q 555 
MPC Outer Shell Surface 4-5-5 437 

HI-TRAC Overpack Inner Surface 42 329 

Water Jacket Inner Surface 3-4 306 

Enclosure Shell'Outer Surface 224 224 

Water Jacket Bulk Water 2-5 267 

Axial Neutron Shieldt 2-5g 246

t Local neutron shield section temperature.
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Table 4.5.4

[INTENTIONVALLY DELETED] 

SUMMA~R-Y OF 14I T-RAC TRANSFER CASK AND MPG C-OMPONýENTS 
NORMALI HANDLDIG AND ONSITE TRANSPORT- T-EM~PRATURES

O'P s Ql abrzvatin fr!H TRAC eC;'rpaek-.

TTT C"T'/�T� I T�C * Th

REPORT HI-2002444 452
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Locaion Temper~ature 

MPG Bask~et Tep: 
Basket periphery -590 
MIP4-shell -4445 
QIR'4mier-sl -280 
0/P enclosure she!l 4-96 

MPG- Basket Bottom.: 

Basket per~iphery -334 
MEG-hel -30D2 

O#P-innershel -244 

0/P enclosure shel 4199

I

I

I
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, Table 4.5.5

SUMMARY OF LOADED 100-TON HI-TRAC TRANSFER CASK 
BOUNDING COMPONENT 

WEIGHTS AND THERMAL INERTIAS

Component Weight (lbs) Heat Capacity Thermal Inertia 

(Btu/lb-°F) (Btu/*F) 

Water Jacket 7,000 1.0 7,000 

Lead 52,000 0.031 1,612 

Carbon Steel 40,000 0.1 4,000 

Alloy-X MPC 39,000 0.12 4,680 
(empty) 

Fuel 40,000 0.056 2,240 

MPC Cavity Water' 6,500 1.0 6,500 
S..... 26,032 (Total) 

f Conservative lower bound water mass.
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Table 4.5.6 
K) 

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TIME DURATION FOR WET 
TRANSFER OPERATIONS

Initial TemperatureiA Time Duration (hr) 
(OF) 

115 -a-5-.7 18.4 

120 24417.4 

125 23416.5 

130 24--715.5 

135 -20.414.6 

140 -1-9413.6 

145 4-. 12.7 

150 -1-6411.7

K,2_

A This is equal to the pool water temperature during fuel loading.
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Table 4.5.7 

INTENTIONALLY DELETED
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Table 4.5.8

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]

if A T'T�T�.7 I�T� TYT 'T'T� * � �

1V'*IftL-urruA z, 4-m:A GKU'PI 'YZMS. THERALkAL EVA UAIIONS

Seenaria Deseriptiei* Ultimate Heat Sin!kAnatlysis PrineipW Results-in 
Type Input FSAR 

Paraunets Subseetlen 
.1 nieAubiefit SSRB ",QP-Qr 4.5.2.4 

-2 Lead-Gaps Ambient &SR( ~ O~9 4.5.1.17 

3 Vaeuum HI TRAC annulus W%-Q 4.5.2.2 
_ _ ~watef_ 

4 Wet Cavity water-n AN 444 
Transfef Cask internl 

-5Fuel H4elum Circulation TA 4.5.1.16 

6 Fife Jaeket Water-, Cask TA 11.2.4 
Aeeideu hitefffls _ 

-7Jaeket Ambient S-R11.2.  
Water-bLessT- S 

Aeeide-t__ 

Eh OffNormal Temperature (!00'F) SS(B) Beunding Steady State 
Q~Design Basis Maxiimum Heat Lead TA Transient Analysis 

All Adiabatic Heating 
Qg: Atvhrcpd Heat Load (Table 4,5.9) 
ST Inselatien Hekating (Top) 
SC iffielation Heating (Cufved) 
F Fire Heating (14,MS'F)
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"' Table 4.5.9 

" PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURE ........... FOR VACUUM DRYING 
CONDITION 6 IN TABLE 4.5.11

HI-STORM FSAR 
REPORT HI-2002444

Pioposed Rev. 2A
4.5-33

i'

MPG Lower: Decay Heat Lead Range Higher Deeay Heat Lead Range 
Tempratfs &n _--eeou 

"_________ _Temperature [F1 Limit F]F1 
MPC-24 99782-7 -960 1058 

MPC-68/68F/68FF 1039 &22 .1-044 1058 

MPC-32/32F 1049 N/a -0440 1058 

MPC-24E/24EF 966 N/a 94-21058



K).
Table 4.5.10

PEAK CLADDING TEMPERATURE FOR VA CUW DRYING 
CONDITIONS 4 AND 8 IN TABLE 4.5.11

HI-SIURM SAX -.....  
REPORT HI-2002444

Proposed Rev. 2A
4.5-34

MPC Temperature [°F] Limit fF] 

MPC-24 706 752 

MPC-24E/24EF 688 752 

MPC-32/32F 735 752 

MPC-68/68F/68FF 707 752



Table 4.5.11 

THRESHOLD HEAT LOADS FOR FUEL DRYING

Note 1: Under the FHD methodfor MPC drying, an externally driven circulation of helium 
ensures drying conditions in the MPC, which are in the neighborhood of the saturation 
temperature of water at the prevailing pressure (about 350°F). "As such the operating clad 
temperatures are substantially below the 400'C (752°F) temperature limit thereby ensuring a 
'hospitable thermal environment for HBF.  

Acronyms: 
FHD - Forced Helium Dehydration 
VD - Vacuum Drying 

'MBF- Moderate Burnup Fuel 
HBF- High Burnup Fuel

HI-STORM FSAR 
REPORT HI-2002444

Proposed Rev,:'2A
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Condition Drying Threshold Burnup Is Annulus Is Hoop Cladding Computed 
No. Method " Heat State Flush Stress Telnperature Maximum 

Load Required? Compliance Limit Cladding 
"Required? Temperature 

IV...  
I FHD 40 kw MBF No No '400 Note I 
2 FHD 40 kw HBF No No --400..... Note 1 
3 VD •10kw HBF No No 400 -. 344-
4 'VD s,15 kw HBF Yes No- 400- See Table 

__-__"__ - 4.5.10 
5 VD s25 kw MBF No Yes . .570 -542-, 
6-_' I'D _T29 kw' _MBF -Yes Yes'- -570--- 'See Table 

4.5.9---
7- V ,D •10kw MBF.. No No' 400 344---
8 VD , •15 kw -MBF Yes No' 400 - See Table 
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Table 4.5.12 

PERMISSIBLE NEAT LOADS FOR ONSITE TRANSPORT

Condition HI-TRA C Threshold Fuel Is Hoop Is Temperature Computed 
Aro. Orientation Heat burnup Stress there Limit (C) Maximum 

Load Compliance a Time Cladding 
Required? Limit? Temperature 

C 
1 Horizontal 5 20 kw HBF No No 400 368 
2 Horizontal 40 kw HBF No 60 hr 400 Note 1 
3 Vertical s30 kw HBF No No 400 378 
4 Vertical 40 kw • HBF No 60 hr 400 Note 1 
5 Horizontal • 20 kw MBF No No 400 368 

-6 Horizontal 40 kw MBF No 60 hr 400 Note 1 
7 Horizontal 40 kw MBF Yes No 570 544 
8 Vertical s30kw MBF No No 400 378 
9 Vertical 40 kw MBF No 60 hr 400 Note I 
10 Vertical 40 kw MBF Yes No 570 463

Note 1: For the four conditions listed in this table requiring a time limit for temperature limit 
compliance, an adiabatic heatup evaluation is performed by Holtec to compute the minimum 
required time (ro) for the cladding to reach 400°C. The calculation employs a bounding heat 
load (40 kW) with the result'(rounded to a whole number) of co = 71 hrs. For compliance 
with the ISG-11, Rev. 2 requirement, the time limit is conservatively restricted to 60 hr s.  

Acronyms: 
FHD - Forced Helium Dehydration 
VD - Vacuum Drying 
MBF- Moderate Burnup Fuel 
HBF- High Burnup Fuel
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FIGURE 4.5.2
*1

[INTENTIONALLY DELETED]
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4.6 REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 

4.6.1 Normal Conditions of Storage 

NUREG-1536 [4.4.10] defines several thermal acceptance criteria that must be applied to evaluations 
of normal conditions of storage. These items are addressed in Sections 4.1 through 4.4.5. Each of the 
pertinent criteria and the conclusion of the evaluations are summarized here.  

As required by NUREG- 1536 (4.0,IV, 1), the fuel cladding temperature at the beginning of dry cask 
storage is maintained below the anticipated damage-threshold temperatures for normal conditions and 
a minimum of 20 years of cask storage. Maximum clad temperatures for long-term storage conditions 
are reported in Section 4.4.2. Anticipated damage-threshold temperatures, calculated as described in 
Section 4.3, are summarized in Table 2.2.3.  

As required by NUREG-1536 (4.0,IV,3), the maximum internal pressure of the cask remains within 
its design pressure for normal, off-normal, and accident conditions, assuming rupture of 1 percent, 10 
percent, and 100 percent of the fuel rods, respectively. Assumptions for pressure calculations include 
release of 100 percent of the fill gas and 30 percent of the significant radioactive gases in the fuel 
rods. Maximum internal pressures are reported in Section 4.4.4. Design pressures are summarized in 
Table 2.2.1.  

As required by NUREG-1536 (4.0,W,4), all cask and fuel materials are maintained within their 
minimum and maximum temperature for normal and off-normal conditions in order to enable 
components to perform their intended safety functions. Maximum and minimum temperatures for 
long-term storage conditions are reported in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, respectively. Design 
temperature limits are summarized in Table 2.2.3. HI-STORM System components defined as 
important to safety are listed in Table 2.2.6.  

As required by NUREG- 153 6 (4.0,IV,5), the cask system ensures a very low probability of cladding 
breach during long-term storage. F.t.h.r, .... REG 1536 (4-.0,V,6) requires that the fuel cladding 
dafmage r-esulting froem creep eavitation should be limited to 15 perceent of the original eladding cress 
s e ,tion area dur.ing dry storage.For long term normal and off-normal operations, the maximum CSF 
cladding temperature is below the ISG-11 [4.1.4] limit of 4000C (7520F).  
The calculation mnethedelegy, described in Section 4.3, for determinin initý_ial d&Y sterage fuel clad 
temperaturc7 limits, ensures that both of thesc ruiects are satisfied. Maximum fuel ela 
temperature limits ar umrzed in Table 2.2.3.  

As required by NUREG-1536 (4.0,IV,7), the cask system is passively cooled. All heat rejection 
mechanisms described in this chapter, including conduction, natural convection, and thermal radiation, 
are completely passive.  

As required by NUREG- 1536 (4.0,IV,8), the thermal performance of the cask is within the allowable 
design criteria specified in FSAR Chapters 2 and 3 for normal conditions. All thermal results 
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reported in Sections 4.4.2 through 4.4.5 are within the design criteria allowable ranges for all nornal 
conditions of storage.  

4.6.2 Normal Handlinrz and Onsite Transfer 

As discussed in Section 4.1, the normal handlihg and onsite transfer evaluation presented in Section 
4.5 establishes complete compliance with the provisions of Reference [4.1.4j]. In particularithe ISG
11 requirements to ensure that maximum cladding temperature under all fuel loading and short 
term operations be below 4000C (752F) is demonstrated in Sedtion 4.5. -

INU4REG 1536 [1.1.10] defines sever-al thcrm~al acccptancc cr-iter-ia that are addressedin Sectionis 1.5A1 
through 4.5.5. Each of the'pertinent cr-iter-ia is sumn-Hrized he-e.  

As required by NUREG 153 6 (1.O,AI,2), the fucl4 cladding temperature is fmaintained below 5700 C 
(1 0582F) for- fucl fransfer oeper-ations. Maxfimum clad tempcratur-6s fo+ nornial on site trnmsfer 
c-onditions ar-e reported in Section 1.5.2. Maxi-..-mum cl-ý-d t~emper-atures for vacuum drying condition 
are r-eported in Section 4.5.2.1 and comply wvithin this liiylar-ge onservative margin.  

As required by NUREG 1536 (1 .O,I'73), the maximum internal pressur-e of the cask remains wiithin 
its design pressure for- normal and off nonnal conditions, assurn mpue oef 1 p erceent and 10 
per-cent 6f the fuel roedK -resp'ectively. Assumptibýsfor- pr-essur clcultion include release of 100 
perceent of the fill gas and 3 0 percent of the significant radioactive gases in the fuel roeds. Maximu 
internal pr-essures are reported in Section 4.5.4. Design pr-essurfes arc sum&mar-ized in Table 2.2.1.  

As requir-ed by NUREG 1536 (1.O,IV,1), all cask and fuel materials arc maintained w~ithi their 
minimMan maxfimum temper-ature for- normal (short term) fuel handling opcr-atiohs in order- to 

eniable components to perform their- intended safety functions. Maximum and mainimumn temper~atures 
for- fuel handling operations tire r-eported inSectionls 4.5.2 and 1.5.3, respectively. Design tm erte 
limiits are summiarized in Table 2.2.3-.  

As required by NIRG 153 6 (1.0,P,7), the cask systcm is pas5 Wceiy cooeled. All heat rejectioni 
mechanisms described in this chapterI including conduction,4 natural convetion, and thermal radiation-, 
are ompletely passive.

As requfired byNUPRG '1536 (.,/),the themal perfonnanec oef the..eask-L, mtliln the -allowable 
desig:n cr-iteria specified-in IESAR Chapters 2 and 3 for- normial (short term) fuel handling Sp er-ations.  
All thermal results r-eported in Sections 1.5.2 threoug 1.5.5 are within the design crteria allowable 
ranges for- short term conditions.
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APPENDIX 4.B: CONSERVATISMS IN THE THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE HI

STORM/I 100 SYSTEM 

4.B.1 OVERVIEW OF CASK HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM 

The HI-STORM 100 overpack is a large, cylindrical structure with an internal cavity suited for 
emplacement of a cylindrical canister containing spent nuclear fuel (SNF). The canister is arrayed 
in an upright manner inside the vertically oriented overpack. The design of the system provides for 
a small radial gap between the canister and the cylindrical overpack cavity. One principal function 
of a fuel storage system is to provide a means for ensuring fuel cladding integrity under long-term 
storage periods (20 years or more). The HI-STORM 100 overpack is equipped with four large 
ducts near its bottom and top extremities. The ducted overpack construction, together with an 
engineered annular space between the MPC cylinder and internal cavity in the HI-STORM 100 
overpack structure, ensures a passive means of heat dissipation from the stored fuel via ventilation 
action (i.e., natural circulation of air in the canister-to-overpack annulus). In this manner a large 
structure physically interposed between the hot canister and ambient air (viz. the concrete 
overpack engineered for radiation protection) is rendered as an air flow device for convective heat 
dissipation. The pertinent design features producing the air ventilation ("chimney effect") in the 
HI-STORM 100 cask are shown in Figure 4.B. 1.  

A great bulk of the heat emitted by the SNF is rejected to the environment (Q1) by convective 
action. A small quantity of the total heat rejection occurs by natural convection and radiation 
from the surface of the overpack (Q2), and an even smaller amount is dissipated by conduction to 
the concrete pad upon which the HI-STORM 100 overpack is placed (Q3). From the energy 
conservation principle, the sum of heat dissipation to all sinks (convective cooling (Q1), surface 
cooling (Q2) and cooling to pad (Q3)) equals the sum of decay heat emitted from the fuel stored in 
the canister (Qd) and the heat deposited by insolation, Q, (i.e., Qd + Q, = Q1 + Q2 + Q3). This 
situation is illustrated in Figure 4.B.2. In the HI-STORM 100 System, Q, is by far the dominant 
mode of heat removal, accounting for well over 80% of the decay heat conveyed to the external 
environment. Figure 4.B.3 shows the relative portions of Qd transferred to the environs via Q1, 
Q2, and Q3 in the HI-STORM 100 System under the design basis heat load.  

The heat removal through convection, QI, is similar to the manner in which a fireplace chimney 
functions: Air is heated in the annulus between the canister and the overpack through contact with 
the canister's hot cylindrical surface causing it to flow upward toward the top (exit) ducts and 
inducing the suction of the ambient air through the bottom ducts. The flow of air sweeping past 
the cylin.irical surfaces of the canister has sufficient velocity to create turbulence that aids in the 
heat extraction process. It is readily recognized that the chimney action relies on a fundamental 
and immutable property of air, namely that air becomes lighter (i.e., more buoyant) as it is heated.  
If the canister contained no heat emitting fuel, then there would be no means for the annulus air to 
heat and rise. Similarly, increasing the quantity of heat produced in the canister would make more 
heat available for heating of annulus air, resulting in a more vigorous chimney action. Because the 
heat energy of the spent nuclear fuel itself actuates the chimney action, ventilated overpacks of the 
HI-STORM 100 genre are considered absolutely safe against thermal malfunction. While the 
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removal of heat through convective mass transport of air is the dominant mechanism, other minor 
components, labeled Q2 and Q3 in the foregoing, are recognized and quantified in the thermal' 
analysis of the HI-STORM 100 System.  

Heat dissipation from the 6xposed surfaces of tlhe overpack, Q2, occurs principally by natural 
convection and radiation cooling. The rate of decay heat dissipation from the external surfaces is, 
of course, influenced by several factors, some'0 f which aid the process (e.g., wind, thermal 
turbulation of air), while others oppose it (for example, radiant heating byý the sun or blocking of 
radiation cooling by surrounding casks). In this appendix, the 'relative significance of Q2 and Q3 
and the method to conservatively simulate their effect ini the HI-STORM 100 thermal model is 
discussed.  

The thermal problem posed for the HI-STORM 100 System'in the system's'Final Safety Analysis 
Report (FSAR) is as follows: Given a-specified maximum fil cladding temperature, T., and'• 
specified ambient temperature, T, what is the maximumIperinissible heat generation rate Qd, in the 
canister under steady state conditions? Of course, in the 'real world,-the ambieht iemperatureT'Ta 
varies continuously, and the cask system is rarely in a steady state (i.e., temperatures vary with 
time). Fortunately, fracture mechanics of spent fuel cladding instruct us that it is the time
integrated effect of elevated temperature,' rather than an instantaneous p'ak value, that determines§' 
whether fuel cladding would rupture., The most appropriate reference ambient temperature for 
cladding integrity evaluation, therefore, is the average ambient te'mperaturte for the enitire du'ration" 
of dry storage. For conservatism, the'reference -ambient temperature is, however,' selected to be 
the maximum yearly average for the ISFSI site. 'In the general certification of HI-STORM 100, 
the reference ambient temperature (formally referred to as the normal temperature) is set equal to 
80'F, which is greater than the annual average for any power plant location in'the U.S.* 

The thermal analysis of the cask system leads to a computed value" of the fuel cladding' 
temperature greater than T. by an amount C. In other words, Tr = T, + C, where C decreases 
slightly as 'Ta (assumed ambient temperature) is increased.' The thermal analysis of HI-STORM 
100 is carried out to compute C in a most conservative manner. In other words, the mathematical 
model seeks to calculate an upper bound on the value of C.  

Dry storage scenarios are characterized by relatively large temperature elevations '(C) above 
ambient (650TF or so). The cladding temperature 'rise is the cumfulative sum of temperature
increments arising from individual elements 'of thermal -resistance. To prote& cladding from''" 
overheating, analytical assumptions adversel, impacting heat tiansfer are chosen Wit particular' 
attention given to those temperature increments which' form the'bulk of the temperature rise. In 
this appendix, the principal conservatisms in the thermal modelirigof the-HI-STORM 100 System 
and their underlying theoretical bases are presented. This 'oVerview is'intended to provide a 
physical understanding of the large margins :buried in the HI-ST'ORM '100 design which are 
summarized in Section 4.4.6 of this FSAR.  

"According to the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) publication, "Comparative 
Climatic Data for the United States through 1998", the highest annual average temperature for any location in the 
continental U.S is 77.87F in Key West, Florida.  
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4.B.2 -CONSERVATISM IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION SPECIFICATION 

The ultimate heat sink for decay heat generated by stored fuel is ambient air. The HI-STORM 100 
System defines three ambient temperatures as the environmental conditions for thermal analysis.  
These are, the Normal (80'F), the Off-Normal (100TF) and Extreme Hot (125TF) conditions. Two 
factors dictate the stipulation of an ambient temperature for cladding integrity calculations. One 
factor is that ambient temperatures are constantly cycling on a daily basis (night and day).  
Furthermore, there are seasonal variations (summer to winter). The other factor is that cladding 
degradation is an incremental process that, over a long period of time (20 years), has an 
accumulated damage resulting from an "averaged-out" effect of the environmental temperature 
history. The 80TF normal temperature stated in the HI-STORM 100 FSAR is defined as the 
highest annual average temperature at a site established from past records. This is a principal 
design parameter in the HI-STORM, 100 analysis because, it establishes the basis for 
demonistrating long-termn SNF integrity. The choice of maximum annual average temperature is 
conservative for a 20-year period. Based on meteorological data, the 80TF is chosen to bound 
annual average temperatures reported within the continental US.  

For short periods, it is recognized that ambient temperature excursions above 80TF are possible.  
Two scenarios are postulated and analyzed in the FSAR to bound such transient events. The Off
Normal (100°F) and Extreme Hot (125F)*- cases are postulated as continuous (72-hour average) 
conditions. Both cases are analyzed-as steady-state conditions (i.e., thermal inertia of the 
considerable concrete mass, fuel and metal completely neglected) occurring at the start of dry 
storage when the decay heat load to the HI-STORM 100 System is at its peak value with fuel 
emitting heat at its design basis maximum level.  

4.B.3 CONSERVATISM IN MODELING THE ISFSI ARRAY 

Traditionally, in the classical treatment of the ventilated storage cask thermal problem, the cask to 
be analyzed (the subject cask) is modeled as a stand-alone component that rejects heat to the 
ambient air through chimney action (Q1) by natural convection to quiescent ambient air and 
radiation to the surrounding open spaces (Q2), and finally, a small amount through the concrete 
pad into the ground (Q3). The contributing effect of the sun (addition of heat) is considered, but 
the dissipative effect of wind is neglected. The interchange of radiative heat between proximate 
casks is also neglected (the so-called "cask-to-cask. interactions"). In modeling the HI-STORM 
100, System, Holtec International extended the classical cask thermal model to include the effect 
of the neighboring casks in a most conservative manner. This model represents the flow of supply 
air to the inlet ducts for the subject cask by erecting a cylinder around the subject cask. The model 
blocks all lateral flow of air from the surrounding space into the subject, cask's inlet ducts. This 
mathematical artifice is illustrated in Figure 4.B.4, where the lateral air flow arrows are shown 
"dotted" to indicate that the mathematical cylinder constructed around the cask has blocked off 
the lateral flow of air. Consequently, the chimney air must flow down the annulus from the air 

"According to NOAA, the highest daily mean temperature for any location in the continental U.S. is 93.77F, 
which occurred in Yuma, Arizona.  
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plenum space above the casks' turn around at the bottom and enter the inlet ducts. Because the 
vertical downflow of air introduces additional resistance to flow, an obvious effect of the 
hypothetical enclosing' cylinder construct is an'increased total resistance to thbe chimney flow 
which, it is recalled, is the main heat conveyance mechanism in a ventilated cask. Throttling of the 
chimney flow by the -hypothetical -enclosing c2rlinder is an element of conservatism in the HI
STORM modeling.  

Thus, whereas air flows toward the bottom ducts from areas of supply which are scattered in a 
three dimensional continuum with partial restriction from neighboring casks, the analytical model 
blocks the air 'flow -completely from areas outside the hypothetical cylinder. This is illustrated in 
Figure 4.B.4 in which an impervious boundary is shown to lirxit HI-STORM 100 'cask acces's to 
fresh air from an annular opening near the top.  

Thus, in the HI-STORM model, the feeder air to the HI-STORM 100 System must flow down the 
hypothetical annulus sweeping past the external surface of the cask. The ambient air, assumed to 
enter this hypothetical annulus at the assuined environmental temperature, heats by convective' 
heat extraction' from the overpack before reaching the bottom (inlet) ducts. In this manner, the 
temperature of the feeder air into the ducts is maximized. In reality, the horizontal flow of air in' 
the vicinity of the inlet ducts, suppressed by the enclosed cylinder construct (as shown in Figuie 
4.B.4) would act to mitigate the pre-heating of the feeder air. -By maximizing the extent of air 
preheating, the computed value of ventilation flow is underestimated in the simulation.  

4.B.4 -CONSERVATISM IN RADIANT HEAT LOSS 

In an array of casks, the external (exposed) cask surfaces have a certain "view" of each other. The 
extent of view is a fiuiction of relative geometrical orientation of the ýurfaces and presence of 
other objects between-them. The extent of view influences the rate of heat exchange between 
surfaces by thermal radiation. The presence of neighboring casks also partially blocks the escape 
of radiant heat from a cask thus affecting its ability 'to dissipate heat to the environment. This 
aspect of Radiative Blocking (RB) is illustrated for 'a" reference cask (shown shaded) in Figure 
4.B.5. It is also apparent that a cask is a recipient of radiant energy from adjacent casks (Radiant 
Heating (RH)). Thus; a thermal model representative of a cask'array must address the RB and RH 
effects in a conservative manner. To bound the physical situation,' a Hypothetical Reflecting 
Boundary (HRB) modeling feature is introduced in the thermal 'mod6l. The HRB feature 
surrounds the rI-STORM 100 overpack with a reflecting cylindrical surface \with the boundaries 
insulated.  

In Figures 4.B.6 and 4.B.7 the inclusion of RB and RH effects in the HI-STORM 100 modeling is 
graphically illustrated. Figure 4.B.6 shows that an incident ray of radiant energy leaving the cask 
surface bounces back from the HRB thus preventing escape (i.e., RB effect inaximized). The RH 
effect is illustrated in Figure 4.B.7 by superimpo'sing on the 'physical model refledted images of 
HI-STORM 100 cask surrounding the reference cask. A ray of radianrten"ergy frdm an adjacent 
cask directed toward the reference cask (AA) is duplicated by the model -via another ray of radiant 
energy leaving the cask (BB) and being reflected back by the HRB (BA')' A 'igniificant feature of 
this model is that the reflected ray (BA') initiated from a cask siiiface (reference cask) assumed to 
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be loaded with design basis maximum heat (hottest surface temperature). As the strength of the 
ray is directly pr6p6rti6nal to the fourth power of surface temperature, radiant energy emission 
from an adjacent cask at a lower heat load will be overestimated by the HRB construct. In other 
words, the reference cask is assumed to be in an array of casks all producing design basis 
maximum heat. Clearly, it is physically impossible to load every location of every cask with fuel 
emitting heat at design basis maximum. Such a spent fuel inventory does not exist. This bounding 
assumption has the effect of maximizing cask surface temperature as the possibility of "hot" 
(design basis) casks being radiatively cooled by adjacent casks is precluded. The HRB feature 
included in the HI-STORM 100 model thus provides a bounding effect of an infinite array of 
casks, all at design basis maximum heat loads. No radiant heat is permitted to escape the reference 
cask (bounding effect) and the reflecting boundary mimics incident radiation toward the reference 
casks around the 3600 circumference (bounding effect).  

4.B.5 CONSERVATISM IN REPRESENTING BASKET AXIAL RESISTANCE 

As stated earlier, the largest fraction of the total resistance to the flow of heat from the spent 
nuclear fuel (SNF) to the ambient is centered in the basket itself. Out of the total temperature 
drop of approximately 650°F (C=6500F) between the peak fuel cladding temperature and the 
ambient, over 400°F occurs in the fuel basket. Therefore, it stands to reason that conservatism in
the basket thermal simulation would have a pronounced effect on the conservatism in the final 
solution. The thermal model of the fuel basket in the HI-STORM 100 FSAR was accordingly 
constructed with a number of conservative assumptions that are described in the HI-STORM 100 
FSAR. We illustrate the significance of the whole array of conservatisms by explaining one in 
some detail in the following discussion.  

It is recognized that the heat emission from a fuel assembly is axially non-uniform. The maximum 
heat generation occurs at about the mid-height region of the enriched uranium column, and tapers 
off toward its extremities. The axial heat conduction in the fuel basket would act to diffuse and 
levelize the temperature field in the basket. The axial conductivity of the basket, quite clearly, is 
the key determinant in how well the thermal field in the basket would be homogenized. It is also 
evident that the conduction of heat along the length of the basket occurs in an uninterrupted 
manner in a HI-STORM 100 basket because of its continuously welded honeycomb geometry.  
On the other hand, the in-plane transfer of heat must occur through the physical gaps that exist 
between the fuel rods, between the fuel assembly and the basket walls and between the basket and 
the MPC shell. These gaps depress the in-plane conductivity of the basket. However, in the 
interest of conservatism, only a small fraction of the axial conductivity of the basket is included in 
the HI-STORM 100 thermal model. This assumption has the direct effect of throttling the axial 
flow of heat and thus of elevating the computed value of mid-height cladding temperature (where 
the peak temperature occurs) above its actual value. In actuality, the axial conductivity of the fuel 
basket is much greater than the in-plane conductivity due to the continuity of the fuel and basket 
structures in that direction. Had the axial conductivity of the -'basket been modeled less 
conservatively in the HI-STORM 100 thermal analysis, then the temperature distribution in the 
basket-will be more uniform, i.e., the bottom region of the basket would be hotter than that 
computed. This means that the temperature of the MPC's external surface in the bottom region is 
hotter than computed in the HI-STORM 100 analysis. It is a well-known fact in ventilated column 
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design that the lower the location in the column where the heat is introduced, the more vigorous 
the ventilation action. Therefore, the conservatism in the basket's axial conductivity assumption 
has the net effect of reducing the computed ventilation iate.  

To estimate the conservatism in restricting the basket axial resistance, we perform'a numerical 
exercise using mathematical perturbation t~chni4ues. The axial conductivity (K,) of the MPC is, as 
explained previously, much higher than the in-plane (K,) conductivity. The thermal solution to the 
MPC anisotropic conductivities problem (i.e. Kr'and Kr are not equal) is mathematically expressed 
as a sun of a baseline isotropic solution T, (setting K, = Kr) and a perturbation T* which accounts 
for anisotropic effects. From Fourier's Law of heat conduction in solids, the perturbation equation 
for T' is reduced to'the following form: 

K 2 -
- K-T - dz2  

dz 2 

Where, AK is the perturbation parameter (i.e. axial conductivity offset AK = K, - Kr)- The 
boundary conditions for the perturbation solution are zero slope at peak cladding tempeirature 
location (dT*/dz = 0) (which occurs at about the top of the active fuel height) and T* = 0 at the 
bottom of th6'active fuel length. The object of this calculation is to compute T* where the peak 
fuel cladding temperature is reached. To this end, the baseline thermal-solution-To-(i.e.:-HI
STORM isbtropic modeling solution) is employed to compute -an appropriate value for d2T /dz2 

which characterizes the axial teme6rature-rise over the -height of the active fuel length in the 
hottest fuel cell. This is computed as (-ATax/L 2) where AT.. is the fuel cell temperature rise and L 
is the active-fuel length. Conservatively postulating a lower bound ATax of 200'F and L of 12 ft, 
d2T/dz2 i computed as -1.39F/ift 2. Integrating the perturbation equation shown above, the 
following formula for T* is obtained: 

ST= /AK d 2To 
T *=(K L .  

~K- dz 

Employing a conservative low value for the (AK/IK) parameter of 0-4 0.05, T*:is computed as 
30 10TF. In other words, the baseline'HI-STORM solution over predicts the peak cladding 
temperature by approximately'30 10TF.  

4.B.6 HEAT DISSIPATION UNDERPREDICTION IN THE MPC DOWNCOMER 

Internal circulation of helium in the sealed MPCGs modeled as flow in a porous medium in the 
fueled region containing the SNF (including top and bottom plenums). The basket-to-MPC shell 
clearance space is modeled as a helium filled radial gap to include the downcomer flow in the 
thermal model. The downcomer region, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.2, consists of an azimuthally 
varying gap formed by the square-celled basket outline and the cylindrical MPC shell. At the 
locations of closest appioach a differential expansion gap (a small clearance on the order of 1/10 
of an inch) is engineered to allow free thermal expansion of the -basket. At the widest locations, 
the gaps are on the order of the fuel cell opening (V'6" (BWR) ,arnd;-9" (PWR) MPCs). It is 
heuristically evident that heat dissipation by conduction is maximum, at the.closest approach 
locations (low thermal resistance path) and that convective, heat transfer is highest at the widest 
gap locations (large downcomer flow). In the FLUENT thermal model, a radial gap that is large 
compared to the basket-to-shell clearance and small compared to the cell opening is used. As a 
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relatively large gap penalizes heat dissipation by conduction and a small gap throttles convective 
flow, the use of a single' gap in the FLUENT model understates both conduction and convection 
heai transfer in the downcomer region. Furtherfmre, heat dissipation by the alui, m heat 
eenductfion elcments, if-used, is eensec-vatively negleeted in the thefmosiphon moedels employed in 
the HI STOR' 4 m, delin.- In previous revisions of this FSAR, the downcomer area was 
understated in the FLUENT model by a large margin. In Revision 2 of the FSAR, the downcomer 
area is still slightly understated for all MPC geometries (see table below), but the extent of 
conservatism has been moderated and increase in downcomer area resulting from deletion of 
Aluminum Heat Conduction Elements is duly recognized.

Heat dissipation in the downcomer region is the sum of five-four elements, viz. convective heat 
transfer (CI), helium conduction heat transfer (C2), basket-to-shell contact heat transfer (C3), 
and radiation heat transfer (C4). and alunum c--..ndution elements (if used) heat transfer- (C5).  
In the HI-STORM thermal modeling, two elements of heat t.ansf. (C-3 and-C5)-are- C3 is 
completely neglected, C2 is severely penalized and Cl is underpredicted. In other words the HI
STORM thermosiphon model has choked the radial flow of heat in the downcomer space. This 
has the direct effect of raising the temperature of fuel in the thermal solutions.  

4.B.7 CONSERVATISM IN MPC EXTERNAL HEAT DISSIPATION TO CHIMNEY AIR 

The principle means of decay heat dissipation to the environment is by cooling of the MPC 
surface by chimney air flow. Heat rejection from the MPC surface is by a combination of 
convective heat transfer: to'a through flowing fluid medium (air), natural convection cooling at the 
outer overpack surface, and by radiation heat transfer. Because the temperature of the fuel stored 
in the MPC is directly affected by the rate of heat dissipation from the canister external surface, 
heat transfer correlations with robust conservatisms are employed in the HI-STORM simulations.  
The FLUENT computer code deployed for the modeling employs a so called "wall-functions" 
approach for computing the transfer of heat'from solid surfaces to fluid medium. This approach 
has the desired effect of computing heat dissipation in a most conservative maimer. As this defaiult 
approach has been employed in the thermal modeling, it is contextually relevant to quantify the 
conservatism in a classical setting to provide an additional level of assurance in the HI-STORM 
results. To do this, we have posed a classical heat transfer problem of a heated square block 
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cooled in a stream of upward moving air. The problem is illustrat{d in Figure 4.B.8. From the 
physics of the problem, the maximum steady state solid interior temperature (T,,) is computed 
as: 

T. = T-,. + ATa.r + AT, 

where, Tk = Sink temperature (mean of inlet and outlet air temperature) 
ATair = Solid surface to air tempe'rature difference 
AT, "= Solid block interior temperature elevation 

The sink temperature is computed by first calculating the air outlet temperature from energy 
conservation principles. Solid-to-air heat transfer is computed using classical natural convection 
correlation proposed by Jakob and Hawkins ("Elements of Heat Transfer", John Wiley & Sons, 
1957) and ? Ts is readily computed by an analytical'solution to the equation of heat conduction in 
solids. By solving this same problem on the FLUENT computer code using the in-built "wall
functions", in excess of 100TF conservative margin over the classical result for Ta., is established.  

4.B.8 M•SGCELLANtOU OTHER CONSERVATISMS 

Section 4.4.6 of the FSAR lists eleven eleme an array of conservatism, of which certain non
transparent and individually significant items are discussed in detail in this appendix. These 
conservatisms are primarily intrinsic to the solution methodology or are product of assumptions 
in the input data. Exaniples in the latter category are values assumed in the thermal analysis for 
key inputs such as insolation heat, ambient temperature and axial surface temperature profile 
for the MPC. Apart from the input data and methodology related conservatisms, the solution 
process includes implicit assumptions to under represent heat transfer, an example of this being 
the assumption that the helium upflow in basket cells is not turbulated by the cladding and grid 
spacers. A listing of conservatisms not discussed in the foregoing is summarized below: 

i) 7The flow resistance factors used to simulate flow through MPC 3-D continuum are 
conservatively bounding.  

ii) Axial heat transfer through fuel pellets is neglected.  
iii) The upflow of helium through the MPCs is assumed to be laminar (high flow 

resistance, low heat transfer).  
iv) Turbulation offlow at grid spacers, top & bottom fittings are neglected.  
v) Insolation heating assumed with a bounding absorbtivity of 1. 0.  
vi) Contact between fuel and basket and between basket and supports neglected.  
vii) MPC is assumed to be loaded with the most thermally resistive fitel type in its 

category (BWR or PWR) as applicable.  

The assumptions inherent to the FLUENT solution methodology and to the solution process, in 
conjunction with those in the input data, are estimated to have an aggregate effect of 
overestimating cladding temperatures by a considerable amount, as estimated in Table 4.B. 1.  
Out of the balance of ecnserwatisms, the one of notable mention is the consefVatism in fuel decaey 
heat generation stipulation based on the mest heat emissive fuel assembly type. This pestufe 
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,fipute, a la5 g eon.5. .ati.m for ce.tain other fl types, wch havea much l.wer. quantity..  

miceAllanepscne.aima grgt efet is to overestimate eladding temperatures-by 
about 150F-te-S0T 

4.B.9 CONCLUSIONS 

The foregoing narrative provides a physical description of the many elements of conservatism in the HI-STORM 100 thermal model. The conservatisms may be broadly divided into two 
categories: 

1. Those intrinsic to the FLUENT modeling process.  

2. Those arising from the input data and on the HI-STORM 100 thermal modeling.  

The conservatism in Category (1) may be identified by reviewing the Holtec International Benchmark Report [4.B. 1], which shows that the FLUENT solution methodology, when applied to the prototype cask (TN 24P) over-predicts the peak cladding temperature by as much as 79 TF.  and as much as 37°F relative to the PNNL results (see Attachment 1 to Reference [4.B.1]) from their COBRA SFS solution as compared against Holtec's FLUENT solution.  

Category (2) conservatisms are those that we have deliberately embedded in the HI-STORM 100 thermal model to ensure that the computed value of the peak fuel cladding temperature is further over-stated. Table 4.B.1 contains a listing of the major conservatisms in the HI-STORM 100 thermal model, along with an estimate of the effect (increase) of each on the computed peak 
cladding temperature.  

Finally, it should be noted that the computed peak cladding temperatures for all MPCs are also lower than the 4000C limit by varying amounts, which can be viewed as an additional thermal margin in the system. In other words, the thermal capacity (see Glossary for definition) is greater than the Design Basis heat load speci/ied for the HI-STORM System in this FSAR.  
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Table 4.B.1

Conservatism in the HI-STORM 100 Thermal Model 

ESTIMA TED CONSERVATISM IN THE 
MODELING ELEMENT COMPUTED MAX. CLADDING 

TEMPERA TURE 
[0F] 

Long Term Ambient 2 to 30 
Temperature 

Hypothetical Cylinder -5 
Construct 

Axial Heat Dissipation 3010 
Restriction 

MPC Downcomer Heat 
Dissipation Restriction 5 

MPC External Heat Dissipation 50 
Under-prediction 

Miseelanee Other Conservatisms 15 to 50 50 to 75 

Rayleigh Effect (Sub-Section 4.4.1.1.5) 25 

4.B.9 REFERENCES 
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